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WASHINGTON The FCC is considering arequest that would allow low-power FM
stations to comply with Emergency Alert System rules by using less-expensive equipment still in development.
A broadcast equipment manufacturer has proposed changing Part 11 of the commission's EAS rules to allow LPFMs to install limited-function, pass-through decoders.
A critic of the proposed rules change says the pass-through decoder lacks logging
capability and would only monitor a single broadcast station. Standard
encoders/decoders require aminimum of two audio inputs, which allow for multiple
monitoring.
The proposed switching equipment would allow an LPFM station to monitor
See EAS DECODERS, page 10
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NEWS

To Beat the
Cascading
Bogeyman
With IBOC Coming
And More Codecs Than
Ever Already in Use,
Radio Struggles to
Preserve Decent Sound
by Daniel G.P. Mansergh
What do you do when an audio feed
has been stomped on several times
before it reaches your station, and you
need to encode and decode that audio
even more before your station transmits
it? How do you avoid ending up with
ugly audio?
In today's broadcast production environment, many stations use digital
audio from a variety of sources, much
of it subject to different codecs applied
to conserve storage space or to reduce
the data rate for transmission over links
with limited bandwidth.
MP3 files from the Internet, ATRACSee CASCADING, page 8
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NEWSWATCH•

New Task Force
To Tackle Scarce
Spectrum
WASHINGTON As more wireless
and other companies want to use spectrum, the FCC is challenged to divide it
up among users efficiently. To that end,
the agency has formed a task force to
help the agency to identify and evaluate
changes in spectrum policy. Dr. Paul
Kolodzy, senior spectrum policy advisor
for the Office of Engineering and
Technology, will head the cross-bureau

and multi-disciplinary task force.
FCC Chairman Michael Powell said,
"The government has an almost impossible
task trying to keep pace with the everincreasing demand for spectrum and continuing advances in wireless technology
and applications. In this fast-moving
world, the commission cannot rely on outmoded procedures and policies. We must
establish new ways to support innovation
and the efficient, flexible use of spectrum."
Meanwhile, the FCC's new spectrum
task force is seeking comment on everything related to the commission's spectrum
policies, including spectral efficiency, public safety communications and interference

protection. Some of the questions:
Should the agency develop rules to
require or facilitate band-clearing negotiations between new licensees and incumbents?
Should current, restrictive service and
operating rules applicable in many bands
be changed to provide licensees with
greater flexibility? If so, in which bands
and how?
How would the interference rights of
incumbents and new licensees be redefined
under flexibility?
Should spectrum policies vary by geographic area according to the relative level
of spectrum congestion or use?

TECHLINE STUDIO FURNITURE
Easy to INSTALL

Easy to A FFORD!

•machine- tapped rack rails
•built-in top and bottom ventilation
•removable doors
•punchblock enclosure available
•compatible with Wheatstone Wiremax System
•available with type 66 or Krone" blocks

•modular design for variety of configurations
•both standup and sitdown heights
•above counter turret accessories
•fast installation
•generous wireways
•built-in levellers

.-41111r.
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What is the impact, if any, of increse-d
•
fl ex itri lily '
tiff term? *armful interference
should be defined and understood?
If the FCC adopts new policies to
address interference, should the rights of
new spectrum users be defined differently
from those of the present incumbents? If
yes, how?
Should the agency consider developing
receiver standards or guidelines for each
radio service that would be used in judging
harmful interference?
Interested parties may file comments no
later than July 8and replies by July 23 to
ET Docket 02-135.

Music Industry
Raises Payola
WASHINGTON Payola is back in the
headlines. Record company executives,
artists and consumer advocates have complained to Congress about reported payola
problems with some large radio group
owners.
The record labels and organizations
including AFTRA, RIAA and the Future of
Music Coalition have urged Congress and
the FCC to look into promotion practices
for radio, including revising payola laws to
cover independent promoters, and studying
the impact of consolidation on the music
community.
The groups claim radio consolidation
has forced up concert ticket prices and
made it difficult for non-affiliated artists to
book events.
In June, Sen. Russ Feingold, D-Wis.,
and Rep. Howard Berman, D-Calif., were
reportedly preparing legislation to look into
how consolidation has affected radio programming and promotion.
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EAS Planners Consider Overhaul
Many Stations, Governments Are Refocusing on
The Relevance of the System in Light of Sept. 11
by Randy J. Stine
WASHINGTON Since the terrorist
attacks of Sept. 11, the issue of how the
Emergency Alert System factors into the
nation's civil defense effort has become
more critical.
Most experts contacted by Radio
World believe the national warning system can be improved. But they're debating whether new technologies should be
integrated into the current infrastructure
or whether an entirely new system is
needed to cope with natural disasters or
further terrorism.
Critics of EAS claim the warning system will remain broken without mandatory broadcaster participation and
improved message delivery methods to
reach more people.

Clear Channel Radio.
Richard Rudman, chairman of the Los
Angeles County EAS local emergency
communications committee and the past
EAS NAC chairman, said the underlying
principles of EAS could be made to work.

allowing some kind of transition period."
Schallenberg said EAS was adequate
when it was implemented in 1997, but
that with the advent of Internet protocol
and wireless communications systems,
EAS needs an overhaul.
"We have to blend alerting into all of
the wireless devices available today. That
way it would allow EAS to reach more
people," he said.

Future
Efforts to address homeland security
issues are underway within the EAS
community, including discussions with
the Partnership for Public Warning, the
Office of Homeland Security and the

9 /1

understand it, whether it would turn on or
override the audio with the message. ...
t's just not amature-enough product yet
ohelp much," Kenyon said.
Planners seem to agree that the reliaility of EAS must be improved to reach
more people. They point to afailure this
year in Louisville, Ky., as an example of
how human fallibility can affect the
arning system. Two people lost their
li ves in the storms.
In that case, the city's primary EAS
tation, WHAS(AM), failed to activate
evere thunderstorm and tornado warnings as twisters hit the area in late April,
st ation officials said. The radio station
relied on WHAS(TV) to activate the alert
tones in emergencies. However, the televi sion station had no meteorologist on
duty the morning of April 28 to issue the
emergency.
WHAS(AM) officials say the deaths
ight have occurred anyway, but still
w
inant to improve their procedure for issugwarnings.

Kelly Caris, director of operations for
station licensee Clear Channel Louisville,
it. said, "The television meteorologists had
control of the EAS (Sage) Endecs. What
.i>b‘

newly formed Media Security and
Reliability Council.
No matter the outcome of dialogue
among the groups, at least some emergency planners believe the EAS will have
aplace in future national warning systems.
"Local warnings have always been the
lifeblood of EAS ... the tornado warnings, toxic spills and now the Amber
Alerts. That is what EAS does best. You
don't want to throw the baby out with the
bathwater in this case," said Al Kenyon,
new chairman of the EAS National
Advisory Committee and senior vice
president of projects and technology for

A rollout of in-band, on-channel digital
audio broadcasting in the United States
could play amajor role within EAS.
"We have had discussions with IBOC
data stream people regarding future
warning technology," said Kenyon.
"There is some overhead in the stream
that could allow stations to eventually
include emergency alerts. The problem is
you need the commercial receivers to

Al Kenyon, EAS NAC chair, is congratulated by Richard Rudman,
who held that post until the national EAS meeting this spring.

See EAS, page 7

"At the same time, we all recognize
that the media has to play amajor role in
the shaping of afuture warning system,"
Rudman said.
Van Schallenberg, emergency manager
for Cashion, Okla., and chairman of the
EAS NAC subcommittee on future emergency alerting, said, "The public expects
technology to move forward, and EAS is
not. We need to give aprojected date for
a new system to take effect and begin

Broadcast equipment at exceptional prices
Customized automation systems.
Complete systems integration.

1 Prompts US. Warning Talks

Quality pre- owned equipment.

WASHINGTON Since 9/11, it seems everyone wants to fix EAS.
Several quasi-federal groups have formed to address homeland security and
national alert issues since the Sept. 11 attacks. Many EAS planners say they will
assist the organizations in any way they can.

Pre- wiring packages.
Broadcast equipment repair.

Partnership for Public Warning officials say the goal of the public-private partnership is to open dialogue among civil defense planners and private parties to
make warnings more effective.

Complete engineering services.

"We are drafting anational strategic plan for public warning that can reach more
people. What we have now is quite ineffective," said Peter Ward, chair of the board
of trustees for Partnership for Public Warning.
The EAS National Advisory Committee heard presentations from PPW officials
and the Homeland Security Council at its May meeting.
"PPW has some real potential. They're looking at some alternative warning
methods that have potential. Methods that don't require people to be listening to
the radio or watching TV," said Steve Johnson, vice chair of the EAS National
Advisory Committee. "It's important that we interface with these new groups to
guarantee we are not duplicating efforts."
The Bush Administration created the Office of Homeland Security, and in June
the president urged Congress to make it acabinet-level department, to coordinate a
national strategy to strengthen protection against terrorist threats and attacks in the
United States.
Another group delving into EAS concerns as part of its mission is the Media
Security and Reliability Council, formed by the FCC to help ensure the reliability
of the nation's radio, TV and cable broadcasts in the event of natural disasters or
further terrorist attacks. The group, consisting of executives from media organizations, also is expected to address the issue of EAS reliability.
In June, the SBE was considering arequest to have arepresentative on the
MSRC for EAS discussions. SBE already plays arole in the PPW and EAS NAC.
— by Randy J. Stine
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DAB? Please Give Us aSign
by Paul J. McLane
Is digital radio agift from the heavens?
Reader Gary Wachter might have
thought so when he saw this billboard on
the northbound lanes of I-35, heading
from the Cedar Hill antenna farm toward
downtown Dallas. The sign encourages
drivers to experience the joy of IBOC.
The acronym in this case stands for the
Inspiring Body of Christ church. If you
visit www.iboc.org, you can learn more.
The church has nothing to do with inband, on-channel digital radio, as far as I
know. But it's fun to go on the site and
read sentences like "January 2000 brought
anew dimension of ministry, the IBOC
Children's College. ... 2001 brought into
fruition the 1130C Christian Academy for
grades 1through 4!'
A little farther along on the highway was
another billboard, for XM Satellite Radio.
No word on whether either billboard is
owned by Clear Channel Outdoor.
* * *
Recently, the excellent Water Cooled
newsletter from SBE Chapter 124 in

IBOC

7710 S. Westmoreland
Experience the Joy!
MAYS 7:45 & 10am & 12:30pmAk
kiak.a.

its mission statement, really — but the site
grabbed my browser and filled it with
images Idefinitely didn't need to see (and
certainly don't want my MIS manager to).
Ialso found Casino World, Internet
World, Runner's World, Sailing World,
Cruising World, Macworld, Recycler's
World, Traffic World, Camping World,
HomeSchool World, Birder's World,
Nerd World, Volcano World, Walt Disney
World, the band Jimmy Eat World, PRI's
radio program "The World" and the CIA
World Factbook.
We are not alone.

KL. ,k

* * *

Put your h-a-a-a-a-nds on the radio!
northwestern Oregon featured this quiz
from Michael D. Brown:
Where on U.S. soil can you find AM stations using 9-kHz spacing? Yes, there are a
handful of Ks and Ws that broadcast on frequencies such as 585,612 and 648 kHz.
The answer appears below.
To sign up for the newsletter, coordinated by Kent Randles, visit www.broadcast.net/mailmannistinfolsbe-pdx.

Our Reader's Choice Sweepstakes prize
this issue comes from BSW. It's aclassic
...
On-Air light made by CBT Systems.
This "has to be the coolest looking thing since your ' 55 Chevy
two-door," BSW writes in its catalog. "Built using traditional
sand casting methods, the aluminum housing is then buffed to
abright finish."
Behind the Plexiglas window is along-life lamp available in 120 V AC, 24 V AC/DC
or 12V AC/DC. The unit can be installed on astandard two-gang j-box. Value: $295.
The winner is Wayne Huhta, the Arizona project director for the World Radio Network
in Sonoita, Ariz.
We have more than
a dozen prizes left
to give away this year
including
codecs,
microphones and software. If you haven't
signed up yet, visit
www.rwonline.com.

* * *
Irecently was struck by an unreasonable desire to see what other worlds I
could find on the Web. If the radio industry has aRadio World, surely there must
be other interesting "Worlds!'
Iwas right.
According to the Internet, Pool World
has been manufacturing home recreational
products since 1956. Fiberglass World was
established as aworldwide trading site for
information to promote trade in the fiberglass industry. Plastic World offers plastic
and paint for home, boats and industry.
Home Theater World "is dedicated to
offering you what we consider the best
value products representing the latest in
Home Theater technology."
Dog World Magazine brings you Dog
World Online, the dog-lover's Internet
source for breeds, training, nutrition,
behavior and show information about
man's best friend.
Android World is devoted to — duh —
androids: "An android is an anthropomorphic robot, i.e. arobot that looks like a
human. Many android developers call their
creations 'humanoids' rather than androids.
We also have robotics links, robot links,
animatronics links and research links!'
(What, no Android Buyer's Guide?)
Ieven clicked on Porn World — to quote

Are you getting free weekly news
from us via e-mail?
Radio World's NewsBytes Weekly
Digest is asummary of the week's headlines, with links to more info. It is afine
complement to Radio World.
In print, we analyze trends and go indepth. Our digest lets you get the news in
quick hits, the week it happens.
In recent months, you would have been
among the first to learn about changes in
FCC fees, Eddie Fritts' salary, the merger
of Maranta and Denon, and the debate
over XM Satellite repeaters. You would
have discovered the lively IBOC debate
between Skip Pizzi and Guy Wire; gotten
the early lowdown on Personal People
Meter results and protests over streaming
royalties; and read about new products
from AETA, Prophet Systems, Mackie
and dozens of others.
Sign up at www.rwonline.com.
* * *
Michael Brown's answer to the trivia
question about 9kHz-spaced AM stations
on U.S. soil: The stations are located on
Guam and American Samoa, in the western
Pacific. Both K and W call signs are used.
Michael ended his e-mail with this
excellent signature:
IXIc
IXIc
IXI
IX'
'XI
/
/

Michael D. Brown
Brown Broadcast Services Inc.
mike@brownbroadcast.com
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Opinions Clash on Owners hi p
As instructed by the D.C. Court of
"Please do not allow the current situAppeals last winter, the FCC is r
ev i
ew ation to grow even worse by removing
ing its rules on l
oca lradio ownership.
this remaining limitation on concentraComments for the proceeding poured
tions of market power in the mass
into the commiss i
on bef
ore the filing
media.
For the sake of preserving our
deadline in May. Radio broadcasters of
most basic liberties, which depend upon
all sizes as we ll as vari
ous interest
afree flow of information and ideas, we
groups took the opp ortun i
ty to advise
urge the commission to keep in place
the commission a bout w hether current
the restrictions on maximum media
local ownership limits,w hichal
low one
ownership in given local markets. ...
entity to own up t
o ei
gh
t stations in a
"It is no secret, to either the commismarket, sh ou ld be eliminated or
sion or the Congress, that removal of
changed.
past limits on media ownership has
Under fierce debat
e i
s wh
ether raisalready led to serious negative conseing the limit — and i
n so d
oing, encourquences: reduced quality of radio and
aging further conso lidation in the
TV
programming; reduced variety in
industry — wou ld harm diversity.
radio
and TV programming; reduced
The following i
s a samp l
ing of cominnovation in radio and TV programments on this and re l
ate di
ssues:
ming; more commercials, and less pro-

NPR, Union Continue Talks

gramming, on radio and TV; reduced
news coverage by radio stations; greatly
reduced local news coverage by radio
stations; reduced employment in radio
and TV broadcasting; reduced opportunities for entrepreneurship and upward

Loosening
the local radio
broadcast ownership
limits does nothing
to abate the trend
created by the
1996 Act.
SBA

WASHINGTON After two days of mediation in early June, National Public
Radio and its unionized technicians were optimistic that an agreement on anew
contract could be reached sometime this summer.
The sides have been working on acontract since the union's certification in
1999. NPR management wants to redraw jurisdictional work rules for its technicians, which has met with resistance from the bargaining unit (RW, March 13).
"We have an agreement in principle on all major points, but not on how it will
be presented to the bargaining unit," said Paula Olson, staff representative for NPR
in the National Association of Broadcast Employees and Technicians
Communications Workers of America. "The bargaining committee would like to
send it back with arecommendation of approval, but only if several conditions are
met." She declined to identify those conditions.
Olson said the union requested the mediation sessions to resolve the remaining
issues.

mobility; negative consumer response
(i.e., declining radio listenership and
TV viewership); and, worst of all:
increasingly centralized control over
the flow of information and ideas
in what is supposed to be a representative democracy."
Amherst Alliance
Denver
(filed on behalf of acoalition
of citizens' advocacy groups)

"Studies by ...
Network prove that ct
led to an increasing variety
mats. A(nother) study b,
University of Wisconsin at Mir.
provides empirical support for . he
proposition that consumers at the local
level have access to agrowing range of
media options. Given the presence of
such ahealthy and competitive market,
both within the radio industry itself and
across the various media platforms,
there is no justification for regulation in
the name of diversity or competition. ...
"The evidence before the commission
in this proceeding is decidedly one-sided,
demonstrating that consolidation in the
radio industry at the local market level
has not harmed competition or diversity.
There is no meaningful evidence to the
contrary. Thus, as amatter of administrative law, the commission must abandon
any and all efforts to impose further regulation, beyond compliance with the
numerical limits of Section 202(b), on
radio station ownership. ...

"On the basis of the record in this
proceeding, the commission cannot justify the imposition of regulations on
local radio multiple ownership beyond
the statutory numerical limits. The
United States Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia has made it clear
that, far from being free to impose new
restrictions, the commission bears the
burden of justifying the retention of the
existing rules. So long as it does not
relax or remove all rules relating to
radio ownership, the commission must
See OWNERSHIP, page 6

An NPR spokeswoman said, "A lot of progress has been made. We look forward
to acomprehensive resolution in the near future."
NABET-CWA represents approximately 80 NPR technicians, who rejected an
NPR contract offer in early January. Olson said amembership vote on the latest
offer could happen in July.
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Radio Systems' new analog to digital converter is abroadcast
quality device optimized to provide flexibility along with super high
quality conversion of analog and digital signals.
This spring, NABET-CWA picketers at NPR headquarters passed
out leaflets stating, 'We want to participate as part of the new
digital workforce. We want to be treated like valuable employees.'

The DAAD is actually 2stereo converters which can provide
simultaneous conversion of analog to digital and digital to
analog signals. Features include:

Currently, only NPR's unionized technicians can record and mix audio for

•24 Bit resolution

broadcast at its Washington headquarters and at its bureaus nationwide. NPR officials believe digital technology has made audio editing more time-efficient, and the
network wants its producers, engineers and reporters to share in the duties.

•Internal and external clocking

Union bargainers say NPR management has not offered any new assignments
to compensate for the workload loss. NPR officials say technicians spend nearly 65
percent of their time mixing audio.

•Auto sample rate sensing

"We want to allow non-technical employees to perform some, but not all, routine mixing activities," said Mike Starling, vice president of engineering at NPR.
NABET-CWA members picketed NPR's Washington headquarters in May.
— by Randy J. Stine

•Variable sample rates to 96kHz
•Auto sync to external clock input
•XLR and RJ-45 connectors (StudioHub+ standard)
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hy trust your remote broadcasts

to Comrex? Over 40 years of experience and a
full line of award-winning equipment mean
Comrex customers broadcast from far and wide
without fail. Comrex covers you with the most
comprehensive service in the industry to help you
work miracles day in and day out.
While you're on the front lines, Comrex is on the
phone and on the Web with honest, practical advice
and troubleshooting so that every broadcast you make is
smooth, stable and timely. We've also made obsolescence
obsolete, supporting our products long after we produce

Ownership
Continued from page 5

leave Section 202(b)'s numerical limits,
already incorporated in its rules, as the
sole regulation governing local radio
ownership."
Clear Channel Communications
San Antonio, Texas

them in order to protect your investment.

Comrex covers you.
Straight answers — even if they don't include
aComrex solution.
Technical specialists — talk live with one of
our knowledgeable experts.
Products that deliver high-quality live audio
even under the most punishing conditions.

"From the ( U. S. Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia Circuit)
ruling in Fox Television Stations, Inc. v.
FCC, ... it follows that the FCC cannot
retreat from the baseline Congress has
established and adopt new rules or procedures which increase restrictions on
local radio ownership. ...

Online tech center for manuals, software
upgrades, and the exhaustive knowhow of the
Codec Answer Guy.

Investment protection. Free.
Buy any Comrex codec and we'll cover you
and your back. Mail us the warranty
card from the purchase of your
next BlueBox, Matrix, Vector or

Americans
have access to
virtually countless
sources of news and
information, and that
consolidation has led
to greater format
diversity. Accordingly,
the local radio
ownership rule is no
longer necessary in
the public interest.

— Viacom
"A proper reading of the FCC's
statutory authority — or in the present
case, its lack of authority to adopt a
more restrictive rule — should be the
end of the matter. Assuming, ... that
the FCC was free to adopt a more
restrictive rule, the comments show no
reason why it should do so. For every
argument that large groups are inimical

entry barriers for new businesses.
A smaller number of broadcasting entities will restrict the number of viewpoints and jeopardize the commission's
goal of promoting diversity in the radio
broadcasting market."
The Office of Advocacy of the
U.S. Small Business Administration
Washington

Nexus. Not only will we send you
this handsome Comrex shirt (a $65 value),
we'll double your warranty to two years.
How's that for coverage?
For adealer call: 800-237-1776
Or visit us at www.comrex.com
léàlewr

Are,

19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01432 USA
978-784-1776 • Fax: 978-784-1717 • Email: info@comrex.com

to ' diversity,' there is ample anecdotal
evidence that the creation of station
groups permitted by the 1996 Act promotes diversity....
"For each licensee who complains
about the difficulty of competing
against a multiple- station group, there
is another who recognizes that adopting
a more restrictive rule, after six years
of industry consolidation, would only
cast existing competitive balances in
concrete, to the detriment of local station owners who seek only the opportunity to build stronger, more competitive
combinations of their own."
MBC Grand Broadcasting,
Grand Junction, Colo.
The Office of Advocacy of the
United
States
Small
Business
Administration "recommends that the
commission treat the numeric limits of
... the 1996 Act as a presumption of
acceptable levels of local radio owner-

ship that can be rebutted by specific
reasons to conclude that diversity or
competition in a market would
be harmed ...
Any modifications to ownership
rules should be guided by public interest values or promote viewpoint
and source diversity, and increasing
competition....
"(The Office of Advocacy) does not
agree with commenters who argue that
the FCC does not have the authority to
consider other factors beyond compliance with numerical limits. ...
"(It) believes that loosening the local
radio broadcast ownership limits does
nothing to abate the trend created by
the 1996 Act. If anything, ( it) believes
that the trend would continue if the
local radio broadcast ownership rules
are relaxed even further. The radio
broadcast market would continue to
consolidate, which would squeeze out
small broadcasters and raise market

"Viacom Inc. believes that the commission should neither change the
methodology that it has used for many
years to define radio markets nor
revise the way it counts the number of
commonly- owned stations in those
markets. ...
"Viacom believes that the application
of the overlapping signal contours
methodology has been effective in the
overwhelming majority of the assignment and transfer of control applications to which it has been applied since
the passage of The Telecommunications
Act of 1996. Any modifications to that
time- tested methodology would be
inconsistent with Congress' pro-competitive goals in substantially relaxing
the commission's local radio ownership
restrictions....
"Commenters supporting retention
of the rule have provided data ( that)
show that consolidation has occurred,
but not that consolidation has had any
adverse impact on the listening public.
In contrast, the empirical evidence submitted by Viacom and other commenters demonstrates that, notwithstanding consolidation, Americans have
access to virtually countless sources of
news and information, and that consolidation has led to greater format diversity. Accordingly, the local radio ownership rule is no longer necessary in the
public interest....
"The report ( by Kofi Ofori for the
Minority Media and Telecommunications Council) reflects that consolidation has not had a disproportionate
impact on the number of minority owners. Although the overall number of
minority owners has decreased somewhat, the level of decline in the number
of minority owners is less than
the decline in the number of owners
generally."
Viacom Inc.,
Parent of Infinity Broadcasting
New York

•
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EAS

Quad believes its patent for "Storm
In early 1999, Quad sent notices t
Alert for Emergencies" is the basis for
o
1,500 broadcasters asking them to sig
the Emergency Alert System. An examinn
license agreements.
er with the Patent and Trademark Office
Continued from page 3
EAS and National Weather Servic
earlier this year rejected Quad's patent
e
happened was we got caught short at 5
officials hay é
claims upon asecond reexamination for
a.m. on aSunday morning when the TV
grown weary o
being "improperweather office was not staffed."
the patent con ly enlarged" and
WHAS(AM) had anewsperson on the
troversy.
left the decision
air reading the weather warnings, but no
"We believe
subject to addiEAS warning tones were sent to other
this is finally
tional appeals.
stations. The station's EAS plan covers
nearing acon"As of late
more than 20 counties in Kentucky and
clusion, aposiMay, Quad had
'Southern Indiana, Caris said.
tive one for
not appealed the
"This was a classic example of why
us," said Tallia.
examiner's claims,"
EAS fails sometimes. Either staffers miss
Another issue
said Glenn Tallia,
Van Schallenberg
the information or do not understand how
that would prespokesman for the
to activate the system properly," said
sumably affect future EAS efforts is
National Oceanic
Lawrence Estep, a NWS severe weather
whether the EAS National Advisory
and Atmospheric
spotter and former broadcaster.
Committee will continue to exist after
Administration.
Bob Hensler
"I'm not sure why (WHAS) found it
the group's federal charter expires this
necessary to bypass NWS and have human
intervention, which leads to failures."
WHAS radio officials have since
said they would monitor and relay
severe weather warnings from NOAA
Weather Radio.
"We have taken measures to ensure
this will not happen again," Caris said.
"We will now take EAS activations
directly from the National Weather
Service and the Louisville NOAA office.
We feel this will offer agreater level of
protection for our listeners and allow us
to fulfill our EAS commitment."
EAS unfinished'
Critics of EAS say the warning system
needs to embrace new technology and
strike a balance between alarming and
not alerting enough people.
"I believe there is afailure to connect
between broadcasters and listeners when
it comes to EAS. Until EAS data can turn
on aconsumer's receiver, it's just ahalffinished system and doesn't work," said
Bob Hensler, vice president of engineering for Colorado Public Radio.

7

summer. Committee members remain
optimistic the charter will be extended.
"We are having on going discussions
with the FCC in regards to the future of
the NAC," said Kenyon.
"There is broad recognition that the
National Advisory Committee plays a
critical role as being aconduit between
the broadcast engineering community
and regulatory demands of the FCC and
EAS," Rudman said.
The 25 members of the NAC meet
once ayear to make appointments and
set agendas.
Steve Johnson, director of engineering and technology for Time Warner
Cable, was appointed vice chair at its
May meeting. Kenyon was appointed
chairman to succeed Rudman at the
meeting.

4.

Last-minute remotes?

No stress for John Kennedy of Entercom Boston.
The Patriots win the Superbowl! A major cause for ceebration in Boston. And potentially
major stress for John Kennedy, Engineering Director for Entercom Boston. With no
warning, John had less than 24 hours to orchestrate coverage of the festivities
on numerous stations — including live remotes along the Patriots' parade
route. Fortunately, John knew he could count on Comre, Matmx to deliver
even last-minute. With Comrex in your toolbox,
last-minute remotes are successful, not stressful.
"We delivered multiple high-quality live remotes
over ordinary phone lines and we didn't lose amin
John Kennedy,
Engineering Director
Entercom Boston

The public
expects technology
to move forward
and EAS is not.

— Van Schallenberg

"As EAS stands now, it's nothing more
than adrain on station resources. In the
case of real emergencies like Sept. 11, it
only causes unnecessary panic. That's
why the FCC temporarily suspended
EAS tests after the attacks." The FCC
suspended routine weekly and monthly
EAS tests until Oct. 2 following the terrorist attacks.

BLUEBOX

Let us help with your last-minute remotes
And we'll give you the shirt off our back.
Now you'll not only sound great, you'll look

Hensler said he spends 10 to 15 hours
amonth reviewing EAS logs for CPR's
nine radio stations across the state.
"I have to spend time tracking down
why atest was missed or not sent. For the
time and effort involved, there is no gain.
The level of my frustration continues to
grow," Hensler said.
Another EAS uncertainty for broadcasters has been apatent dispute between
Quad Dimension Inc. and the National
Weather Service over the technology
used in EAS.

MATRIX

great, too Mail us the warranty card
from the purchase of your next
BlueBox, Matrix, Vector or Nexus
We'll send you ahandsome Coinrex
shirt like the one John is wearing
(retail value S65) FREE. Plus, we'll

VECTOR

extend your warranty to two years.
How's that for coverage'?
For adealer call. 800-237-1776
Or visit www.comrex.com

ohnie_nuelir
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19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01432 USA
978-784-1776 • Fax: 978-784-1717 • Err ail: info@comrex.corri
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Cascading
Continued from page 1

encoded audio recorded on MiniDisc,
MPEG Layers II and HI over ISDN, proprietary coding schemes for POTS transmission, and soon, the Perceptual Audio
Coder employed as the compression
technology for in-band, on-channel digital audio broadcasting — all find their
way into the broadcast chain, making
these perceptual codecs an essential part
of the audio production toolbox.
However, applying multiple encodedecode cycles on the same piece of
audio can cause significant degradation
that decreases with each generation
until the audio becomes unlistenable.
Unlistenable audio
This problem of "cascading codecs"
is becoming more common, especially
at radio stations that produce programs
with audio from many sources, leading
radio engineers to ask how an audio
production and distribution chain
involving multiple stages of perceptual
coding should be designed.
A trio of presenters addressed the
question at the Public Radio Engineering
Conference in Las Vegas this spring.
Ken Pohlmann, professor of music at
the University of Miami and author of
"Principles of Digital Audio," reviewed
perceptual coding theory and presented
an overview of techniques used by
codec designers to encode bit-reduced
digital audio.
Ultimately, he said, no coding technique will be able to remove unnecessary bits from the data stream completely without leaving or creating artifacts.
These artifacts can add up through serial application of the same or different
codecs, creating audible defects.
"The lower the bit rate, the greater the
chances for problems," Pohlmann said.
He discussed ways of assessing the
characteristics and magnitude of particular coding artifacts. Traditional graphical methods for measuring audio signals are not particularly useful for
detecting digital audio defects, he said,
because single-tone, multitone or pink
noise sources don't emulate the very
short duration and narrow frequency
bands typical of coding errors.
FFT analysis is capable of measuring
the difference between samples of actual
source material, but the volume of data
can be difficult to interpret consistently, he
said. Subjective listening tests are the most
accurate way to evaluate codec cascading
problems, Pohlmann said, and they have
the advantage of accessibility. An engineer
with acritical ear can easily set up an A-B
test to examine aspecific set of codecs.
Pohlmann played examples of
encoded audio using two different MP3
codecs. As expected, the audio quality
of music as it passed through one codec
and then the other degraded gradually
with each successive generation until it
became unlistenable after the fourth or
fifth pass.
The most dramatic examples were of
the same codec applied to the same
piece of audio multiple times. One of
the codecs performed remarkably well,
with only slight degradation after each
pass, so that the fifth-generation audio
sounded fairly close to the second-generation audio.
With the other codec, however, significant degradation was evident even

after the first encode-decode cycle, and
the audio was seriously impaired after
the second cycle. Pohlmann used these
examples to demonstrate that not all
codecs are created equal, even those
based on the same encoding algorithm.

The codecs
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Layer II audio storage system through
an analog board to NPR's MPEG Layer
II satellite system, then through
WUNC's linear digital plant and afinal
MPEG Layer II satellite link to feed the
translator, this audio element intro-

employed and the sequence

of their use create wide variations in the
severity of audio degradation.

Many perceptual codecs available for
computers are written by software engineers, not audio engineers, he said, so
users should experiment with products
and choose those that perform best with
other codecs in your particular broadcast chain.
Alex Cabanilla, senior engineer with
the PAC Group at Ibiquity Digital
Corp., detailed the PAC codec architecture and the subjective listening tests
on PAC- encoded audio conducted
during the development of Ibiquity's
IBOC system.
Ibiquity has conducted limited compatibility testing with cascading MPEG
Layer Il and Layer III codecs,
Cabanilla said; but the company is
looking to the users of PAC, both satellite radio and terrestrial IBOC broadcasters, to supply data for further
assessment of any cascading problems.
Cabanilla discussed QPAC, avariant
of the PAC codec developed by Ibiquity
as a studio- side complement to the
IBOC transmission system. Ibiquity
designed the algorithm to allow storage, real-time audio transport and
transcoding to PAC without requiring a
decoding and re-encoding cycle, eliminating the possibility of cascading
problems at this stage in the signal
chain, according to Cabanilla.
Ibiquity's testing indicates that
QPAC-to-PAC transcoding allows higher-quality audio than MPEG Layer IIto-PAC or Layer III-to-PAC broadcasting chains.
As development of the QPAC algorithm continues, Cabanilla said,
Ibiquity will test QPAC in a variety of
real-world applications, including STL
transmission, digital storage, content
production and satellite distribution.
The company also plans to study
intercodec cascading problems in
greater detail.
Case study
Rich Rarey, master control supervisor at NPR and a Radio World columnist, described a troubleshooting project to demonstrate how adding one
more digital codec to a transmission
chain can cause audio problems in conjunction with other codecs.
WUNC(FM) in Chapel Hill, N.C.,
found that atranslator in Buxton would
transmit severely garbled audio of certain elements within NPR programs,
but those elements sounded fine on
WUNC. After evaluating and testing
the signal chain, NPR and WUNC were
able to replicate the problem with a
particular piece of audio fed from
Scotland to NPR using a G.722 codec
over ISDN.
When played from NPR's MPEG

duced enough digital artifacts to
"break" the second satellite codec,
affecting only the translator.
NPR has been more vigilant about
the digital coding of audio feeds since
the WUNC experience, Rarey said.
Now NPR does not accept audio
feeds in MP3 format, because employing this algorithm can lead to degraded
audio in fewer generations than does

•

high-bit rate MPEG Layer II.
The presenters agreed that the specific codecs employed and the
sequence of their use create wide variations in the nature and severity
of audio degradation in a particular
signal chain.
Recommendations
Their recommendations for minimizing problems were similar:
• Keep digital audio linear with high
bit rates as long as possible;
• Know your codecs. Experiment and
test to see what makes them "break";
• When you have to use a codec,
keep the compression ratio as low as is
practical.
They agreed that further research
and development of new or modified
coding algorithms optimized for multigenerational storage and transmission
signal chains would be the best longterm solution to the cascading codec
problem.
Radio World is interested in hearing
from readers who have experience with
cascaded algorithms, good or bad. Send
e-mail to Lstimson@imaspub.com.
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Tauzin, Upton

XM Explores

Seek Repeal of

Data Applications

Cross-Ownership
Two prominent
Republicans — House Energy and
Commerce Committee Chairman Billy
Tauzin of Louisiana, and Telecommunications
and
the
Internet
Subcommittee Chairman Fred Upton
of Michigan — want the FCC to
repeal the newspaper/broadcast crossownership rule, which prohibits
common ownership of a broadcast
station and adaily newspaper in the
same market.
In aletter to FCC Chairman Michael
Powell, they wrote, "When the rule
was first adopted, there were 7,785
radio stations, 952 television stations,
three major broadcast networks ...
cable television systems served 13 percent of television households, direct
broadcast satellite providers were
nonexistent, and the Internet was not
commercially available.
"Today, there are approximately
12,900 radio stations, 1,600 full-power
television stations, 2,390 low-power
television stations and 230 Class A
television stations. There are now four
major broadcast networks ... along
with other emerging broadcast networks (e.g., UPN and WB). Today,
cable television systems serve approximately 70 percent of television households (with over 200 video programming services available on such
systems, including significant news
programming). Today, DBS is serving
approximately 15 percent of multichannel video programming distribution households."
The pair also stated, "We believe
this explosion of media sources should
eliminate any concern regarding alack
of diversity of views in the marketplace
and competition, which have been the
principal justifications for the rule."
WASHINGTON

XM Satellite Radio and Command
Audio Corp. have inked a licensing
deal for Command Audio's application
audio technology. XM said this allows
it to develop adata applications platform for future radios. The technology
will let the satellite radio company
provide subscribers enhanced national
information services now being
researched. The satellite broadcaster
says these are dedicated to rural, trucking and other markets.
Command Audio is aprivately held
company backed by investors
Macrovision, Motorola and Texas
Instruments and various financial
investors.

Most Stations
Want More
Booze Money
DALLAS According to the results of
an RAB study on radio liquor ads, 62
percent of respondents are accepting
hard-liquor advertising, and of those
that are accepting, about half are
actively pursuing the category.
More than 80 percent want to
increase their revenue from the category, yet asmall percentage ( 14 percent)
currently have more than four hardliquor brands on the air.
Sixty percent of the respondents
have been accepting revenue from this
category for more than ayear. The survey also shows a recent rise in the
percentage of stations accepting
these ads.
Finally, the survey turned back to
those stations that do not accept hardliquor advertising to find out why. The
top answer, at 51 percent, was that the
ban was due to acompany policy.

Your Grandmother is certainly a

ver' nice lady, but a Porsche
is probably not her ride.
It's the same with

proce,ing:

Some people should stick with the
conservative stuff. Give them
something too fast and they just
won't know what to do with it.
Frankly, the new Omnia -o is
probabl

not for them. It's just too
potent, too flexible.
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EAS Decoders
Continued from page 1

another broadcast station in its market
and automatically "pass through" EAS
bulletins, said Ken Lawson, president of
Lawson Associates.
When the bulletin is received, the EAS
decoder/switch controller transmits a
command to switch audio from the
LPFM to the EAS source station, he said.
LPFM exemption
"Instead of monitoring alocal EAS station for the purpose of manually shutting
down the station for abulletin, the decoder
automatically switches the EAS bulletins
on-air from the source," Lawson said.
Lawson Associates, a developer of
automated information systems based in
St. George, Utah, filed the Petition for
FCC Rulemaking in March. The petition
followed the commission's Feb. 22
Report and Order, which called
for LPFM broadcasters to install only
EAS decoders.
However, because FCC-certified EAS
decoder-only equipment is not yet on the
market, the commission has granted a
temporary exemption for LPFM broadcasters allowing them to operate without
EAS gear.
"We provide that LPFM stations need
not install EAS decoders until one year
after the commission publishes in the
Federal Register that at least one EAS
decoder has been certified," the commission stated in its latest R&O.
Several manufacturers have non-

broadcast- type, full- function EAS
decoders on the market, but they have yet
to be certified by the FCC. An example
of a non- broadcast EAS decoder is the
TFT Safety First, a public emergency
warning system sold to schools, hospitals, shopping malls, sports arenas,
churches and convention centers. The
product is not FCC type- certified for
broadcast operation.

Ken Lawson
The commission fears the number of
authorized LPFM stations "is too small to
create sufficient demand for the manufacturers of such devices" to create EAS
decoder-only devices. As of early June,
16 low-power FM stations had completed
the commission licensing process and 284
construction permits had been issued.

During LPFM proceedings, the FCC
anticipated that certified decoders would
be available to broadcasters for under
$1,000. Lawson estimates the price point
of his company's limited- function EAS
decoder, currently in development, at
around $650.
Most full- function EAS encoder/
decoders on the market cost around $2,000,
Lawson said. Gorman-Redlich's EAS I
encoder/decoder lists for $ 1,795, while
TFT's EAS911R4 encoder/decoder lists for
$2,195. The Sage Endec 1822 EAS system
lists for $2,399 through Harris.
"The unit we are developing has no
printing or memory capability. It will,
however, allow LPFM broadcasters to
participate in EAS at areasonable cost,"
Lawson said.
Objection
At least one EAS encoder/decoder manufacturer filed reply comments with the
FCC critical of the reduced capabilities an
EAS decoder switcher would provide.
Harold Price, a consultant to Sage
Alerting Systems and president of
BekTek Inc., wrote, "The FCC has ( previously) resisted calls to reduce EAS
functionality and general applicability.
By continuing to hold all who broadcast
... to acommon standard, the EAS system is strengthened.
"My concern is that the request provides aset of capabilities that are severely reduced from that of other broadcast
and cable outlets, resulting in an underclass of citizens whose notification
options are reduced," Price wrote.
In his reply comments to the FCC,
Price urged the commission not to give
up on the full decoder-only option.
"The industry has been challenged to
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Dr. Keith Morton is the
designer of Lawson's EAS
limited-function switch controller.
to react to selected alert codes. It lists
for $795.
"We do plan to offer a decoder for
FCC approval. We expect to submit an
application to the commission shortly,"
Parker said.
Parker said there was no need for a
certified EAS decoder-only device prior
to the commission's February report and
order that approved them for use on
LPFMs.
Obligations
The role of low-power FM stations in
local EAS plans is evolving.
Al Kenyon, chair of the EAS National
Advisory Committee, said it is unlikely
an LPFM station would ever be used as a
relay point or data originator for EAS
messages.

At least two vendors

are working

on a decoder-only option as specified by
the new EAS rules.
— Harold Price

* Friends of the Conclave Tuition, just $374.
Tuition expires 7/14/02
For details, call 952-927-4487 or visit
www.theconclave.com

provide alow-cost option while still providing full EAS functionality, including
multiple receivers for redundancy, the
ability to override alow-priority test with
an Emergency Alert Notification and logging features to ensure compliance. At
least two vendors are working on a
decoder-only option as specified by the
new EAS rules. We should allow time for
the industry to address the market within
the new rules."
One EAS observer said the non-broadcast- type EAS decoders on the market
right now would likely work for lowpower broadcasters.
"It would be a simple, off- the- shelf
solution to the problem of not having
these certified decoders available yet.
Regardless, Iprefer that low- power
broadcasters voluntarily participate in
EAS," said Michael Brown, president of
Brown Broadcast Services Inc., aprivate
broadcast consulting firm.
TFT Inc. makes the Safety First
decoder, which is not type-certified for
FCC applications, said Darryl Parker, TFT
vice president for business development.
The Safety First has abuilt-in NOAA
Weather Radio and can be programmed

"However, if it were in a real rural
community and the broadcast outlets
were limited, Iwould hope the ( LPFM)
broadcaster would step up and purchase
an encoder/decoder as a service to the
community," Kenyon said.
Lawson expects the FCC will act
quickly on his company's petition and
authorize an EAS decoder that meets the
Part 11 specification.
"I think ( the FCC) realizes that lowpower broadcasters need some relief and
are anxious to move forward with their
EAS obligations," Lawson said.
The commission's next step could be
to issue a Notice of Proposed Rule
Making and seek additional comments on
the proposal.
A source close to the Society of
Broadcast Engineers said the industry
group is likely to support the idea of
decoder-only EAS equipment.
"I think SBE will support the concept
as long as there is a way to make
decoder-only devices fit within the basic
concept of EAS, including diverse routes
to cut down on single-point failure and
assurances that the device will respond
properly," the source said. e
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Install This A/C Insurance Tray
by John Bisset
Now that summer is in full swing, consider adding a safety "insurance" tray
designed by Jon Banks, acontract engineer in Colorado.
Space limitations require the air-conditioning system to be ceiling-mounted.
Although they weren't directly over the
transmitters, Jon didn't want to take any
chances with clogged condensate drains.

Speaking of cleaning, now is the time
to place an anti-algae tablet in the drain
pan of your air conditioner. These horsepill sized tablets prevent the formation of
algae in the drain system. Algae, which
the summer heat only accelerates, develops aformidable clog that will block the
drain and cause indoor flooding. The
tablets are available at HVAC supply
stores.
* * *

but when Mike arrived, he found a40V
peak-to-peak RF difference (measured on
ascope) between the transmitter chassis
and the rack next to it. Both the transmitter and the rack were tied to ground
straps — different ground straps.
Further analysis showed the RF
appeared on the output terminals of the
audio processor, wiping out the op-amp
outputs by being forced back into them.
Mike writes on Dave Biondi's radiotech@broadcast.net that this is acommon occurence, RF getting back into the
outputs, and one that often is overlooked.
The problem was resolved by grounding the rack and transmitter together.
In troubleshooting radio frequency
interference, shielding is the next thing to
check. Conventional wisdom is to ground
the audio shields as only one end; otherwise the shield carries current if there is
any voltage difference between the two
ends. If such asituation occurs, the shield

stops shielding and contributes to the
problem by inducing current into the
wires inside.
It's generally considered best to
ground the shield at the lowest-impedance end, which is almost always the
source. In building more than 100 studios, Mike says he's not seen connecting
either end an issue — as long as there's
no RF. Just make sure both ends don't get
grounded.
Add RF, and the rules all change.
Sometimes grounding at both ends works
best, sometimes only one end. And which
end may make adifference.
It's been Mike's experience that if you
need to ground both ends of a wire to
improve the situation, you might want to
engineer a better ground connection
between the two points, then revisit the
issue of grounding the shield.
A last resort is to use chokes and
bypass capacitors. Remember that while
caps are easier to obtain and install,
chokes are much more effective.
Capacitors only shunt RF away by
See WORKBENCH, page 14

Fig. 1: The tray is mounted under the air conditioner.
Fig. 1shows the tray mounted under
the air conditioner. Note how the tray has
adrainpipe tied to the condensate drain,
just in case a flood occurs. A moisture
sensor placed in the pan and tied to the
remote control is afitting final touch.
Fig. 2 is aclose-up of the condensate
drain, which should always include atrap
and acapped port for cleaning.

Grounding, or the lack thereof, can do
some weird things.
Mike Patton, president of Michael
Patton and Associates in Baton Rouge,
Fla., recalls an RF problem in which an
MW- 1transmitter couldn't be turned up
above 200 watts because the higher power would literally kill the audio.
All suspicions were on the transmitter;

Fig. 2: The condensate drain should include a trap and capped port.
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take our word for this, and you shouldn't. Schedule a demo at
your station through an equipment supplier of your choice.

Processing doesn't get any better than this.

Rave Reviews!
"Excellent Product" — Doug Walker, Clear Channel,
Cincinnati

"Telos has taken two great products [the Zephyr
and the Zephyr Express] and made them better.
They listened to tie customer." — Raul Velez KNBR,
KFOG, Susquehannc Broadcasting of San Francisco

"Telos asked us what we wanted and they put it in
the-e... you can't ask for anything more than that."
— Paul Burt, Clear Channel, New Orleans

"It's even easier tc use than the original Zephyr."
— Michael Black, WEOS, Geneva, New York ( NPR
affiliate station)

"The most popular IISD,N digital transceiver in the
country has a fresh new look... Zephyr Xstream, a
slick, updated versan pf [the] familiar Zephyr."
— Steve Kirsch, Silver Lake Audio, New York

www.zephyr.com
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USB & FireWire, Fired Up for Data
by Steve Lampen
I've been leading you astray about data
cable in the last couple of columns (April
24, June 5).
Many broadcast facilities now have a
huge percentage of data cables, such as
Category 5 or 5e or 6, in amongst the
audio cables. It's almost getting to the
point where you can't buy abox without
some data processing chip inside and a
data port on the outside.
Some of these ports are RJ-45 Ethernet.
But there are other types of data delivery,
with their own advantages and disadvantages. They include USB and IEEE 1394
"FireWire."
Bandwidth
Both of these trademarked protocols use
"plug-and-play" architecture — you can
attach or disconnect devices while the network is running.
Another similarity is that you can daisychain devices. Each must have the right
jack and achip that allows it to speak to
the other parts connected. In this way,
there is no center and no "hub." You can
add or remove devices as long as you don't
exceed the design maximum.
The real difference is bandwidth.

USB, for Universal Serial Bus, runs at a
maximum speed of 16 MHz. This makes
everything almost foolproof. Heck, these
days, you could probably run it down
barbed wire.

serious potential. Originally suggested by a
consortium of manufacturers such as Apple
and Texas Instruments (Apple owns the
FireWire trademark), the specs were written by the IEEE 1394 committee. The key

It's almost getting

to the point where

you can't buy a box that doesn't include a
data processing chip and a data port.
USB cable consists of two data pairs
and two power pairs. The data pairs are 28
AWG; the power pairs vary, depending on
how far you want to run. Gage size in the
power pair can be anywhere from 28 to 20
AWG.
The problem is the 16 MHz limit. While
this is fine for aprinter, you won't run alot
of audio; and most people have avoided
video, although theoretically you could run
afew channels of moderate-to-low quality
images.
USB has been used primarily as asimple data-exchange medium, and it doesn't
look like it's going to progress much farther. If you disagree, drop me an e-mail.
FireWire, on the other hand, has some

"We're On-Air
in Five Minutes!"

When you've got audio to cut
and no time to spare...
Trust Short/cut 2000' to get amove on. How fast is it?
You'll be editing tracks as fast as you can push the
buttons. And when you're working on-air, Short/cuts ten
Hot Keys keep your best clips cued-up and ready to go.
We've also tripled audio storage to awhopping 12 hours
-and with ahard drive so quiet you can work right next
to an open mike.
Whether it's breaking news, phone-ins, sports, interviews,
or live events, the new Short/cut 2000 is radio's # 1choice
for stand-alone digital audio editing.
L
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advantage is bandwidth, up to 400 MHz.
However, the maximum distance
between devices is 4.5 meters or 15 feet,
which essentially means the signal will not
leave the room in which it started. The
maximum number of devices that can be
daisy-chained is 63.
The signal pair also is 28 AWG, with a
power pair of 22 AWG. You can hook up a
lot of things, but you can't go far. This will
not carry enough amperage to drive a
device. The power is sufficient to allow
control, such as afootswitch with an electric guitar, and to keep the FireWire chip
awake in non-powered devices.
This gives away FireWire's purpose: to
simplify and organize the connection of
devices in the home. Idon't need to tell
you that the average consumer is having a
hard time with all the wires from every
new box he or she buys. There's athriving
business just hooking up people's televisions, home theaters and other toys.
FireWire is an attempt to make everything simple: one cable, one connector,
hot-swappable, in-and-out and away you
go. It has become most popular in small
video editing systems and often is used for
editing news in the field.
More uses
Sony has its own version, called
which is just the signal pairs, no power
pairs. It uses afour-pin connector instead
of the "standard" six-pin. You can go from
one format to the other but, of course,
expensive adaptor cables are required.
Meanwhile, the IEEE 1394 "FireWire"
committee is working on 1394B, which
will allow the use of Category 5cables for
longer distances and plastic optical fiber
for short distances. FireWire also is emerging as aviable format for hard-drive interconnection. Because so much stuff these
days is stored on adrive and spit out when
you need it, you may find yourself playing
with FireWire sooner than you think.
Naturally, it won't be your choice, but the
choice of the hard drive or server manufacturer. You're just awilling victim.
Don't go to your local parts store or
even acable distributor expecting to pick
up aroll of USB or FireWire and abag of
connectors. These parts typically are built
by an "assembly house" and are rarely
offered to the public.
Instead go to the "plastic-bag" section
of the store. That's where you'll find
cables pre-made, pre-assembled and prepriced. If you know where you can find the
connectors and the crimp tools for them,
drop me anote. Iget many requests from
users who would like to make their own
cables at odd lengths.
Of course, these computing devices
require you to see what's going on. That
means a computer monitor over your

mixing console. There are lower-cost
consoles that include a monitor or two
(or three or four).
Because these are essential to the operation of your station, let's discuss the cable
that connects them. There are two common
types, RGB and VGA. Many people think
the cables that run these applications are
the same. Not exacdy.
RGB cable is intended to run analog
video monitors. The video signal is divided
up to its constituent parts, red, green and
blue (hence the acronym). Sometimes sync
signals are added; sometimes they use separate coaxes such as RGBHV, five coaxes
with separate horizontal and vertical sync
signals. RGB is familiar to the video folks
running analog video monitors. That's
probably not you.
More likely you'll be running amonitor
from your computer. This is VGA, or
"video graphics?' There are key differences
and similarities between VGA and RGB.
They both use multiple coaxes. They
divide the signal into component colors.
However, aVGA display is progressive
scan (not interlaced, like your TV) and has a
much higher scanning rate. The bandwidth
on RGB is 4.2 MHz, tops, while on VGA it
can be 200 MHz, 300 MHz or even more.
If you're using RGB cable to run VGA,
check the performance at the VGA bandawidth, if the manufacturer even lists it.
Of course, most pre-made VGA cables,
like the one from your laptop to aVGA
projector, are short — so short that alot of
them aren't even 75-ohm coaxes.
At 300 MHz, the wavelength is 1meter,
so those VGA cables really should be
impedance-specific. That's why it's hard to
find a50-meter pre-made cable. At that distance, impedance is important. But RGB
and VGA cables can be custom-made, and
there are high-quality constructions intended for longer runs (and the higher frequencies of VGA). If you're good with aBNC,
you can make your own.
We'll talk about that in our next installment.
Reach Steve Lampen at shlampen@
aol.com.

Workbench
Continued from page 12

providing a low- impedance path (you
hope) to ground. The RF current is still
there, but redirected.
Chokes, on the other hand, are high
impedance at RF frequencies, so they
actually stop the flow of RF current, which
causes less-desirable side effects. Chokes
can be added to either the source or the
termination end of an audio or remote control metering pair, or both, depending on
where the interference is occurring.
Generally speaking, the end where the
shield is connected will have the lower
RF voltage, although even relatively low
levels of RF can cause trouble with certain circuits. Don't be afraid to try a
choke at any I/O point.
They can be purchased for less than $ 1
with values from 500 to 1,000 uHy from
Mouser, Digi-Key and others.
John Bisset has worked as a chief
engineer and contract engineer for more
than 30 years. He is adistrict sales manager for Harris Corp. Reach him at ( 703)
323-8011.
Submissions for this column are encouraged, and qualify for SBE recertification
credit.
Fax your submission to
(703) 323-8044, or send e-mail to jbisset
@harris.com.
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Radio Applications of MPEG-7
Practical Uses Are Emerging for a Metadata
Standard and Its Content Description Capabilities
by Skip Nee
Yes, Virginia, there really is an
MPEG-7 — and an MPEG-21, too,
since you asked.
Many readers may wonder how the
numbers got that high so quickly.
Wasn't it just afew short years ago that
MPEG-2 was issued? And hasn't there
been more recent discussion about
MPEG-4? Did we miss something
important?
Perhaps some review is in order.
Let's start at the beginning. In 1988,
the Moving Pictures Expert Group
(MPEG) of the International Standards
Organization ( ISO) was formed, and
subsequently issued a specification for
the perceptual coding of digital audio
and video signals.
Levels
Retrospectively, this specification
was named MPEG-1, after the next set
of specs was issued by the group as
"MPEG-2" a few years later ( in a
process similar to our application of
"WW- I" to what had been called "the
Great War" prior to WW-II).
The audio coding components in
MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 were called
Audio Layers I, Il and III, which gave
rise to audio professionals' shortcuts of
"MPEG Layer II" and "Layer III" (or the
occasional misnomer of "MPEG-2" and
"MPEG-3"), and the now well-known
consumer audio file format "mp3."
MPEG-2 video coding has since
become the world standard for DTV
and DVD, and for a while it was envisioned that an MPEG-3 family of
codecs would occupy the same functionality for HDTV. But as it turned
out, MPEG-2 had arange of scalability
— specifically, amatrix of profiles and
levels — that allowed it to accommo-

date the requirements of HDTV, so the
MPEG-3 work was dropped.
Meanwhile, streaming media on the
Internet was developing. The MPEG-4
initiative was started in the late 1990s,
at first to address the specific needs of
low bit- rate media representation in
this environment.
Yet unlike its predecessors, which
were targeted at fairly specific applications, the MPEG-4 process grew to
encompass a wide range of different
elements. About the only thing they all
shared was their application to areas
not especially well served by MPEG-1
or - 2 ( such as online media, gaming,
datacasting, wireless telecom, graphics,
object-oriented representation, etc.).

MPEG-7

so broad that it might be broken into
several different initiatives, so like the
assignment of street- address numbers
by the post office, room was left for
adjacent expansion — to the quirky —
e.g., MPEG's idiosyncratic leader,
Leonardo Chariglione, simply wanted
to leave people guessing.
The truth probably lies somewhere in
between. Standards people have a
unique world view, and often an offbeat
sense of humor. You have to be a little
wacky to sit in aroom all day and discuss this stuff.
Change in focus
Even more questions of sequence
were raised when the organization
named its next initiative "MPEG-21,"
and the range of reasons behind its
derivation became even more inventive,
to the point where it's best just not to
ask anymore.

is a metadata specification

that provides a powerful and interoperable
XML-based environment for describing
media content.

So today, MPEG-4 includes a number of widely divergent "parts," each of
which specifies a different technology
for a targeted application. It also
includes the ability to integrate digital
rights management ( DRM) to media
content.
So now, on to MPEG-5, right?
Well, no.
There are numerous theories why the
MPEG organization decided to skip
directly from MPEG-4 to MPEG-7,
ranging from the sensible — e.g., it
looked like the MPEG-4 work would be

Simple • Effective • Reliable
Con/Air Switcher
eliminates delay from headphone monitor
monitor audio can be individually tailored
immediate warning on air signal failure
air signal is not altered in any way
optional rack mount panel available
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resettable incoming call counter
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The discontinuities in MPEG's numbering scheme do point out the substantial changes in focus among the group's
processes, however.
While all of MPEG's work remains
associated with digital audio and video
media, the MPEG-1 through MPEG-4
efforts essentially are essence ( i.e., program content) coding or representation
systems, primarily intended to provide
high-quality, efficient transmission or
storage of digital media programs.
In contrast, MPEG-7 is a metadata
specification, which provides a language for describing media content,
and MPEG-21 intends to be an interoperable multimedia framework or acomplete "content-delivery platform" specification, incorporating comprehensive
content identification, usage-environment description and rights expression
schemes. Some have proposed, only
half- facetiously, that MPEG's next
efforts be called MPEG-33, MPEG-45
and MPEG-78.
Actual products are beginning to
emerge from the MPEG-7 work. As
you might expect, "traditional" metadata typically is the realm of program
librarians or search engines; and indeed
MPEG-7 provides apowerful and interoperable XML-based language and
environment for sophisticated management, searching and filtering of the
content it describes.
But MPEG-7 goes beyond this conventional approach to metadata and its
"tagging" methodology to use what it
calls low-level descriptors, which enable
rich and direct descriptions of minute
details about the content's structure.
Recently, a few applications have surfaced that use the audio low-level
descriptors of MPEG-7 for some interesting and practical functions extending
well beyond the world of library science.
Most professionals today think of
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by Skip Pizzi
metadata in two basis categories:
Descriptive: Data about the content
in terms of genre, the talent involved,
materials included, the source pedigree/history of each content element,
number of channels or tracks, rights
conveyed, etc.; and Compositional data
that describes how a program is put
together, in terms of in/out edit points,
language selection, multichannel mapping, etc., such that different versions
of the show might be derived from a
single batch of audio elements based on
how the metadata is written.
In MPEG-7 terms, these metadata
types are considered " high-level
descriptors" or Description Schemes
(DS), which are compiled from collections of low-level descriptors that are
the result of detailed analysis of the
content's actual data samples and signal waveforms. MPEG-7 expresses
these descriptions in XML, thereby
providing a method of describing the
audio or video samples of the content
in textual form.
In this way, aprogram can be specifically described in a standardized form
that can be parsed by a text processor
and stored in a database. Among other
things, this provides a reliable, convenient and computationally efficient way
to identify aparticular piece of content
without actually decoding its essence
data or analyzing its waveform, but
rather by simply scanning its textual
description.
AudiolD
An application of this technique with
potential interest to radio broadcasters
has emerged in a system called
AudiolD, produced by the Fraunhofer
Institute for Integrated Circuits, the
originators of Layer III coding.
Using Part 4 of the MPEG 7
Standard — officially, ISO/IEC
International Standard 15938-4 —
which covers multimedia audio
description, it provides a robust and
scalable method of recognizing and
identifying audio programs, in the following manner:
Sound clips (e.g., songs, radio spots,
voice tracks, etc.) are played into the
AudiolD system, which applies some
preprocessing, then extracts certain
spectral features from each sound based
on specialized psychoacoustic principles, ultimately generating a representation of those features using MPEG-7
low-level descriptors.
This XML-based representation,
called afingerprint, is stored in adatabase under a given file identity ( e.g.,
the name of the song, advertiser, voice
talent, etc.), completing what is called
See PIZZI, page 18
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the Training Phase of the system.
Later, during the Recognition Phase, an
audio program can be played into the
AudioID system, which will apply the
same processing and feature-extraction
process, comparing the results to the
fingerprint descriptions stored in its
database.
If it finds a match with sufficient
confidence, it will declare the identity
of audio being auditioned in real time.
The system is designed to allow for
significant distortions between the
training and recognition phases, such
that a sound clip that was loaded into
the system with perfect fidelity directly

from its original source might still be
accurately identified if it is compared
with a version that has been through
multiple generations of recording, data
compression, transmission or band-limiting (such as being played over atelephone line).
Name that tune
The psychoacoustics mentioned earlier play an important role here, making
the system operate in a similar fashion
to human hearing, which is quite tolerant of severe distortions when identifying a known sound. Moreover, the
entire duration of the sound need not be
played; reasonable confidence of
recognition can often be obtained after
playing only a few seconds of a song
into the system, for example.
There are several practical ( and

potentially monetizable) uses for this
system, which Fraunhofer has been
impressively demonstrating around the
world in recent months.
One is the automatic and reliable
verification of aspot's broadcast schedule, for use in as-aired reports and affidavits to advertisers. The flip side of
this is the ability automatically to monitor and track down broadcasts or
Webcasts of unauthorized content, such
the airing of music or a program for
which the broadcaster has not obtained
proper clearances and rights.
This concept could even be extended
to content protection schemes, in which
such identification could invoke
decryption of encrypted content.
Remember that the system is not looking for metadata tags but actually
examining description of the audio con-
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tent itself, in a manner that is largely
insensitive to the degradation typically
encountered in content distribution
chains. It is therefore difficult to spoof.
It also does not require the audio to be
specially processed ahead of time, such
as through the addition of awatermarking signal.
Perhaps most interesting is the system's ability to identify sound over the
phone. A proposed application envisions a radio listener using his or her
cell phone to call a radio station's "ID
line" and, when prompted, holding up
the phone to the radio for afew seconds
during a song that the listener would
like to know more about ( e.g., title,
artist, album information for prospective purchase, etc.). The listener then
hangs up and waits for an SMS message
on the cell phone that provides the identification data within afew seconds.
Alternatively, the listener could call
in on a land line and request that the
system e-mail the information.
Thinking commercially, those messages
could include one-click links to purchase or download acopy of the audio,
or the identification service itself could
be offered via subscription. The same
process could be applied to radio spots,
allowing a listener to obtain further
information about the advertiser.
The MPEG-7 standard likely will be
adopted more widely and integrated into
more products that apply its powerful
content description capabilities, many of
which may find valuable application
within the radio broadcast industry.
For further information on MPEG-7,
see http://mpeg.telecomitalialab.com/
standards/mpeg-7/mpeg-7.htm.
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of
Radio World.
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Oops!
It's bad enough to publish the wrong
product picture with astory; but it's really
bad to mix up photos from two competitors.
That's what we did in the June 5 issue
on page 20. The photos are identified correctly here. They are the AudioScience
ASI6114 Digital Audio Adapter and the
Antex LX-24MBD.
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Whether you want to get started with digital consoles or need to easily manage all the audio in your facility. Logitek has the
solution The heart of our system is arouterbased digital audio engine that handles all of the mixing. routing and return
feeds your studios require plus awhole lot more Add to this our full line of console control surfaces, router control heads
and PC-based control programs and you will find asolution that is just right for you. Why choose between aconsole and a
router when you can have both for the price of one? Call today 800-213-5870 or visit our website at www logitekaudio com
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Antex LX-24MBD
Sure, computer cards may look alike to
you and me. But not to their manufacturers. Sony, guys.
Also, in the May 8 article " Radio
Trailblazer: Hal Jackson," Paul Harvey's
age was incorrect. He is 83.

And smokes everything that can't.
Introducing the DN-0550R. The professional
dual drive CD + CD-R/RW recorder that's
heating up the industry. Designed with 90
years of Denon engineering know-how and
progressive thinking, the DN-055OR is the
luminary of CD technology. This innovative
combi-deck incinerates recording obstacles
like SCMS and accepts both CD-R/CD-RW
data and audio blank media. Leaving you
with ahuge range of recording and playback
options for independent use or in combination.
Plus, we stoked

it with every feature a

professional would expect. The DN-0550R.
The hottest CD recorder in the industry.
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equipment from Klotz Digital Ametica.
The announcement was made at the
NAB convention by Chris Crump, director of sales and marketing for Klotz
Digital America, and Milford K. Smith,
vice president of radio engineering for
Greater Media.
Klotz will supply Greater Detroit
Radio Group with its Vadis AudioMedia
Platform. The group purchased 23 Vadis
880s and 11 Vadis D.C. II digital consoles for the facility, scheduled for completion early next year.
It will house 11 on-air, news and pro-

ERI has been chosen to supply antennas, combiner, tower and erection services for Clear Channel's Sandridge
Tower project in Dayton, Ohio. The project is to be operational by late summer.
Clear Channel Communications
Director of Engineering for Dayton Jeff
Bennett said, "The Sandridge Tower is a
large structure which must be placed on a
small parcel of land. It will be within 14
feet of an existing 540-foot tower, alongside awarehouse and an industrial officebuilding complex. The existing 540-foot
tower will remain in use until the new
tower/antennas are completed."
The project will permit four stations to
collocate, consolidating from other locations. An ERI Cogwheel-style antenna will
allow Class B FM stations WMMX,
WTUE and WLQT to share a facility. A
separate ERI 1084DA panel antenna on the
tower will be an upgrade for WXEG.

Mayah Communications said it has
recently provided extensive installations
of its Centauri codee at Deutsche Welie
in Bonn; at ORF in Vienna; and Radio
France in Paris.
Nine new radio transmission buildings
at Deutsche Welle will have 34 Centauri
Audio Gateway Codecs. In January
Mayah installed 192 codecs at ORF in
Vienna. The user cited the product's
Ethernet-IP interface for handling audio
via IP with short delay times as and management via SNMP/IP....

USA Cable has installed six Model
2020 Audio Processors from Aphex
Systems at its broadcast facility in New
Jersey.
The facility provides feeds for the Sci-Fi
Channel, TRIO and the USA Network....

It's a radio studio within a casino. BBGM/Interiors designed
a compact studio for WMOS at Mohegan Sun Casino.
duction studios for FM stations WRIF,
WMGC and WCSX. The Vadis Platform
will provide central routing and signal
distribution via its fiber optic network....

You
can measure...

with the best monitor and the most accurate test set.
The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater degree of
precision measurement than ever before... You can measure S/N below
90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 dB, You can measure separations
of better than 70dB, You can measure frequency response to better than
0.25 dB, You can measure distortions to lower than 0.01%, and much more ..
Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make these measurements adream.

REIELjk rzt

PWRS was started in 1998 by L.A.
sportscaster Larry Kahn. ...

The Mohegan Sun tourist destination
in Connecticut features a radio studio
housed in acasino, WMOS(FM).
The 350- square-foot broadcast studio
was designed by Brennan Beer Gorman
Monk/Interiors. Its goal is to promote
awareness for Mohegan Sun, which is
owned by the Mohegan Tribe, and to
entertain listeners in Connecticut and
Rhode Island with classic rock.
In addition to aCD library and display
wall, the studio includes acherry wood
DJ console faced with stainless steel and
topped by a sheet of floating glass. The
station's wolf logo is rendered in abacklit glass sign behind the console.
"The radio station is located in a
retail storefront within the casino," said
Amy Jakubowski, senior associate with
BBGM. Mohegan Sun is in southeastern
Connecticut along the Thames River
and features anew luxury hotel. ...

California's K- LOVE and Air 1
Christian radio networks purchased 40
Omnia-6fm processors from Omnia, a
Telos Systems Co.
K- LOVE, founded in 1988 with one
station, now serves cities in 31 states.
The goal of its president, Dick Jenkins, is
to see a noncommercial contemporary
Christian radio station in every U.S. city
of 50,000 or more, according to the KLOVE Web site. ...
Greater Media is building an 11-studio
facility for three stations in Detroit. The
cluster will include asizable investment in
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F
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A company that wants to create anew
interactive radio business model has
signed its first group to commit to aspecific rollout. StratosAudio signed the
deal with Nassau Broadcasting
Partners to engage in enabling
Interactivity with conventional FM radio.
Installations are planned by July.
The first station to go live will be
WPST(FM) in the Philadelphia area,
with plans to extend interactivity to other
Nassau properties if it goes well.
StratosAudio services let consumers
identify and purchase on-air content such
as music and advertisements during a
radio broadcast....
Jones Radio Networks' evening country program "Lia" now can be heard on
KKBQ(FM) in Houston. Michael Cruise
is program director for The New 93Q.
"At night, you must do something different to attract cume from both radio
and TV," he said. ...
Jones MediaAmerica will represent
Pacific West Radio Sports, an independent national syndicator of sporting events
with afocus on major college football.

Auditronics has designated Creative
Studio Solutions Inc. as anational seller
for its broadcast audio console systems.
CSS will provide consultation, integration and installation for Auditronics models ALM, 2660 and 220. CSS also is an
authorized installer for Wheatstone,
Audioarts and Auditronics consoles and
the new Wheatstone Bridge Digital
Audio Network. ...
Broadcast Software International and
U.K distributor Broadcast Computers
supplied software for the first radio stations to go on the air in Afghanistan since
the war on terrorism began.
The initial phase of the project was
undertaken by the BBC, which selected
the BSI Simian digital automation system
for Radio Kabul. The BBC worked with
Broadcast Computers, which had helped
with a similar project in Kosovo a year
ago. Reg Butcher of the BBC said, "The
development and rebuild of Afghanistan
media has great potential. Simian is their
first exposure to computer-based playout
and scheduling software."
BSI and Broadcast Computers also
are providing four Simian systems for
new BBC World Service programs broadcast to the former Soviet Union. ...
Houston radio station KILT(AM),
SportsRadio 610, has affiliated with
ESPN Radio. "ESPN Radio Sports
Center Updates" air at the top of selected
hours, along with the SportsRadio 610
Sports Center Updates at : 20 and :40 after.
The Infinity station also airs "The Dan
See WBW, page 29

"The KLOTZ DIGITAL system does what you want it to do. There are a lot of consoles out there that
make a lot of promises. KLOTZ DIGITAL is the only one Iknow of that is truly that flexible.
It's all about flexibility.., what else?" - Ed Bukont

Ed's not ¡ ust another pretty face.
He's one of the many engineers that have discovered the value of
KLOTZ DIGITAL's VAD SAudioMed a Platform for broadcast.
After all, it's his job to keep the programming staff happy
... and Leo G. wouldn't have it any other way.

5875 Peachtree Industrial Blvd., # 340, Norcross, Georgia 30092 Tel: 678-966-9900 Fax: 678-966-9903
ussalesPklotzdigital.com

www.klotzdigital.corn
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KUSC Makes Digital Comeback
by Ed Ritchie
LOS ANGELES Classical music has a
tough time surviving in today's radio
market, especially in Los Angeles, which
offers 50 stations representing virtually
all the major radio formats.
Yet public station KUSC(FM) at 91.5
MHz is beating the odds and celebrating
with new studios, a stronger broadcast
signal and asatellite network.
Chief Engineer Pablo Garcia guided
the station's equipment upgrade and its
move from acramped 7,700 square feet
on the campus of the station's licensee,
the University of Southern California, to
16,100 square feet on two floors of an
office building in the heart of downtown
Los Angeles.

conversion," Garcia said. "The actual
microwave we shot to our mountain
transmitter was also analog. It was acase
of bits and pieces mixed together."
Garcia replaced those pieces with a
seamless digital chain from the studio to
the transmitter. Starting with voice tracking, he specified two tracking studios with
Yellowtec Intellimix Digital consoles.
"They're just for people to basically
go in there and track," Garcia said, "no
production, just voice. It's working out
really well."

From Cuba to L.A.
Garcia is as much a success story as
KUSC. In 1961, his family escaped from
Cuba with just the clothes on their backs
and Cuba's international currency, cigars.
Garcia was 12 years old and didn't speak
English. One of his earliest memories is
of his father selling the cigars at an
upscale hotel in Miami.
Garcia graduated from California State
University in Northridge and joined
KUSC in 1987, rising from assistant to
chief engineer. He moved to all-news
ICFWB(AM) in 1997, after KUSC's management implemented a controversial
programming change that was followed

infrastructure, which operates on a
Windows NT platform.
The ENCO supports production,
automation and programming origination. It has astorage capacity of approximately 30 hours of stereo material, and
controls airplay by automatically sending
the appropriate commands to an SAS
64000 Digital Audio Router.
"Basically," Garcia said, "all inputs
and outputs of every audio resource
including every CD player, console, MD
player, ENCO, absolutely everything,

Pablo Garcia
gets fed into our SAS switcher and then
routed throughout the station."
The Harris Intraplex STL provides T-1
Internet connectivity to atransmitter on
Mt. Harvard, atop the San Gabriel
Mountains northeast of Los Angeles. A
Harris CD- Link digital STL provides
backup connectivity. Both paths are
uncompressed.
Classical network
The RF site uses a Harris Z-20 solidstate 20 kW transmitter and Aphex 2020
Mk II processing. That facility was not
part of the project, having been upgraded
in 1999.
Garcia said the station maintains a
consistent sampling rate from all its
equipment, so he hasn't had any problems with synchronizing one digital
audio source to another.

Lobby visitors can see into the conference studio.
by diminishing listenership and layoffs.
Two years later, the university hired
Brenda Barnes, former president and
general manager of WGUC(FM) in
Cincinnati, as station manager. She
returned the station to its classical programming and brought Garcia back to
guide arelocation to new facilities and
oversee an equipment upgrade from analog to digital.
For the new facilities, Barnes gave
Garcia aclean slate and asked him to create astation that could handle the growth
and the development of a satellite network. The budget for the technical
upgrade was set at $500,000.
Garcia's goal for the station's operation
was to have adigital system automated on
a24/7 basis. The old system used an analog console, CD and DAT players.
"There was still this constant D-to-A

An additional interview studio can
accommodate six people and has alarge
window facing the station's lobby area.
Three production studios are equipped
with Harris Pacific Integrity digital consoles, Sony CDP-D500 CD players,
Denon M- 1050R MiniDisc machines and
Telos Zephyr ISDN gear.
Files are handled by a DADpro32
ENCO Systems Digital Audio Delivery
system and transferred via a dedicated
LAN.
The ENCO system is networked
throughout the studios and master control. It uses ISO/MPEG Layer II coding.
The station has four workstations and
two mirrored servers. A second LAN
handles administration, e-mail and
Internet activities. In addition to special
projects, engineers Garcia and Nisie
Teeter manage the computer and network

-11111101911110.11.1

Three additional stations in Palm
Springs, Santa Barbara and Thousand
Oaks, Calif., simulcast via Galaxy IVR
satellite, said Garcia. "We also air IDs
and promotional announcements. All of
these are stored on the ENCO, then aired
as scheduled in the traffic log."
The station's satellite system, Classical
Public Radio Network, is a partnership
between KUSC and Colorado Public
Radio and provides classical music
across the United States.
Via Boise
Eight members of the network's staff
are based at KUSC's studios. Shows are
produced in Los Angeles and Denver.
Everything gets funneled via T-1 into
CPRN's Prophet Systems Audio Wizard
audio server and automation at KBSU in
Boise, Idaho, where the network's satellite facilities are located.
Garcia wanted all connections and
operations hardware centralized in amaster control room. Interconnects, basic
hardware and hard drives for storage systems, plus computer and telephone systems, are housed in one area.
"This is great compared to the old
facility," Garcia said. "We had three different rooms and it was really difficult to
put things together and work."
In its 55- year history, KUSC had
always been located on the University of
California campus. But space demands
required amove to outside facilities, and
the station found favorable lease terms on
the 20th and 21st floors of an office
building in downtown Los Angeles, minutes from the campus.
Garcia and KUSC management interviewed three architectural firms with
broadcasting design experience, and
chose Hellmuth, Obata and Kassabaum
Inc., an award- winning firm with 22
offices. HOK also is working on two
See KUSC, page 24

KUSC

11.1

Hardware List
This is asampling of the KUSC infrastructure. Most items listed were purchased
new for the project.
Harris Pacific Integrity digital consoles (3)
ENCO Systems DADpro32 Digital Audio Delivery system and
automation with dual mirrored servers and four workstations
SAS 64000 Digital Audio Router
Sony CDP-D500 CD players (6)
Denon M- 1050R MiniDisc player/reproducers (6)
Harris Intraplex STL-Plus for T-1 ( 3)
Harris CD-Link Digital STL backup
Neumann U-87 mics (6) and TLM-103 mics (2)
Belden 7893A and 1800B AES/EBU digital cable for all
audio runs and interconnects
Yellowtec Intellimix digital mixers for tracking studios (2)
Two LANs: one for office/admin and the ENCO system
for broadcast and production

Rhapsody
in Blue.
Digital Core
Routing System
Scalable Up to
4,096 Channels
Digital & Analog
24 Bit I/0
Mix Multiple
Inputs to
Any Output
IFB-Talk to
Remotes
Integrated
Intercom
Functions

Introducing the new 32KD
Digital Audio Network from
Sierra Automated Systems.
This modular, digital-core
routing system processes
more audio, routes more
signals, and provides more
user control than any
other system in its class.
Routing, mixing, signal
processing, IFB, mix-minus,
and more, run simultaneously without conflict.
All this functionality is
readily accessible via PC, mixing boards,
or dedicated control panels. And the
performance? Like music to your ears.
For more details about the impressive
capabilities of the 3ZKD, give us a call
or visit our web site.
SAS. Doing more for radio. Again.

SIERRA
AUTOMATED
SAS

SYSTEMS
818-840-6749

sasaudio.com
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Continued from page 22

other stations in Los Angeles,
KZLA(FM) and KPWR(FM).
The designers had good things to say
about their client.
"They were really knowledgeable about
what they needed and what worked for
them," said Brett Shwery, vice president of
the interior division of HOK. "The most
important thing was placement of the studios. You have to be careful of the
mechanical systems in the building."
Shwery and his team consulted with
KUSC and it was agreed to put the studios on the 20th floor, to avoid complications from heating, ventilation and air
conditioning equipment above the 21st.
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The space on both floors had never been
occupied, so wiring and cable installation
were simplified.
The Los Angeles-based Victor Group
and KUSC engineering staff provided studio wiring and interconnects. Telephone
and data wiring were subcontracted out.
The design plans took about four
months, and construction took another
four, ending with agrand opening for the
station's supporters in November 2001.
The studios were placed on interior
walls. A complication came from anoisy
gear mechanism for a private elevator
servicing the offices. To solve the problem, HOK had the mechanism rebuilt
with abase isolator.
One wall of the large interview studio
borders on the station's lobby space, and
visitors can see the room's activities
through alarge window. In fact, aunique

The large studio is for interviews and live performances. Production
can be coordinated with or independent from the adjoining studio.
floor plan and window placement on
walls shared by the studios allows viewing between all six of the rooms. The studios use double- layered dry wallegind
ceilings, sound lock doors, airshaftVaild
double-paned windows.
Ultimately, Garcia said the digital
upgrade provides tremendous quality for
the money available to a public radio
station.
"I found it much easier to upgrade
here rather than at acommercial station,"
Garcia said. "At acommercial station, the
obligation is to the stockholders; and the
less spent on the station, the more
returned to them. Our obligation is to
the listeners because they pay for the
station."
The author is a Los Angeles- based
free-lance writer who covers technology,
business and Internet- related topics.
Reach him via e-mail to eritchie@
pacbell.net.
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INTRODUCING THE ASI4342. Get abundle of features, without spending abundle. The 4342 has everything
you need for serious audio: 2stereo outputs, 1stereo input, 4play streams and 1record stream. It handles
N1P3, N1PEG Layer 2 and 16 bit PCM. Want more? How about drivers for all flavors of Windows, and
Linux. XLR breakout cables included, naturally. All for just $ 995 list, even less in volume quantities. So
grab the ASI4342 and start getting more. For a lot less.

+1-302-324-5333
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"The NAB has asked the FCC to revise
its radio ownership rules, reducing certain of the limits while requesting a
minority set- aside for overall station
ownership....
"The FCC has adopted national limits
of 30 AM and 30 FM stations, with the
number of stations allowed to be owned
in asingle market based on apercentage
of market share as determined by
Arbitron ratings data. ... The NAB recommends elimination of (such) data from
the regulation, and elimination of market
share as a limitation on ownership in
amarket.
"The NAB petition suggests reduction
of ownership limits to 25 AM and 25 FM
stations nationally, while allowing common ownership of five more stations if
they are minority controlled ... Also recommended is reduction of ownership limits in a market to two AM and two FM
stations in any market with 30 or more ...
"According to the NAB petition, the
measures would be a ' safety net' against
'the undesirable consequences of using
market share in guarding against the possibility of undesirable levels of ownership
concentration. —
— News Item
June 24, 1992

Radio Promotes. Radio Provides.
98.1KKFM

98.1KKFM
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September 12-14, 2002 • Seattle, WA
Washington State Convention and Trade Center
The power of new ideas. The power of cutting- edge sales
strategies. The power of making the right contacts at exactly
The NAB Radio Show Keynote
Friday, September 13

the right time.
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I-SAM Site Control Is New From ERI

Staco Touts

I- SAM is an Internet-ready/accessible Antenna Site Control Monitor tool for
master antenna systems. ERI says it provides data, alarms and corrections not otherwise available. Instantaneous equipment function/malfunction notification is
provided.
The company described a typical scenario in which the operator receives an email message on his Internet-ready PDA or laptop, indicating aproblem at adistant
station. He or she directs aWeb browser to asecure I-SAM Web page to discover
that amain feed line at the remote location is losing pressure, and the nitrogen supply bottle sensor is indicating that it is nearly empty.

Single-Phase UPS
The new UniStar Sx* is asingle-phase online uninterruptible power supply from
Staco Energy Products Co., suitable for use with workstations, telecom and networking equipment.
The company says the double-conversion design isolates and conditions the power
coming into the unit before it is distributed to the protected equipment. It is available in sizes from 700 VA to 3,000 VA offers remote monitoring and diagnostic
capabilities through an SNMP adaptor or its own power management software.
For maximum installation versatility, it is offered in tower and rack- mount
models.

While on the Web site, the operator confirms that auxiliary operation is OK and
checks site weather. He or she can then make an informed decision on apossible
weather-related incident and call alocal crew.
A typical system will incorporate as many combiner module sensors as are
required by the stations participating in the multiplexing. Feed line sensors are
standard; two are employed if dual feed lines are used.
I-SAM monitors parameters and issues an alarm if one strays from desired levels. For the main feed line, parameters include forward and reflected power; line
pressure, temperature and humidity; room temp; RF safety short status; antenna
patching status; and optional I/O transmitter control.
For the combiner, parameters include forward and reflected power; over-temperature status; combiner temperature; RF safety short status; station patching status;
cooling fan status; and transmitter control.
For information contact the company in Indiana at (812) 925-6000 or visit
www.eriinc.com.

TerraSonde Has Digital Toolbox
TerraSonde is touting The Digital Audio Toolbox, which offers multifunction test
and analysis capabilities for digital audio.
Company President Andrew Smith said the hand-held system has 25 digital audio
test, analysis and utility functions. The DSP-powered product has four main sets of I/O
connectors — Digital Inputs 1and 2, Digital Output and Analog Output — as well as
word clock I/O and aserial port.
Supported formats include AES,
S/PDIF, TOSLINK
and ADAT, at bit
depths of 24 bits and
sample rates to 96
kHz. These let the
system check lock
between
digital
streams, and to provide an analog output for monitoring
or as atest signal. It
is designed to interface with other digital test equipment, and includes what the company calls the first
digital audio cable tester that can determine injected interface jitter for aparticular
cable.
Digital tests include transparency, lock, latency, jitter and cable quality. Analysis
tools include bitstream analyzer, bitscope, error "watchdog" and clock and sample
counter.
Functions include digital generator, level meter, SRC, pass mode and DSP algorithms such as ade-emphasis filter. Utilities include adigital monitor, dialog level,
transmit data and setup and calibration functions.
Retail price is $2,499, including arechargeable battery system, acarrying case and
computer interface cables.
For information contact the company in Colorado at (888) 433-2821 or visit
www.terrasonde.com.

Battery diagnostics protect against overheating, deep discharge and low current
damage. The UniStar Sx* comes with a hot-swappable internal battery pack that
provides time for equipment shutdown during an outage. Optional external battery
cabinets extend the run time.
For information call the company in Ohio at ( 866) 261-1191 or visit
www.stacoenergy.com.

DataDirect Pushes SAN Approach
A scalable storage- area network (SAN) appliance for workgroup and departmental uses is on the market from DataDirect Networks.
The company says it brings affordable enterprise capabilities to workgroups.
The S2A 3000 Silicon Storage Appliance lets IT managers create SANs for
broadcast, post and digital media facilities. At this spring's NAB show, the company exhibited aplug-and-play S2A 3000 Silicon Storage Appliance workgroup SAN
with 1TB for $49,995.
DataDirect Networks says its technology allows users to accelerate their applications, providing data at least three times faster than other SAN solutions and 10
times faster than Network Attached Storage technology.
For information contact the company in California at (818) 700-7600 or visit
www.datadirectnet.com.

Order a BSI system, and we'll throw ¡ n
500 songs FREE!
When you order a BSI system this July, you can choose UP to 500 songs to be pre-loaded onto your hard drive. All you
ha ee to do is download the MusicStore selection software and you'll have over 30,000 songs to choose from in formats
across the board. We have Oldies Dance, AC, COR, Pop, Urban, Mainstream Rock, Country, European, Alternative and
much more. We even have alarge selection of-holiday songs.
If you're looking for a new system, this is an opportunity that you won't want to miss. Find out more about our systems
and the MusicStore online at www.bsiusa.
m.
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Thé BSI Series 210 is a state-of-the-art, 2 PC
roadcast system. We use Dell 2500 servers with a
17" flat-panel in production and a 17" touch screen
in the air studio.
We have incluced all of the software and hardWare
you need for full automation (
satellite and music on
hard drive), live assist, or even live broadcasting.
Simian digital automation is at the heart of the
.stem, combining with WaveCart digital cart
machine, Stinger instant audio, Speedy CD-to- PC
dubbing and WebConnect Pro remote control to
make an amazing digital studio. In addition to BSI
software, we include new Cool Edit Pro 2.0,
pcAnywhere 10.0, and an AudioScience 4346 sound
card fbr each PC. The quadruple-play sound cards
also ha
triggers and switching capabilities, so you
don't n
any additional hardware.

II

The BSI Se
0 consists of two Dell PowerEdge 500
servers, wilp- 15" touchscreen in the air studio and a 15"
flatpanel for the production studio.
;fr
This system is perfect for a combination of live assit and
rerive automation. Satellite automation is also available.

Series 110
$9,999

tan digital automation, WaveCart digital cart machine,
"nger instant audio and Speedy CD-to-PC dubbing are
included, as well as pcAnywhere 10.0 from Symantec and
Cool Edit 2000 from Syntriltium.
\We have alsp installed two AudioScience 4344 soundcards
with oh-board MP3 decoding.
an
ve

th professional BSI installation, this collection of software
hardWare has been combined into a powerful and
tile bdcasting system. Call us for more information

Price, Power and Performance.
\
Buy

your BSI system today!

Broadcast
Software
International

888-bsiusa1 www.bsiusa.com sales@bsiusa.com
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107.7 Extends Motorway Service
by Christian Marcelin

quency: drivers can remember the frequency and preset it easily.

SENLIS, France Keeping amobile
audience informed is no easy task, especially if listeners are traveling long distances.
Most French motorways are covered by
asingle station, 107.7 FM, the main aim
of which is to increase motorway safety.
The choice of a single frequency
enables continuous program reception
without drivers having to retune their car
radios. RDS receivers, which have since
become more popular in Europe, were
not then in wide use.
Another advantage of the single fre-

Coverage constraint
In France, the various motorways are
the property of several companies. Those
in the north belong to Société des
Autoroutes du Nord et de l'Est de la
France, or SANEE
When the government authorized
motorway radio, it limited the output of
the stations to anarrow area around the
motorway itself.
In 1993, SANEF founded asubsidiary,
Soderane, to cover the Calais Roissy
route — Al and A26 North — with a

traffic info service. Eurotunnel, which
operates the Channel Tunnel linking
France and England, shares the costs
with SANEF, while Radio France has a
contract for programs.
In 1995, the station covered 160 miles
of motorway. In 1999, Régie Radio Music,
aLagardère Active company, partnered
with Soderane to manage advertising.
In late 2001, 107.7 FM introduced
coverage of part of the A4 motorway that
runs from Paris to Strasbourg, with plans
to cover the entire motorway — some
425 miles of radio coverage.
SANEF also plans to renew equipment
on the Al and to extend 107.7 FM cover-

Experience Exceptional Quality, Reliability and Service!
Experience Armstrong Transmitter!

M 111111111111111

Our single tube high power FM
transmitters offer you exceptional
quality at affordable prices.

age to its entire network by the end
of 2004.
For greater convenience, 107.7 FM uses
the "enhanced other networks- traffic
announcements" RDS code. This allows
drivers who wish to listen to another radio
program, aCD or acassette to have their
RDS receiver automatically switch over to
specific motorway-information messages.
With acoverage area of more than 400
miles, however, this information must be
specific to particular areas. Real-time
information on traffic near the Channel
Tunnel, for example, is of no interest to
drivers near Strasbourg, even if they are
heading in that direction.
Area-specific information
To provide information of immediate
interest, the motorways are divided into
zones. By pushing the correct button, the
announcer can feed relevant information
to aspecific zone.
Only the transmitters of this specific
zone deliver the information; those in
other zones continue with their music
program uninterrupted.
At certain times of day or on particular
days when the traffic is heavy, two studios
operate at the same time with the same
program, each with its own announcer, in
order to give all information to all zones
as expediently as possible.

Built for the " real world" environment,

Most French

these RF workhorses offer long term

motorways are

reliability and features not found in any
other single tube transmitter available.

covered by a
station, 107.7 FM,

Features Include:

the main aim of

1/4 Wave Grounded Grid Tetrode PA
Fiber Optic PA Arc Detection

which is to increase
motorway safety.

PA Temperature Protection
Advanced Control System with remote
computer interface
More internal status sensors than any
other transmitter
CD Quality Audio (
AES/EBU optional)
Available from 20 to 35 kW.
Combined systems to 60 kW
FM 30000 TX

Armstrong Transmitter.. the best RF products, the best around the clock
support and the best prices
....because you deserve nothing less!

A R NI ST RONG
TRANSMITTER CORPORATION
4835 North Street, Marcellus, NY

13108 ( 315) 673-1269

Fax 315 673-9972

www.armstronjtx.com

Both studios are located in Senlis,
northern France, and were rebuilt in
December.
Because regulators limited the reach of
107.7 FM to the motorway itself, the
number of transmitters involved in the
network is high.
All transmitters and associated antennas are installed on existing structures
along the motorway.
The sites may serve several purposes,
such as an internal communication network for motorway staff, variable display
panels and emergency call terminals.
On the A4 motorway, the sites are linked
by redundant fiber-optic connections.
On most parts of the motorway, a200
W Rohde & Schwarz transmitter is in
place every 4 to 6 miles, together with
two to four coupled antennas.
In particular stretches where the motorway curves alot, the transmitters may be
spaced more closely; synchronization
among them is more difficult to achieve.
To minimize the coverage area, antennas are coupled and positioned to be as
directional as possible. The signal feeding the antennas also is put in the right
phase by adjusting the length of the coaxial cable.
The result of this arrangement is a
back attenuation of approximately 30 dB.
To allow the area-specific information
See FRANCE, page 29
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France
Continued from page 28

breaks, two programs are transmitted
simultaneously via fiber optics. The first
program is the main program; the second
is an auxiliary.
Both programs are digitized and multiplexed with associated data in a2 Mbps
frame by means of aHarris multiplexer.
The associated data includes time
stamps taken from GPS for single-frequency network synchronization, RDS
data with codes generated on each transmission site and an address code.
This address code permanently tells the
transmitters to broadcast the main program.
When an area- specific break occurs,
the same address code tells the transmit-

Radio World
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ters of the particular zone to switch to the
auxiliary program.
The 2 Mbps frame allows room for a
second auxiliary program, currently
unused, which could enable two simultaneous zone breaks on the same motorway.
The same 2 Mbps frame also carries
monitoring information generated by
each transmission site.
A future extension of monitoring, to
allowing remote listening of the transmitted audio, is under consideration as part
of a renewal of the remote monitoring
network for motorway equipment.
Dominique De Paoli, SANEF operations
manager, Jean Gibert, SANEF head of special technical services; Jean Dominique
Warlop, Radio France program director, and
François Cosyns, head of 107.7 FM radio
for SANEF were sources for this article. i>

The 107.7 FM Studios in Senlis

WBW
Continued from page 20

Patrick Show." Bill Van Rysdam is director of programming and operations manager for the station....
ABC personality Sam Donaldson
broadcast live from the recent NAB show
in Las Vegas with primary ISDN feeds on
a Comrex Matrix and Comrex Nexus.
Backup was available on POTS through
the Matrix, which was further outfitted
with NiMH battery for backup power.
The engineer in attendance was Dave
Burgess....
International Datacasting Corp. said
the Canadian government has exercised
its option for a third-year extension to a
service contract for the Canadian Forces
Personnel Support Agency.
The service is uplinked from ICD's
SuperFlex DVB teleport in Ottowa and
provides one channel of video in
English, one in French, several FM radio
stations, CBC Radio and other information to Canadian peacekeeping troops
and forces overseas....
Radio 24, atop-rated local station in
Switzerland, is using IDT's Digital Virtual
Processor@FM broadcast processor.
Bernd Lienberger said that, for along
time, the station had been using the analog Dorrough DAP- A610 with a
Dorrough Stereo coder 80B. ...
Waves Ltd., a supplier of psychoacoustic audio signal processing said
Danish Broadcasting is using Waves
MaxxStream for its streaming requirements.
The
head
of
Danish
Broadcasting's new- media division,
Michal Karrber Harrit, said it has
installed MaxxStream systems to support
every Danish Radio Webcast program,
eight channels in all.
Waves has shipped approximately 500
MaxxStream PCI systems. Users include
Swiss Radio; Belgium Radio; Norweign
Radio; several German broadcasters
including WDR and Saarlândischer
Rundfunk. MaxxStream has also been
adopted by Sirius Satellite Radio for its
audio broadcast facilities.
"Who's Buying What" is printed as a
service to our readers who are interested in
how their peers choose equipment and services. Information is provided by suppliers.
E-mail information and photos to
radioworld@imaspub.com.

MARTI can make your next remote broadcast a breeze.
With products designed and produced with
cutting edge technology at a MARTI price.

DIGITAL CELLCAST
The digital version of our popular Cellcast transmitter is the easiest to use - lighter, more rugged
and capable of remote broadcasting from virtually
anywhere in the world. Just turn it on and go!

The SRPT-40A is highly reliable and feature
packed. Now, the exact frequency can be dialed
in from the front panel, from 430 MHz through
480 MHz, making it easier than ever to use.
Other frequency bands available in 2002.

02002 Broadcast Electronics. Inc. MARTI is a registered trademark of Broadcast Electronics, Inc
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Wenger Opens ( Studio) Doors

Wenger Corp. offers several products suitable for radio
environments.
Its acoustical doors use afour-sided leaf frame for
rigidity and sealing, and have STC ratings in the range of
50-54. Window options include narrow window, full
vision or solid leaf.
The company makes the V-Room Booth, asoundisolat
ing, modular broadcast booth. Optional variable acoustics
simulate 10 acoustical environments.
Specialized products also include upper-deck audience
seating for indoor applications of four or more seating
tiers; portable audience chairs; and staging systems, useful for remotes and events.
For information contact the company in Minnesota at
(800) 326-8373 or visit www.wengercorp.com.

Enter to win one of 26 great
prizes in Radio World's reader
appreciation contest giveaway!
Dear Radio World Reader: Last year, many of the greatest names
in our industry teamed up with Radio World for ayear- long sweepstakes .4extravaganza that resulted in almost $50,000 in prizes given away.
Due to the overwhelming response from you, we've decided to do
it all again in 2002 as away of showing our appreciation to our
loyal readers.
Throughout 2002, Radio World will conduct 26 rapdom drawing>
Prizes and winners will be announced in every issue of Radio
World. That's 26 chances to win!

etS1

qsle.r"

To enter the contest you need to complete these three easy steps:
1. Go to our Web site: www.rwonline.com
2. Click the Readers' Choice icon on our home page.
3. Follow the instructions and fill out the electronic entry
form — that's it you're done!
This is your chance to participate in our Readers' Choice program and Mil great prizes from these fine Radio World supporters:

Broadcasters
General Store

4
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Tom Komi left KIN', R(FM) after 17 years
and now oversees the engineering department for five Los Angeles- area stations
owned by Hispanic Broadcasting.
Dennis Martin has expanded his duties
from chief engineer at Emmis Communications' KZLA(AM) to include the CE position
at KPWR(FM).
Sirius Satellite Radio named Terry
Smith as chief technology officer.
Clay Steely was promoted to VP of engineering of ABC Radio Networks. The organization appointed Mike Connolly as VP of
ESPN radio sales. Jo Ann Hilton, a senior
telecom planning specialist at ABC Inc.'s
Information Systems Voice Engineering &
Operations department, has been chosen as
the ABC Inc. Black Achiever in Industry
for 2002.
John Sykes is now chairman and CEO of
Viacom's Infinity Radio.
NBG Radio Network appointed Chris
Ruh as director of affiliate relations.
Jason Crane is the new station manager at
WGMC(FM) in Rochester, NY.
Criswell Communications has named
James Nance as vice president of development.
Ronald Harris, the executive VP/CEO for Criswell,
was elected to the National
Religious Broadcasters
Executive Committee.
Westwood One appointed Lauren Mazzuca as
director of advertising sales
marketing.
Premiere Radio NetJames Nance
works' Executive VP and
GM Tim Kelly vacated his
post in February but continues as a consultant.
Gregory Noack was promoted to executive VP of
talk programs.
Weekend Radio Network hired Chris Witting
and Creative Broadcast
Consulting to handle affiliate relations.
Metro Networks/ShaRonald Harris
dow Broadcast Services
promoted John Frawley to
senior VP of broadcast
operations. Metro appointed Andy Kazen as GM.
Anne Schepp was hired
as human resource supervisor for the Journal Broadcast Group.
On Air Productions
hired Lauren Isett as an
account manager.
Salem CommunicaJames Brown
tions appointed Chuck
Finney as PD of Dallas
station KLTY(FM).
Emmis Communications Corp. promoted David Lebow to senior VP of operations
for the radio division.
Radio Unica named Mara Rankin vice
president of sales. She will oversee national
sales in the Southeast.
United Stations Radio Networks promoted Rob Pierce to VP of affiliate relations.
Renda Broadcasting of southwest
Florida welcomed Nic Natarella to the production director's seat at WSGL(FM) in
Naples and WGUF(FM) in Marco Island.
Producer Andrew Frame shifted to the dayto-day on WWGR(FM) and WJGO(FM) in
Fort Myers.
Sporting News Radio named Don
Leshnock
to
director of network
sales, and James Brown is a new on- air
personality there.

MEET YOUR NEW
ACOUSTIC CONSULTANT.

He's been building offices, bowling alleys, and strip malls for years.
Now, armed with a hammer and 10 pounds of your expensive plans and specifications,
he'll be the final word on how good your studios will be - and how much they'll really cost.

MAY WE SUGGEST A
MORE ECONOMICAL WAY?

TOTAL DESIGNS BY

FABRICATED & INSTALLED BY

ACOUSTIC

Iv"

▪•
INIM
▪ UN SYSTEMS

Pre-engineered studios designed by NCC and built by Acoustic Systems.
They're fabricated in a factory and delivered to your door with all of our
consultants' best ideas, quality, and cost controls built right in.
More than just a room, we integrate our studios with ergonomic technical furniture,
silent airflow delivery, total cable management, easy financing, and guaranteed acoustics.

NORTHEASTERN COMMUNICATIONS CONCEPTS, INC./NEW YORK, NEW YORK
(212) 972-1320

www.nccnewyork.com

SUMMER SALE

The World's Best

on Studio Mixers
Special Sale on Mackie
8- Bus Production Board

B ROADCAST

.S UPFe

Mackie's 24- channel 8•Bus series console combine high- quality
components, innovative design and incredible features, giving

Get
Audioart

you excellent value for your dollar. Features: 100 mm
precision network faders; separate tape monitor path;
A & Bmix paths; 6AUX sends and returns; 4- band
EQ ( Hi and Low shelving; Hi mid- sweep and
Low mid- sweep); solo/channel metering,
2headphone mixes; studio/control
speaker mixes; talkback with built-in mic;
balanced XLR mu and TRS line inputs;
balanced XLR main outputs; balanced TRS

distribution a
with your new

r.ub-outputs. Meter bridge (# MB24) sold separately.
24-8
MI324

Call for Price
Call for Price

Incredible Low Price
on 32-Channel Digital
Mixer Only $ 1,599 99

BEHRINGEM
_

ap.

4911 -

This exciting new Behringer digital mixer should really be

—

called amini automated workstation.With motorized faders,

a

ay

.er
it4

four on- board effects processors and dynamic automation
leatures, it'll soon become your favorite "or only" production

7/#011$41qe«'\\

tool. Behringer's 32 channels, 16 internal busses and 8AUX
sends make it extremely versatile. Each channel features afully
parametric 4- band equalizer, sweepable high-pass filter, gate,
compressor/limiter and phase inversion - all simultaneously

De Fie

AMUR

operable. Full-fledged dynamic and static automation functions,
extensive synchronization options and MIDI implementation, a
comprehensive internal I/O patchbay, and full digital
compatibility make it apowerful production board. Four on-

Price too Low
to Advertise

board effects processors put just about any imaginable effect
type at your fingertips.The DDX3216 also offers two expansion
slots for ADAT,TDIF, AES/EBU interfaces. An amazing deal!

$1,599 99

DDX3216

Briucon

$969"
11

ette-Ull

L—
Economical
Newsroom Mixer

The Dixon Systems NM 250 mixer is designed for busy
newsrooms and contains almost all the features of afull
broadcast console. Features: 2mic inputs with on/off
switch and 48- volt phantom power; monitor output
mutes when mic is on; mono line input for telephone

Top-of-the- Line Studio Con
It's time to modernize your studio wi

*YAMAHA
Full- Featured,
Fully Automated Yamaha
Console
The 03D is Yamaha's cost-effective fully automated digital console.
It offers an intuitive user interface, ease of operation and essential
engineer's tools including fast 32 bit digital internal digital audio
processing, versatile analog and digital I/0s with 20- bit A/D-D/A, and

32 bit onboard multi-effects processors with freeze ( sampling).
hybrid; input for computer sound card; input for DAT/
cassette recorders; 2balanced + 4line inputs; built-in mix - Features: 16 balanced inputs ( 8-XLR/TRS and 8-TRS only); asingle
stereo line input ( TRS); aslot for optional I/O cards; internal
minus bus for telephone hybrid; built-in talkback system
with 2sends and receives; relay closures for computer
channel on, telephone channel on and mic on; LED VU
meter display; headphone amp lets you select Mixer
(program), Cue or Off- Air; balanced XLR line, mic and

automation system with motorized faders; snapshot; scene memory;

4- band parametric EQ; MIDI remote capabilities; 4bus outputs; 4AUX
sends; built-in dynamics and effects processing; balanced XLR stereo

of our incredible sale on the Audioart
free Audioarts 2x8 distribution amp.
The 12-channel R-5, in acost-effectiv
exactly what your station needs. It has
telephone channels; 4high- quality mi
and illuminated switches. Features: Si
and mix- minus out; Sifam stereo VU m
channel on/off switches with full mac
of channel on/off; six- source stereo lin
talkback; 5- source control room moni
with start/stop, reset and hold; tape m
speaker and amp. Dimensions:31-1/2"
You don't want to miss this sale. Order
511-5

List $ 5,452.00

$
4,695 00

outputs; AES/EBU and S/PDIF digital outputs.

phone inputs; unbalanced RCA I/0s.
NM250

$969°°

03D

Call for Price

AUDIOART

HURRY, Sale Ends 7/31/02

Order

Source for Professional Audio Products.

SPECIALS 1

/Utility Mixers
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10 Stereo
tIIce
Studio Switcher

1«.116

RADII

Our Best- Selling
Telephone Line Mixer

The Conex AS101 provides silent, active switching fDr
studio routing and monitoring. Any one of 10 stereo
switching is accomplished by pressing one of the ligh -.ed

This portable, battery powered mini- console can turn any

buttons on the front panel, or via the optional remote

modular telephone into aremote broadcast studio link or

control.This is alow sale price. Call today.
AS101

589900

Complete
Telephone Recording,
Mixing System

$249"

$899"

sources to be switched to the stereo output channel;

p ($524" value)
studio console!

_re--

sAL

ORLDWIDE

telephone ir terview control center. Simply plug the

HENRY
MIS

telephone handset cord into the TLM along with astudio
quality rricropnone and headphones. Features: mic and line
inputs; low battery indicator; peak reading LED and
headphone amplifier. Includes AC adaptor Order today!
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$189)

imina eAudio DelayeicTJ
in Studio Monitoring Salre
lle on this Affordable
5-Channel Mic/Line Mixer
This specialized Henry Engineering audio switcher

eliminates any time delay in the studio monitor system.
One input receives the signal from astation's off- ar

1111t

only); amix irput for combining multiple mixers; balanced mic or

DA with purchase
of R-5 console
ilyVvv\NN-

monitor system. When the mic is on, Moniswitch
automatically switches to the real-time ( Program) audi

2mic. 10 stereo line and 1
preamps; 2inputs per channel
nple Phone() telephone channel
eters lky• Program and Audition;
sine control logic; remote control

3

signal, which is free decho and other delay effects.

line output; LI-D level indicato-s (- 20, 0, + 5); phantom power (jumper
selectable); connections via barrier strip. Power supply (# PS24A)
sold separate y.

Buy now and save.

$155°0

MONIS WITCH

sAL

.

$379"

th anew console.Take advantage
R-5. Plus, we're even throwing in a
9, fixed-Dosition configuration is

This compact. 5- channel RDL mixer is only 1/3 rack space wide.
Features: five balanced/unbalanced main inputs (4-mic/line, 1- line

demodulator, the other input is fed with real-time audi
When the mic is off, the air- signal is heard through the

FREE

RUMX5

$
189"

PS24A

$
16 0°

SAVE Like Never Before
on Switchers and Routers
sALe$AAà00
[1.m
ata"

11111111.1111111
Broadcast Tools passive switchers offer excellent

sALe

•••

$379"

performance. The 6X1 passively switches or routes any one of
.6 stereo inputs to asingle stereo out. Features: front panel
selection switches with LED indicators; front panel safe -y
lockout; programmable power- up selection; output muting
and remote step input; last source selected memory; local
and remote control and status via contact closures and RS232
serial ports; balanced I/O are via removable screw terminals.
6X1

eselector; studio control with
or selec:or; built-in digital timer

$379"

Broadcast Tools' 8X1 routes any one of eight AES-ID or AES-3
digital inputs to three outputs. Features: programmable; last
selected source memory; safety lock out; output muting; remote
control/stitus and multi- drop RS- 232 and RS- 485 serial ports;
balanced AES-3 110 ohm with XLR connectors.
With Broadcast Tools Active Series switchers any and all
inputs can be routed to any and all outputs.The 3X2 is designed
to accommodate 3stereo inputs and 2stereo outputs. Features:

achine remote conirol; cue
W x - 1/2"D x8"H.
yours today.

em
r

sALe-

taussessestszsk015500

Moniswitch has two stereo inputs and one stereo outm.

efiP
f/111-12

$249"

TLM500

sALe-

two control modes; cascade multiple units; local and remote
control and status via contact closures and RS232 serial ports;
Here's the solution for interfacing non- broadcast consoles
or digital workstations to the broadcast studio. Features: 3
channels of insert switching to turn on or off console input

input and output level control and active balanced I/O..
8X1DAS/XLR

$
449"

3X2

$
379 00

channels or other source equipment ( i.e. mic preamps); LEDs
on each channel may be programmed to flash when activated;
monitor amplifier mute control; monitor level control.

ENGINEERING

CCIIA

$
279°'

BROADCAST

tools

Today 1. 800 426 8434 or www.bswusa.com
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Where Did
All the Radio
Deals Go?
See Page 36
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N.Y. Jocks Wary of Voice Tracking Unions Work
by Ken R.
Voice tracking is a relatively new
technology that has recently come into
wider use across the country. It allows
talent in distant cities to be heard on a
local station and sound live and local.
The air talent represented by the
American Federation of Television and
Radio Artists at the Clear Channel cluster in the Big Apple feels that this
technology would do a disservice to
listener.

in December 2000; WWPR's expired in
June 2001. Employees at both stations
are working without contracts. The
announcers at WLTW have been working without a contract since March
2002.
The other two stations are operating
under existing agreements. Negotiations
for the entire cluster are underway.
WHTZ Production Director Dave
Foxx, who is not affected directly by
these negotiations, agrees with the
announcers.

Peter Fuster
On May 21, 60 announcers working
for the five FM stations in New York
City — WKTU, WWPR, WLTW,
WAXQ and WHTZ — appealed in aletter to Randy Michaels, chairman and
CEO, Radio, for the parent company, to
prohibit prerecording local shows in
future contracts.
The WKTU AFTRA contract expired

"I would be amazed if anyone really
wanted to do it here," he said. "Voice
tracking allows small to medium markets to get major-market talent. It doesn't work the other way."
According to Peter Fuster, assistant
executive director of AFTRA for Clear
Channel's New York negotiations, Clear
Channel management has not said that it

has specific plans to use voice tracking
in New York City, but they want future
AFTRA contracts to grant them this
right, should they wish to do so in the
future.
Currently only one New York personality, whom Fuster declined to name,
voice tracks for other markets, and he is
a recent arrival from another city. The
rest of the New York City AFTRA
announcer/members decided that they
do not want to voice track for other markets. But it seems the main point of contention is the use of voice-tracked shows
in New York.
Michaels
Michaels, no stranger to controversy,
said in astatement that the desires of the
New York announcers remind him of
musicians who fought against the introduction of phonograph records in the
early days of radio.
"They believed that all music should
come from a live orchestra," stated
Michaels. "Voice tracking is just atool,
and like all tools, it can be used in good
and bad ways."
Michaels cited the example of
WHICF(FM), aClear Channel property in
Arbitron Radio Market 78, HarrisburgLebanon-Carlisle, Pa., which uses voice
tracking extensively yet is ranked first in
cume among 12 to 17 year olds in the Fall
2001 survey.
"We will work with our talent to find
good ways to use this particular tool,"
stated Michaels. "Expect voice tracking
to be abig benefit to our talent in New
York."
Pam Taylor, vice president of communications for Clear Channel, agrees that
voice tracking is here to stay.
"It's adifficult time because we're in
negotiations with AFTRA," she said. "But
we hope we can reach an agreement

To Remain
Relevant
by Ken R.
One of the changes in the wake of radio
deregulation is the difficulty that unions
face in maintaining aviable presence in the
industry.
The three unions
with which radio stations interact most
often are the National
Association
of
Broadcast Employees
and
Technicians,
which is a sector of
the Communications
Workers of America
and is affiliated with AFL-CIO; the
American Federation of Television and
Radio Artists; and the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers.
NABET shrinks in radio
Ed Spillett is astaff representative for
NABET, which bargains collectively and
lobbies on behalf of its members, who are
primarily engineers and board ops.
The union's history goes back to the
NBC radio network in the 1930s. Today
radio plays amuch smaller part in its operations.
"The number of people we represent in
radio now is down to about 200 in this
country, most of whom are in New York,
Philadelphia, Detroit and a few other
places," he said.
"It goes along with the decrease in the
number of people who are needed to run a
station. Now that automation has taken
over, instead of needing 30 or 40 employees

See VOICE TRACKING, page 39

See UNIONS, page 38

For all your audio & audio-for-video needs:

EY BROADCAST. corn
800-732-7665
Local Phone: 301-682-8700 • Fax: 301-682-8377 • Address: 7313-G Grove Road, Frederick, MD 21704

anat.

technologies

today's
broadcaster
thou • ht:
You need

dependable
broadcast software
you can count on

Because you
have a

radio station
to run

You have more important business than worrying if your
broadcast au:omation software is working. So why devote
your valuable time and resources trying to reinvent the
same hassle cree experience OMT's iMediaTouch is known
foi-?After all, we have been developing broadcast automation
software that radio statiois have trusted since 1984.
With a host of automation features designed to save both
tine and resources withoJt breaking the bank, our iMedia
software farmly has received multiple industry awards for
innovation. Maybe that's wtly over 400 radio stations around
the world choose OMT or their broadcast automation
software. Why not join them?
In the broadcast industry, you can't afford to divert your
attention away from driving your business. But you can afford
iMediaTouch, and we're just acall away: 1-888-665-0501.
iMediaTouch broadcast eutomation software.
Completely cependable. Completely affordable.

Broadcast Automation Software

To learn more, visit
www.omtnet/dependable
for afree demo
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Where Did All the Deals Go?
by Steve Sullivan
Between 1996 and 2000, record numbers of stations were transferred for mindboggling prices. But, as with most binges,
there is always amorning after, and 2001
was the radio industry's hangover.
The sorry plight of last year was
summed up in the recently BIA Financial
Network study, " State of the Radio
Industry: Radio Transactions 2001: Where
Did All the Deals Go?'
Where, indeed.
There was aprecipitous dropoff in the
overall number of radio station transactions in 2001. Only 1,000 stations changed
hands last year, afree-fall of 46 percent
from 2000. This was the slowest year in
sales for more than adecade.
Even more dramatic than the fall-off in
overall transactions was the drop in values
of the stations sold. That amount plummeted by 85 percent to just below $4billion.
Was it predictable?
Was this something we should have
seen coming? Perhaps some of it. That's
according to Mark Fratrik, PhD, a vice
president with BlAfn and author of the
study.
"The ownership groups max out and
then take pauses to incorporate the stations
they've acquired," he said.
He points to 1998 when asimilar, but
much less severe, transaction drop
occurred.
"It's easier to explain the dropoff by
looking at the prior years," said Fratrik.

"Back then, AM/FM had acquired
Chancellor and Clear Channel acquired
AM/FM. Then everyone took some time to
incorporate the new stations."
Fratrik said this maxing out in markets,
and the incorporation pauses, are two of
the biggest contributing factors to last
year's results. The third factor, he said, was
the lousy state of the economy.

to 5 percent for 2001. Well, not only
was there no growth, it went down by 8
percent."
Once you take adetailed look at who
was buying stations, you can argue that
transaction activity was actually worse
than reported last year.
The single largest radio deal of 2001
was not an exchange of stations between

Median FM Prices: 2000 and 2001
$140.0

Mark Fratrik

2000 Deals • 2001 Deals

$120.0

ue of radio stations."
That's good advice, because otherwise a
70-percent decrease in average station
price would beg for dire conclusions.
So do we start running around and
screaming that the sky is falling in on the
industry?
Not unless panicking is your style.
However, Fratrik speculates that the
marked decline in station activity will
pick up.
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Fratrik said the advertising slowdown
was worse than anticipated.
"At the end of 2000 and early in 2001,
you could see decreases, but it was a
kind of natural slowdown following
great growth in 1998 and 1999," said
Fratrik. "Ipredicted revenue growth of 4

Ditingo Moderates Business
Of Broadcasting Workshop
Radio World columnist Vincent M. Ditingo moderated the New York Institute of
Technology's first annual "Business of Radio Broadcasting" seminar featuring top
radio and marketing executives from the New York City area.
The event attracted about 70 students and faculty members at the school's
Manhattan campus. Panelists talked about the challenges and opportunities in radio
programming, production, management and sales.
Among the topics addressed was radio's continuing shift to adigital foundation
and how that redefines broadcast operations while creating new ways of consumer
use. Radio's ability to stimulate ad sales through non-traditional selling and promotional means also was discussed.

From left, Chris Angelo, production director for WCBS(FM),
New York; Dennis Falcone, format manager at Sirius Satellite
Radio; Lee Simonson, radio management consultant;
Ann-Marie Figueroa, account executive/market specialist with
MG/Caballero Spanish Media; and Vincent M. Ditingo, assistant
professor of communication arts, NYIT, served on the panel.

si-ioo
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two radio owners. Instead it was acorporate takeover of a single station ownership group.
When takeover specialist Forstmann
Little picked up Citadel Communications
at the beginning of last year, not much
changed for Citadel other than the signatures on its paychecks.
"It certainly does boost up the annual
numbers," said Fratrik. "You can say it's a
special case because they retained the
entire company and just took it private. But
it still counts as an official transaction."

The year 2001

Relaxed restrictions?
Fratrik anticipates that the FCC likely
will tinker with local ownership rules.
Perhaps among one of the most uplifting
changes could come if the commission
relaxes restrictions on cross-ownership
rules, allowing newspaper companies to
buy radio stations in their publishing markets. (Note of disclosure: the author of this
article is employed by one of those newspaper companies.)
Fratrik also sees the economy recovering and helping boost advertising revenues.
station values and station sales.
"In the first quarter of this year, there's
already been some increase in sales," said

saw a precipitous

dropoff in the overall number of radio
station transactions.

The deal involved 208 stations, more
than 20 percent of all stations that moved
in 2001. And it accounted for more than
half the stations bought by the top- 10
acquiring groups last year.
Aside from Forstmann Little, the most
active top- 10 buyer was Clear Channel.
The industry giant inked 35 deals to get 60
stations. That, too, points out a trend
unique to 2001 — lots of one- and two-station deals. More than 70 percent of the
transactions involved only one station.
That's greater by 63.4 percent than the
one-station deals transacted in 2000.
Few of these deals, whether for one
station or several, involved top- 10 markets.
"I think the significant drop in total value is explained by the lack of stations sold
in the largest markets," said Fratrik. "Only
15 stations were sold in the top 10 markets,
and out of those 15 stations, 13 were AM.
So, while overall values may have gone
down in 2001, you have to be careful about
looking at which stations were sold before
making any dire conclusions about the val-

Fratrik. "My sense is that there's arenewed
optimism. The ad numbers are getting alittle better."
Station groups also will jump back into
the acquisition game, Fratrik predicts. He
sees the groups that have paused to incorporate all their new stations to eventually
expand into new markets. He says they
will do this by consolidating individual stations or by buying smaller groups with
existing local consolidated efforts.
"Radio maintains its value and I'm a
strong believer that consolidation has
increased the value of stations, making them
more efficient in many ways," said Fratrik.
"As these consolidated operations become
more comfortable working together, there
will be more consolidation by some of the
midsize groups going into new markets.
That's astrong indicator that the value of
radio stations will continue to rise."
Steve Sullivan is executive news editor
for multimedia at The Baltimore Sun and
co-founder of the Advanced Interactive
Media Group, LLC. •
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for each set of call letters, management is
getting by with just two or three for the
same work. Voice tracking causes more
layoffs, which reduces our membership."
NABET does not represent part-time
employees or free-lancers; so many stations become decertified as full-time
employees are laid off.
"When there is no one left to work
under aparticular station agreement, we
lose that representation," said Spillett.
With regard to the union's relationship
with management, he said that there has
been little change over recent years.
"Management tolerates our union as it
tolerates any contract it needs to negotiate:' he said. "It's not high on their list of
things to do, but just another legal matter
to be handled."
Working conditions are among the factors with which the union deals.
"We assume the employee has no voice
in the workplace, so we try to achieve the
best working conditions:' he said. "One of
the simplest things we try to do is get is a
regular work week with two consecutive
days off, which is pretty rare in the broadcast industry now."
Other issues negotiated by NABET
include health insurance, wage increases,
vacations and, in some cases, safety.
In the early 1990s, NABET became a
part of the CWA and still represents many
technicians at organizations such as
National Public Radio, Fox, ABC, NBC
and several PBS stations.
As of June, NABET was working with
NPR to remove astumbling block to anew
contract. Paula Olson is the staff representative negotiating that agreement on behalf
of the union.
NPR talks
"NPR has made aproposal to modify
the existing work rules to permit nonunion production people to do union
work:' she said. "The two parties couldn't
come to an agreement in January so now
we have obtained amediator to help us:'
The contract covers workers not just in
Washington, but also locations in New
York City, Chicago, San Francisco and
Los Angeles.
"It's the first contract between us and
we have been working on it for two years:'
said Olson. "We hope that we'll be able to
resolve the remaining issues!'
In astatement in May, Mike Starling,
vice president for engineering and operations at NPR, said NABET is the party that
rejected the contract. The reason he cited
was the technical unit's apparent unwillingness to change or relax work rules that
require its members to be the only employees allowed to mix audio.
"NPR remains open and committed to
reaching areasonable, expeditious outcome:' he stated.
An NPR source told Radio World in
early June that "alot of progress" had been
made in recent negotiations.
AFTRA represents announcers and journalists at about 200 radio stations as well as
air talent working at the network level at
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CBS, ABC and some Pacifica stations.
It also has agreements with Shadow
Traffic and Metro Networks, both owned
by Westwood One. But broadcasters
are only a small part of their general
membership.
"We have about 80,000 members
including actors, free-lance announcers
and singers:' said Tom Carpenter, national
director of news and broadcasting for the
union. "But only several thousand of those
are working at radio or TV stations."
The approach taken by the union is to
try to smooth relations between management and talent.

Tom Carpenter
"AFTRA takes the position that we
don't negotiate against the owners, but
instead try to work with them:' he said.
"It's important for them to be successful
and profitable; however, we need to make
sure our members' wages, hours and working conditions are not compromised for the
sake of the corporate bottom line:'
But AFTRA does more than negotiate
labor contracts and collect dues.
"The industry is incredibly competitive
so we have to look beyond our labor relations in order to protect our members'
interests:' Carpenter said.
"We recently lobbied state legislatures
to introduce bills to render noncompete
clauses in personal service contracts unenforceable. We have succeeded in
Massachusetts, Maine, Illinois and
Arizona, and bills are pending in
Washington state, Missouri and others:'
Kim Roberts, associate national executive director, said another important function of Al-etRA is dispute resolution.
"We will arbitrate on behalf of our
members if they are unable to collect money or have adispute under acollective bargaining agreement," she said.
AFTRA takes every opportunity to
warn against what it considers to be the
evils of consolidation.
"The voice- tracking thing is purely
economic and really puts downward pressure on salaries and decreases staffs,"
said Carpenter. "Our members in some
parts of the country voice track because
it's the way the industry is going, but we
have filed our comments with the FCC
and in the press saying that this process
destroys localism.
"Shows tracked from another city do
not have arelationship with the community where they are broadcast."
Carpenter agrees with some that voice
tracking has aplace in radio on overnight
or weekend shifts.
"But there is some duplicity involved
when the announcer pretends to make local
personal appearances or plays an interview
that was actually recorded weeks ago in

another city:' he said.
"We also represent alot of recording
artists, and if they don't have arelationship
with Clear Channel's concert division, for
example, they don't get on the air."
AFTRA's national director of sound
recording, Ann Chiatovitz, said there is
only anecdotal evidence that some musician members have been pressured to
book their tours through Clear Channel's
concert division.
"We have heard, though, of stations asking our artists to play free concerts at their
venues:' she said.
"We are opposed to vertically consolidated companies that own their own syndication and concert divisions and we are
also opposed to horizontally consolidated
groups that own hundreds of stations. The
fact that there are fewer owners means
that artists and labels have to pay
increased promotional fees to get their
records heard!'
Diane Warren, vice president of communications for Clear Channel Worldwide,
has avery different view of this issue.
"The statement that artists must have a
relationship with the Clear Channel
Entertainment concert division in order to
get on the air is absolutely falser she said.
"Clear Channel and AFTRA work handin-hand in many ways ... and we would be
surprised and disappointed if someone at
AFTRA would make this comment."
To cite aspecific example, Warren mentioned pop superstar Britney Spears.
"Current data proves that, in point of
fact, spins of Spears (songs) on CC radio
stations actually increased during anonCCE tour in 2001 vs. the same period of
her CCE-promoted 2000 tour."
Hard lines
One AFTRA contract currently "in
play" is at a CBS/Infinity station,
WXYT(AM), Detroit. Sister station
WWJ(AM) has been covered by the union
for some time. Jayne Bower, union steward
and air talent, said members are trying to
bring WXYT into the same agreement.
WXYT is asports/talk station; WWJ is
an all-news operation.
"Relations with management are good,
and my general manager, Rich Homberg,
and Iwork well together. However, since
WXYT's staff voted to organize, the corporate people are taking avery hard line on
this negotiation:' Bower said.
"The election was held Jan. 31, so the
WXYT people are officially AFTRA
members, and now we're negotiating the
contract specifics, and management wants
to give WXYT less than what the people at
WWJ get"
Bower said the negotiations may go to
arbitration if the sides are unable to agree.
"I was shocked to find out that in the
early 1980s, all the broadcast outlets in
town except one TV station had decertified
from AFTRA because of aweak local:'
Bower said. "Iwas one of the ones who
helped bring AFTRA back to Detroit,
because Icome from Los Angeles where
we had union representation.
"My personal reason for wanting to
organize was that my male counterpart was
making 50 percent more than Iwas when I
got here:' said Bower. "Idecided Icould
either quit, sue for discrimination, or try to
do something to better the situation for the
next woman."
Bower said she initially faced great
opposition from even fellow employees
when she tried to organize upon her
arrival, but since the union arrived, "most
of the nay- sayers have completely
changed their minds."
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What Does It Cost
To Be a Union
Member?
NABET National
Secretary
Treasurer Dan Mahoney said the cost
to join is set by the local unions, but
can be anywhere from $50 in small
markets to $5,000 in the largest. Dues
are dependent on market size but
range from 1.33 to 1.66 percent of the
member's gross salary. It's deducted
weekly from his or her check.
IBEW has an initiation fee of $ 100,
according to a spokeswoman. There
are two tiers of dues: free-lancers and
weekly workers. Freelancers pay $87
per quarter for the first $4,200 earnings for that quarter, and an additional
1.45 percent of anything above $4,200
for that quarter. Weekly workers, even
temporary workers, pay 1.45 percent
of the weekly base salary plus $27 per
quarter. If someone works less than a
quarter, he or she reverts to the freelance rate.
Kim Roberts, associate national
executive director for AFTRA, said
the initiation fee for her union is
$1,200, aone-time payment. The dues
owed in any year are based on the
money earned by the member in the
previous year. Dues are 1.35 percent
of earnings for the first $ 100,000,
then 0.25 percent for any amount
between $ 100,000 and $ 250,000.
There is aminimum payment of $ 116
per year, even if the union member
only earned $ 1during agiven year.

Georgeann Herbert is operations
manager for WXYT/WWJ. Because the
contract was under negotiation, she said
she could not comment on management's
position.
Indeed, Radio World contacted numerous cluster managers, program directors
and general managers of stations with
employees represented by AFTRA and
asked for their views about the union. None
chose to speak on the record. Radio World
also contacted the NAB and the RadioTelevision News Directors Association;
officials of both declined comment.
IBEW
While IBEW has 750,000 members
spread out over 1,100 local unions, only
about 25 people in radio are covered under
current contracts.
"Our membership is mostly employed
in construction, utilities, telecommunication and manufacturing, in that order:' said
Jim Spellane, director of journalist and
media relations for the organization.
IBEW radio members primarily are
employed at CBS stations in New York and
St. Louis. The union has a much larger
number of engineers and other technical
people at TV stations across the country.
Like AFTRA, IBEW feels that the
changing face of radio has not been good
for their workers.
"It's just not as fertile afield as in the
past due to multitasking," he said.
"Conglomerates have gotten very large and
very powerful."
To learn more about these unions visit
www.aftra.com, www.ibew.org and
www.nabet.org.
Ken R. is aformer broadcaster who can
be reached via e-mail to ken@
kenr.com. •
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Taszarek said the usual approach taken
by salespersons might need to change.
Don't go in there with aranker, a sheet
showing audience penetration numbers for
astation, he said.
a
dollar
amount
for
each
individual
His remedy includes refocusing the
He stressed the importance of having a
salesperson.
sales staff to work smarter, and the use of
good idea that will work for the advertiser.
"Just put it up on the wall, and don't
aquota-based system for evaluation of
He explained the rationale behind the sales
use it for ahammer?' he said. "Don't talk
sales efforts.
objection of no money in the budget.
about
it
in
the
sales
meetings."
"When Iwas aGM, Iwas paid on how
"The client doesn't have the budget
well my sales staff performed," said
because we didn't come up with agood
Taszarek. "We pay the stockholders,
idea?' said Taszarek.
corporate officers and directors of sales if
He gave an example of how this
they make a number. So should the
enhanced client qualification could
individual salesperson. They've got to
translate to new business.
make quota."
"Your station could put on amotorcycle
Taszarek said the number "has to be
selling rules from
show," said Taszarek. " From a target
attainable, fair for all, agreed upon and
category list, you might come up with, for
1992 don't
only set for one quarter at atime, to adjust
instance, 30 motorcycle shops in your
for economic conditions."
necessarily
listening area. You might send an express
Sales efforts would be rewarded and
copy (of the offer) to 10 or 15 of these
compensated on apercentage of quotas.
work in 2002.
clients. I'd limit the offer to a certain
Taszarek's model uses a sliding
number.
commission scale to recognize the
"I'd then add asecond page to this offer
attainment of the goal.
—Jim Taszarek with the names of all of the motorcycle
Taszarek also advocates posting a
shops in the area. Like the newspaper, I
simple chart on the station wall with
want them to use my station to compete
percentages of quota achievement, but not
against each other. By doing this, I'm
creating demand."
He's found that salespeople will ask to
Taszarek suggests reorganizing sales
have their percentages raised on the board
staffs into "platoons?' with a local sales
as they make sales. Taszarek suggests the
manager, senior account executive and
system be implemented in steps, with new
account executives organized into one
hires going on the system immediately
platoon, reporting to the general sales
and atransition period before mandatory
manager.
implementation for the present sales staffs.
He also thinks that an insurance
industry model for compensation could
Recruiting
help get senior account executives to
Taszarek also advocates some changes
spend more time on more productive
in the way salespeople are recruited.
accounts, while at the same time
"Once you determine who your biggest
maintaining some revenue from older
clients are by category, go out and hire
accounts.
people who've worked in those
Under this system, the senior account
categories?' he said. "They can talk the
executive helps the junior executive.
talk with the manufacturers and open up
"For example, as the account transitions
some budgets?'
from senior to junior, the senior would
He gave an example of how that
receive 75 percent of the commission, and
translated into increased billings for
the junior will get 25 percent in the first
Arizona Cardinals broadcasts on
KTAR(AM) in Phoenix when he hired a month. In the second month, as the
Randy Michaels
account transitions, both get 50 percent of
salesperson who had worked in the
the commissions.
grocery business.
Channel has implemented voice tracking
"In the third and subsequent months, 25
According
to
Taszarek,
more
time
in other AFTRA-represented markets
percent
of the commissions on the account
should
be
spent
qualifying
advertisers
who
like Chicago and Los Angeles on alimwould go to the senior and 75 percent to
are tied to the various formats. They
ited basis, there are differences between
the junior. This gives the senior person
should be ranked by their authority to buy,
those cities and New York.
added incentive to help the junior person
their
budget
(
or
how
much
money
per
Regarding Michaels' analogy to develand keep tabs on the account?'
month
they
can
spend),
a
countable
vision
opment of the phonograph, Fuster said,
More information on Taszarek's
(where the station and advertiser say that a
"If you go to aconcert at Philharmonic
approach to sales is available at
certain result needs to occur by acertain
Hall, do you want to hear arecord player
www.tazmedia.com.
date) and desire.
or live musicians?"

Taszarek Touts Radio Recovery
by Paul Kaminski
When sales consultant Jim "Taz"
Taszarek was asked to present aseminar at
NAB2002, the working title was "How to
Manage Our Way Out of This" (meaning
the recession and business downturn). The
new title "Here Comes the Recovery:
Some Tips on How to Maximize the
Recovery" was the result of improving
economic conditions.
Taszarek began his seminar by
suggesting the recovery wouldn't affect all
segments of the economy equally.
He said, "The radio selling rules from
1992 don't necessarily work in 2002. With
deregulation came larger sales staffs,
cluster selling and for some chains,
predatory share in the markets.
"Radio salespeople have been
`chumped: By that Imean we've been
talked into chasing down little bits of ad
agency dollars," said Taszarek.

Voice Tracking
Continued from page 34

with these folks."
AFTRA represents announcers and
newscasters at about 30 of the more than
1,200 Clear Channel stations.
Clear Channel has invested a lot of
money in audio management equipment
from its division Prophet Systems
Innovations, which like other digital systems permits the exchange of voice
tracks among stations.

1

Voice import
Kevin Lockhart, CEO of Prophet, said
its AudioWizard and NexGen packages
allow voice tracking. It sells the systems
not only to Clear Channel but to other
groups — 900 systems to non- Clear
Channel stations, he said.
"Clear Channel presently has a proposal to import voices into our market
and we oppose that," said Fuster. "We
don't understand why they would want to
do it, as the stations are very profitable.
This proposal is detrimental to our members and the stations they worked so hard
to build because voice tracking would
lose the connection with the listeners."

Voice tracking

The radio

•

is just a tool, and like all

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES

tools, it can be used in good and bad ways.
— Randy Michaels,
Clear Channel
In acover letter to Michaels with the
petition, Fuster requested a meeting. At
press time, there had been no response
from Michaels and no meeting was
scheduled.
"We believe that if given an opportunity to explain our unique circumstances
here in New York, Mr. Michaels will
see that this idea won't work here,"
said Fuster.
"Currently the negotiations are being
handled by an outside attorney who was
hired by Clear Channel. And lately there
hasn't even been anyone from Clear
Channel corporate in the room."
Fuster said that although Clear

39

In New York, current and previous
AFTRA contracts have included astipulation known as the "24-hour manning"
clause, which requires each station to
have an announcer present during all
broadcast hours.
"It's unimaginable that anyone would
want to use voice tracking here," said
Fuster. "A good example is the catastrophe of last Sept. 11. When all that was
happening, our people did agreat job on
the air. This might not have been as
effective with ashow recorded the previous day."
At this writing, AFTRA negotiations
were ongoing. •
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Indicators Show Revenue Turnaround
by Vincent M. Ditingo
As the industry approaches the midway point in 2002, it just may be time
for radio owners and managers alike to
get the champagne chilled, or at least
purchased.
Based upon early financial indicators,
radio's uphill battle to gamer additional
revenues appears to be picking up
momentum as advertisers once again
rediscover the medium's competitive
advantage in obtaining results.
"Everything is looking so positive
right now," stated Radio Advertising
Bureau President and CEO Gary Fries.
"Sales are turning around more rapidly
than in past years."
Billings for the month of April, particularly in some of the major markets,
according to Fries, have finally posted an
upturn. This is significant, said Fries,
because radio's recovery had been
slowed by the flat revenue performances
of key markets like New York.
At this writing, Fries estimated April
revenue dollars for New York to have
climbed by 3to 4 percent over the same
period ayear ago.
Healthy industry
According to Fries, the radio business
now can be categorized as " healthy"
because the positive numbers generally
reflect ageneral economic recovery and
are not driven by any single or new category. When radio came out of the 1992
recession, computers and cell phones primarily drove ad sales, Fries noted.
Recapping the first quarter of the year,
RAB statistics showed adrop of 1percent in overall radio ad sales compared
to ayear earlier. RAB blamed what it
called a "glitch" in February, when the
lack of TV sweeps advertising affected
local revenue grow

The latter had been down by 75 percent when a similar second-quarter
analysis was conducted by Interep
in 2001.
Tight, firm
"Rates are timiing up and inventory is
tightening across the board," observed
Interep Chairman Ralph Guild in aMay
conference call on the release of the
company's first-quarter results.

TOP % GROWTH CATEGORIES
2nd Quarter 2002 Pacing
TRANSPORTATION (AIRLINES)

+ 150%

HOME VIDEO

100%

ELECTRONICS/APPLIANCES

90%

SOFT DRINKNVATER/BEVERAGES

40%

FOREIGN AUTO

35%

EDUCATION

35%

COMPUTERS/SOFTWARE

35%

AUTO DOMESTIC

30%

BEER/WINE

30%

FOOD PRODUCTS

20%
Source: Interep Billings 2nd Quarter 2002

(*Excludes categories with less than $ 1million billings per quarter.)
(To that end, Guild reported Interep's
radio commission revenue in the first
quarter increasing by alittle over 1percent to $ 16.8 million from $ 16.6 million,
and operating earnings before interest,
taxes, depreciation and amortization
increasing from aloss of $ 1.2 million to
again of $548,000.)
"May is particularly strong with sellout conditions in many markets," said
Guild. "And since many advertisers were
shut out in May because of inventory
shortages for the first time in I
gmonths.

TOP % LOSS CATEGORIES
2nd Quarter 2002 Pacing
INTERNET ( DOT-COM)

- 50%

AUTO AFTERMARKET

-20%

FUEL/GAS

- 15%

MAIL SERVICES

- 10%

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
BANKS/FINANCE/MORTGAGE COs

- 10%
- 10%

TRAVEL/TOURISM
MOVIES

- 05%
- 02%

GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
INSURANCE

- 02%
- 01%

Source: Interep Billings 2nd Quarter 2002
(*Excludes categories with less than $ 1million billings per quarter.)
At the same time, national spot dollars, which really got hammered in 2001,
down 19 percent for the year, registered a
1increase compared to the first three
months of 2001.
An Interep analysis of second-quarter
national spot bookings as of May 1over
the same period last year showed major
increases in buys from the airline industry, up 150 percent; home video, which
essentially is the Blockbuster franchise,
up 100 percent; electronics/appliances,
up 90 percent; and soft drink/water/beverages category, up 40 percent.

an RAB examination of non-traditional
revenue ventures by radio stations in
2001 showed 84 percent of station
respondents reporting an increase in their
NTR selling efforts. In some cases, this
increase is accounting for up to 20 percent of stations' annual revenue.
Also, 72 percent of the respondents
said they are planning to expand in the
area of event marketing in order to capture additional expenditures. ( See "Radio

June bookings are solidifying,- he said.
Aside from other stabilizing factors
affecting the economy, akey contributing
factor to radio's gradual rebound is a
greater emphasis by sales personnel to
generate so-called non-traditional revenue. NTR generally is radio business
other than transactional spot business; it
could include promotional sales or integrated media such as marketing radio
Web sites in conjunction with those of
advertising clients.
Although typically not exceeding 10
percent of astation's total revenue base,

Stations Find NTR a Viable Source,"
RW, April 24 for adetailed analysis of
RAB's NTR survey.)
The apparent turnaround in advertising sales should also have amajor effect
on station valuations, which directly
affects pricing.
Domino effect
The number of stations sold during the
economic doldrums of 2001, according
to research by Mark Fratnik, vice president for the BIA Financial Network,
decreased by 46 percent and total value
of station sales fell by 85 percent to
just below $4 billion. (See related story,
page 36.)
Fratnik reports asharp decrease in the
number of large-market stations sold in
2001 with some 72 percent of all radio
station deals involving only one station.
Given those two factors, the median
prices for stations sold last year
decreased in virtually all market sizes.
For instance, in market sizes 11-25 in
which 19 FM and 26 AM stations
changed hands last year, the median
price for an FM outlet dropped from
$70.6 million in 2000 to $4million.
Future acquisition activity likely will
be focused on medium- to small-market
clusters as many of the large- market
radio groups have reached the limits of
their local station portfolios.
"As the economy bounces back, there
is real potential for many of the larger
groups to acquire groups in smaller markets with existing consolidated operations — that is, market size 30 and over,"
Fratnik said.
Meanwhile, in 2002, station trading
remains constant.
"Activity is taking place every week,"
Fratnik said.
Vincent M. Ditingo is an assistant professor of Communication Arts and coordinator of the radio program at the New
York Institute of Technology. Reach him
via e-mail to vditingo@aol.com. •
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SBS, Interep
Form Partnership
To Target National
Ad Dollars
Calling it a "strategic alliance," Spanish
Broadcasting System Inc. and Interep have
joined to form anew division.
The focus of SBS/Interep is to market
more effectively the Spanish-language SBS
Radio network and other Interep-represented Hispanic stations to national advertisers.
"Hispanic consumers now represent 13
percent of the U.S. population, yet receive
under 3percent of total radio ad dollars,"
said Ralph Guild, chairman/CEO of Interep,
who said Interep is committed to closing the
gap through acombination of marketing
initiatives and incentive packages.
One of the initiatives is the co-sponsored
Interep and SBS " Power of Hispanic
Radio" event scheduled for October in New
York City. It plans to bring together hundreds of the nation's media decision-makers, advertisers and clients to discuss the
growing importance of Hispanic consumers
and Hispanic radio's ability to reach this
community.
SBS/Interep will represent stations previously represented by Interep's Caballero
Spanish Media.

Ad Council
Celebrates 60 Years,
Fights Hunger
The Advertising Council is marking its
60th anniversary.
"From the historic ' Loose Lips Sink
Ships' to the recent ' Iam an American,' Ad
Council campaigns have mirrored and
influenced many of the most critical social
issues facing our nation during the last six
decades," stated Peggy Conlon, president
and CEO of the Ad Council.
Meantime, PSAs addressing child
hunger in the United States now are
available.
Statistics show one in five children in
America today is hungry or at risk of going
hungry. The PSAs have been localized for
approximately 100 markets and carry the
theme illustrating the choices that lead to
child hunger. The campaign aims to motivate people to reach out locally.
For more information, visit ww w.
.
culcouncil.org.

Radio Unica Adds
Mexican Leader's
Weekly Address
Miami-based Radio Unica has added
Mexican President Vincente Fox's weekly
address to its programming lineup.
Officials of the Spanish-language network stated the decision is reflective of the
closeness of current U.S.-Mexican ties.
Approximately 35 million Hispanics —
an estimated 60 percent of Mexican origin
— live in the United States, primarily in
cities to which Radio Unica's nationwide
signal is transmitted via its stations and
affiliates.
Radio Unica also broadcasts President
Bush's weekly address.
For more information visit www.
radiounica.com.

How to avoid paying for free speech.
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The BD960 Broadcast Delay.
Its a good thing your audience didn't see that. And thanks to your new Eventide BD960 they didn't
hear it either. Instead they heard the customized message you made this morning with your most
popular jock. Just hit DELETE, and keep your license and your audience!' It can even disconnect a
phone call at the same time. The Eventide BD960 Broadcast Delay from the inventors of the obscenity
delay. Eternal vigilance in a 1-U rack.
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Livin' Large in aSmall Market
by Ken R.
Welcome to St. Cloud, Minn., population 160,000 and Arbitron market No. 220.
It is not exactly the big time, but
Paul Ciarrochi — pronounced sher-OHPRODUCT

See Page 4

Resource for Radio On-Air, Production and Recording

Radio World
PRODUCER

Loop Tools

key — would not want to be production
director anywhere else.
"I worked at WAIT(AM), Chicago
for eight years, and by the time Ileft it
was arelief," he said.
St. Cloud, he said, is very laid back.

"Chicago is nuts."
And in a situation almost unprecedented in radio, Ciarrochi said everyone at his current place of employment
actually takes vacations.

July 3, 2002
with W? Because the Mississippi River,
radio's traditional east/west dividing
line, runs right through the city.
"I'm actually part of the sales team,"
Ciarrochi said. "Iwrite the spots and
do alot of the voiceovers, although we
have about 12 air people who are available to help out."
He said with alaugh that one reason
he ends up handling alarge percentage
of the spots himself is that when the

EVALUATION

Cool Edit Pro 2.0:
Even Cooler Now
by Alan R. Peterson
In its earliest days, Cool Edit was ashareware download. It did abunch of neat
things to your audio for almost no money. And if you could deal with anag screen
and work around that "two-features-only" limitation in demo mode, you could live
forever off the free download.
Then Syntrillium Software came up with Cool Edit Pro, putting multitrack recording up close and personal for less than the cost of acassette-based "mini" studio.
See COOL EDIT, page 43

Paul Ciarrochi

The Red Rover controller lets you put aside the mouse.

Ciarrochi
works
for
Regent
Communications, based in Covington,
Ky., which owns stations in several other small markets. His cluster in St.
Cloud includes FM stations WWJO,
KLZZ, KMXK and KKSR. There are
also two AMs: WJON, news/talk; and
KXSS, which plays classic country.
He oversees production, local and
national, for all six stations, which are
in the same building.
And why do some of the cluster call
letters begin with K while others start

assignments come in late, he often is
the only one in the building.
Others on the team include Laura
Kremers, who writes spots after her onair duties in the morning; Lynn Olson,
who shares copywriting and traffic
duties; and Lynn Larson, the creative
director, who also handles station presentations and promotions," he said.
"People wear several hats around here."
Even though the production department may crank out as many as a
See CIARROCHI, page 46

VEX

Make switching from analog
to digital as easy as this.

Analog or digital, Antex has you covered. When you add the
best 20- bit digital sound quality, highly stable Windows 95/98/
NT software, and up to 4 inputs and 8 outputs, we think you'll
agree that the Broadcaster Series is the one for you. To find out
more, visit www.antex.com today or call 1-800-338-4231.

digital
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CEP 2.0 Features Loop Tools, Too
by Dennis J. Martin
Syntrillium Software Cool Edit Pro 2.0,
while refreshingly familiar in appearance
and operation, is excitingly different in
other ways.
Aside from new effects and tools like
dynamic EQ and delay, graphic phase and
Doppler shifters, stereo field rotate and
phase analysis, version 2.0 now supports
128 tracks, real-time effects including
track busing, CD ripping, and group
(RMS) normalize.
Loop creation and session tools, including tempo and key matching, are also new
feature sets. A "loop" is asmall audio file
that can range from afraction of asecond
to seven seconds or more; typically these
are in the one- to four-second category.
The end of the file is designed to be
spliced to its beginning so it sounds natural
when played repeatedly (looped). Different
loops often can be spliced together to form
aless-repetitive sound.
Each loop is musical-sounding, may have
an inherent tempo and key, and can be asolo
instrument, or several instruments combined. Although this may sound intimidating
to the uninitiated, Cool Edit Pro makes it
simple to create professional results.
A companion Web site, Loopology.com,
is dedicated to looping. It features 2,000
downloadable, royalty-free loops. There
are 15 categories, including Blues, Bossa
Nova and Latin, Classical and Orchestral,
Funk and ' 70s, Music Beds, Rock and
Pop, Techno Dance and Club, and Urban
and R&B.
Within each category is an assortment
of instruments. Bossa Nova instruments
include congas, shakers, percussion; drum
kit; heavy upright bass; organ, piano and
sax and trumpet.
The loops are stored in individual CEL
files (Cool Edit Loop), aformat that uses
the new MP3PRO algorithm (more on this
later). The loops were performed by musicians, not sequenced, giving them anatural sound.
Loops are not just for musicians or
those so adept. Despite an admitted lack of
musical prowess on my part, within several minutes Iwas able to create aoneminute music bed using three Jazz Groove
and one Jazz cymbal, two Wallcin' Bass,
and 11 Piano Comping loops from the
Cocktail Jazz group.
Once assembled, Icould quickly change
the tempo (in beats per minute) or the key.
Because the loops are royalty-free, they can
be used commercially, even broadcast,
without the need for compensation.
Considering the large library available
and the ability to mix-n-match loops, their
use in production seems boundless.
Cool Edit PM 2.0 is the first audio editor to support MP3PRO, an upgrade to the
popular MP3 format.
PRO adds data to the MP3 file
enabling it to recreate high frequencies
during playback, which is desirable especially at low bitrates.
A 64 kbps MP3PRO file sounds very
similar to a 128 kbps MP3 file and is half
the size. In addition, MP3PRO files are
back-compatible; existing MP3 players that
do not support PRO extensions can play
them, although they will sound like aslightly degraded MP3 file of the same bitrate.
Still, unlike other formats for which the
player has to be upgraded just to play a
new file, this is awelcome change. And
considering the popularity of e-mailing

spec spots, the smaller file size will no
doubt be hailed by IT departments.
Beyond those attributes, MP3PRO at
96 kbps — the highest available — is . 1
superior alternative to MP3 at 128 kbps,
which has been adopted as the norm for
voice talent and other outside production
services. The advantage is a slightly
smaller file size yet improved fidelity.
Frequency response of a 128 kbps
MP3 cuts off at about 16 kHz and offers
11:1 compression (9.1 percent), so a 10
MB, 1minute WAV file will be about
909 1(13.
A 96 kbps MP3PRO file will preserve
the full 22 kHz CD bandwidth, yet compress the file size by 14.7:1, so my 1minute WAV file becomes about 680 Ic13.

?API/nip:WHO* lintados Options
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r DR (Venable Battelle)
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3PROft

96 Kbps. 44100 Hz. Stereo ( 14 71)
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r Convert to Mono
mp3PROo audio coding
technology licensed from Coding
Technologies. Fraunhofer US and
Thomson multimedia.

mp3PRO• encoding will add a
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Cancel
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Quick ripping
A time-saving feature is the Extract
Audio From CD function, now built-in.
Digital audio extraction can be used to digitally "rip" the audio to aWAV file up to
the maximum speed of the CD drive (most
newer CD drives are DAE-capable).
Any number of tracks can be extracted
to either individual files or a single file
with cue points between tracks. Or
extract aportion of atrack by specifying
the start and end points in frames. (On a
CD, there are 75 frames per second; the
time in minutes and seconds will be displayed automatically.)
It will soon be possible to burn CDs
within Cool Edit Pro using aplug-in that is
now in beta test. (If you just cannot wait,
download the beta version from

r MP3

IFast Codec (High Quality)

Padding

IISCi Pndiiirq

P Allow Mid-Side ,)oint Stereo
P Allow Intensity Joint Stereo

rAllow Narrowing ol Stereo Image
Syntrillium's Web site.)
Also surprising for aPC-based editor
are real-time effects. For each track in
Multitrack View, you can build a "rack"
that contains ahost of effects including
Amplitude, Delay, Filters, Special and
lime/Pitch.
To process several tracks identically,
assign them to abus, then process the bus.
A Lock button for each track reduces CPU
load by preprocessing the track. Certain
effects can be automated — like the
amount of dynamic EQ or delay — and
can vary with time.
Other functions have been improved.

111.111111111111_
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For example, Undo save time now is virtually instantaneous, which can save a
minute or more when working with large
files. Group Waveform Normalize can
normalize multiple open files to an average or specified level, or using an Equal
Loudness Contour. And various elements
of the user interface can float above the
main window, or be docked to become
part of the window.
Cool Edit Pro 2.0 is amajor upgrade to
what was aversatile product. Now there's
even more to like.
Dennis Martin is chief engineer at
KPWR(FM)/KZIA(FM) in Los Angeles.

e

strip area and EQ positions as well as the
R, Sand M keys.
Recording and editing in CEP 2.0 are no
different than before. Hit your red Record
button, pick a sample rate and go. One
Continued from page 42
change the programmers snuck in was
Moving ahead afew years, Cool Edit
renaming the Waveforms list as the
is still the coolest thing around for editOrganizer Wmdow. You used to be able to
ing audio on the PC. And now it has
open it with the F9 key; now it's Alt+9.
grown up. A lot.
Take alook at the Effect and EQ winMeet Cool Edit Pro 2.0, boasting a
dows. These are track-assignable proceswhopping 128 audio tracks, new effects, a
sors that you may tack right into the tracks
slick new user interface, loop-based song
to affect all .WAV files therein.
creation and abunch of features that are
Previously, all effects were destructive,
going to make you say "cool!" all over
having to impress aprocess onto an audio
again. At $249 purchased online, it is abetfile before dropping it into the Multitrack
ter bargain than its predecessor.
View. Now, you may globally process all
The addition of the Red Rover dedicated
audio on aspecific track — just like the old
No
more
Greenie
controller also means you can put aside the
days of patching aparticular compressor or
Among the newest features of CEP 2.0
mouse and get your hands on real buttons
the echo plate into asingle track off the
is its screen.
and knobs for a "studio" feel.
tape deck.
The
"green
goblin"
look
has
been
supIhave been auser since 1997 and have
See that Track EQ toward the upper
planted by aclassy grayish gunmetal finish
found little else that compares to Cool Edit
right? You do not have to limit yourself to
with shadowed buttons. It looks highly
on the PC platform.
working only the faders. Grab adot on the
technical and right stylish to boot, but still
The inevitable comparisons between
graphical
display and draw your response!
suggests
the
earlier
GUI
so
previous
users
Cool Edit Pro, or "CEP," and Pro Tools
Be gentle with the mouse. It is possican find their way around.
may as well be addressed here.
ble to accidentally dock a processor
The transport, timer and zoom controls
Supporters in the Pro Tools community
against ataskbar and it will spread out
are right where we left them in version 1.2,
frequently have reminded me that their
wide to fill space, much as the clock is
only
now
you
can
pick
them
up
and
reposifavorite program also is available for the
doing in this picture.
tion them anywhere on the screen where it
PC in afree version.
The CEP 2.0 stock effects are still terrifmakes sense.
Frankly, in the end, audio produced on
ic.
The addition of several makes the proWant
to
swap
the
position
of
the
clock
one system or the other will not sound terrigram fun to use, just to hear what you can
and the zoom buttons? Feel free, it's your
bly different (digitized audio is, for the
workspace now. As you may see in Fig. 1 come up with next.
most part, dependent on the sound card).
Among the newly hatched audio effects
on page 44, Imoved my transport and
But the Pro Tools product is out there with
are
QuickVerb, areverb that places alow
zoom
buttons
to
the
top,
leaving
a
larger
little support and known conflicts that may
load on the CPU; Doppler Shifter, which
clock below.
cause it not to work at all on some systems.
Where the earlier version of CEP had a overlays the classic train whistle effect on
Because Iwould rather spend my time
any audio file; and apair of dynamically
fixed-position
Track Console — the area to
on creative audio and not troubleshooting
controlled effects whose qualities can be
the
left
where
the
Record,
Solo
and
Mute
my software, CEP wins this round.
adjusted by those nifty "rubber band"
Cool Edit's power, however, requires a icons are — version 2.0 lets you drag this
envelopes that Syntrillium uses in the
as far into the workspace as you wish.
comparably powerful computer. The
Multitrack view.
Again,
notice
that
my
own
preferences
in
Syntrillium Web site puts a233 MHz PC
See COOL EDIT, page 44
Fig. 1reveal Bus levels, alonger scribblewith 64 MB RAM as the barest possible

Cool Edit

system to run the software.
This is one time Iwill not steer you in
the "buy cheap" direction. Find the fastest
screamer you can to run Cool Edit Pro 2.0.
Itried it out on aPH-333 with 128 MB
RAM, and Cool Edit loaded down and
chugged quite pathetically. Don't settle for
anything less than a700 MHz machine
with as much RAM as you can muster and
a7,200 RPM hard disk.
A dedicated video card and adecent
audio interface likewise are must-haves for
this system. Dragging awindow or icon
could slow down screen redraw, especially
with PCs with on-board RAM sharing
video tasks.
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Continued from page 43

Another, the Stereo Field Rotator, does
just what it sounds like it does. Put on
headphones and fly around the room.
Not enough effects for you? Activate
the DirectX linker and use your favorite
third- party plug- ins to process your
sound even further.
The programmers heard the cry of
users wanting to move fast, installing
both CD ripping capability and MP3Pro
encoding. Bravo. Now if only Real Audio
could be put in there somewhere, as it is
in Sound Forge.
Remember again that your performance
depends completely on your rig. If you
plan to run CEP 2.0 on a $400 e-machine
from the electronics superstore, you are in
for adisappointment. This box needs power to pull off what you wantit to.
Woof woof
Which brings me to the Red Rover, a
Radio World "Cool Stuff' Award winner.
It's a small plastic USB controller for
$128 that allows you to run CEP 2.0 with
as little mousing as possible.
Rover features three dials that let you
spin in overall volume, track volume and
track selection. If you want to make
changes to one track, give the dials a
twist to get there. Mute, Solo and Record
buttons let you arm atrack for recording,
or silence one or more to isolate aproblem track.

M
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Iam an instant fan of the transport buttons, fully the same size as the ones
found on Otan 5050 tape decks, with a
nice noisy tactile click. No mushy membrane switches here.
The cable lets you work CEP 2.0 from
about 10 feet away. Owing to signal loss
inherent in USB devices anyway, this is
about the extent you can use Red Rover
in its direct state. If you wish to isolate
the PC due to noise, you may improve
the range by using apowered USB hub to

Product Capsule:
Syntrillium Software
Cool Edit Pro 2.0 and
Red Rover USB Remote Control

Thumbs Up
e. ./ More tracks than you will
=

ever

need for radio ( 128)
Superb effects with lots
of parameters
Familiar user interface
USB remote has good feel

powerful computer for
high performance
For more information from Syntrillium,
contact the company in Arizona at (480)
941-4327

or visit vvww.syntrillium.com.
- •

card input and use the recorder and
timeline to time how long a camera
shutter stays open!
If there is one quirk Ican point out
with this current version, it is that awindow may disappear when switching back
and forth from the single -wave Edit
View screen and the Multitrack View.
That FX 5 box you see in the lower left
of Fig. 1kept vanishing on me when I
A/B'd between both views, but Ichalk
that up to insufficient video RAM on
my machine.
Red Rover, find your way over
If the R&D gang back at Syntrillium
tackles that phone editor issue on the Red
Rover, this product could find its way
A comment from an engineer Iknow
quickly into control rooms everywhere,
was recently forwarded to Syntrillium: If
costing thousands less than its nearest
the company could do another version of
competitor.
the Red Rover with a shuttle/jog wheel
On my own wish list, how about a
and aGPI start/stop interface to connect
decent vocal harmony plug-in? In place
to aconsole, Cool Edit would be the most
of apitch shifter, Iwould love to generate
economical and versatile telephone editor
real sounding vocal harmonies in aproever made available to radio broadcasters.
ject, without firing up a rackmount
And Ishould not neglect to mention
Digitech Vocalist or a TC Electronic
that the CEP programmers have hid yet
processor. And, seeing as how everybody
another Easter egg in the Help>About
is doing that vocal pitch-glitching effect
window. But you will just have to figure
Cher made popular two years ago, one of
that one out for yourself, Ihave been
those would be nice too.
sworn to secrecy.
Otherwise, live it up. Cool Edit Pro 2.0
Ican find almost nothing ill to say
is here, and it's cooler than ever.
about CEP 2.0. It installs like adream, it
Visit www.syntrillium.com for a timedoes music looping ( see sidebar), the
limit demo of Cool Edit Pro 2.0.
effects are agas and the Red Rover conAlan Peterson teaches Cool Edit Pro
troller gives you back fingertip control
at both the Washington campus of the
over your production.
Connecticut School of Broadcasting and
Even nonaudio users like Cool Edit.
at Montgomery College in Rockville,
Photographers have figured out away to
Md. Write him at alanpeterson@
put a phototransistor across a sound - earthlink.net.

Fig. 1is ascreenshot of a heavily modified Cool Edit session, with processor
and mixer windows open, as well as newly placed transport and zoom buttons.
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boost signals.
Like CEP itself, Syntrillium put Red
Rover together for simplicity, even
when it comes to installation. The host
PC detects Red Rover as a Human
Interface Device, ( HID), which obviates
the need for any special driver diskettes.
Just be ready with the Windows CDROM for whatever flavor of the OS you
are using; you will likely be prompted
to install the standard Windows HID
driver from there.
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The Impact and Caddy were the

AEO
,

preferred equipment used in the
Audio Switching Control Room in Salt Lake City.
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•
Capable to sum all inputs to all outputs
•
Able to distribute one input to all outputs.
•
Gain control for each individual VO Port
•
Modular one rack unit 12x12 or 24x24 AES/EBU
•Expandable: adds more units and easily enhances routing.
summing and distribution capabilities.

Caddy AD DA Converb3r:

•
Acompanion to the Impact digital
router, it is also an ideal stand
alone AD DA Converter.
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Products for Radio Air & Production Studios
Mail info and photos to:

RW Product Guide, RO. Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041

Digigram Pocket PC Cards Boost Laptop
The Vxpocket 440 PC card from Digigram lets you do professional sound recording, editing, production and audio analysis on
alaptop computer.
The card features four balanced analog inputs at microphone or line level, four balanced analog outputs, one
stereo SPDIF I/0 accommodating direct digital transfer and an LTC (SMPTE) time-code input. Included with the
card is abreakout cable with XLR connectors for the analog I/0, phono (CINCH) connectors for digital and LTC
and aminiplug headphone output.
Like its companion Vxpocket v2 stereo card, the Vxpocket 440 offers 24-bit performance for WAV files in PC
applications and ASIO for Mac apps.
VXpocket v2 has been enhanced; improvements include acable that adds aconnector for aheadphone output and the
inclusion of free SFX software. Stage Research Inc. (
www.stageresearch.com) produced abasic version of its SFX software
that works exclusively with the Vxpocket v2 and is ideal for sound effects applications.
According to Stéphane Bert, Digigram POUVX product development manager, this is the first of several collaborations
where software developers will provide
VXpocket-specific tools for audio professionals.
Price of the VXpocket 440: $850.
For more information from Digigram
contact the company in Virginia at ( 703)
875-9100 or visit www.digigram.com.

Empirical
Labs FATS()
Offers Tube Sound
Gotta give this company credit for a
catchy product name.
The FATS() — Full Analog Tape
Simulator and Optimizer — from
Empirical Labs is a digitally controlled
analog device designed to offer the qualities of older tube, class A discrete and
magnetic tape mediums.
The two- channel processor features
several types of compression — harmonic
generation and soft clipping, high- frequency saturation, transformer and tapehead emulation and classic knee compression — with fixed attacks and releases.
The FATSO is distributed by Wave
Distribution.
For information from Empirical Labs
contact Wave Distribution in New Jersey
at (973) 728-2425, fax (973) 728-2931, email sales@wavedistribution.com or visit
www.empiricallabs.com.

Only one thing could endanger
the reliability, durability and quality
of an 0111B equipment
(oh, moule monsters are rare and unusual ... but it could happen)
TV TRANSMITTERS
BROADCAST ANTENNA SYSTEMS

FM TRANSMITTERS
STL UNITS

Sony Oxford Elas
Available for
PowerCore
New TC Works and Sony Oxford
PowerCore EQ plug- ins for the
Digidesign Pro Tools platform are VSTand MAScompatible.
Features include five-band parametric
design; selectable shelf settings on lowand high- frequency sections; four EQ
types; and support for sample rates up to
and including 96 kHz.
System requirements: Compatible TC
Works- approved Apple Macintosh or
Windows hardware configuration; VSTor MAScompliant host application; one
or more TC Works PowerCore cards with
driver version 1.6 or higher.
The Sony Oxford EQs plug- ins are
available from www.sonyplugins.com.
Price: $490.
For more information about the
PowerCore plug- ins contact Doug Stanny,
marketing manager at TC Electronic in
California at ( 805) 373-1828, e-mail
dougs@tcelectronic.com
or
visit
www.sonyplugins.com on the World
Wide Web.
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EUROPE
Commercial & T.V. Factory:
Aedo. Son Antonio, 41
Teleft 976.50.46 96 ( 6lines)
Fox 9/6 46 31.10
50410 LOME DE HUERVA
I/oragozol

I

Antenno & Radio Factory:
Camino de Icn Albares, 14, bojos
Weis . 976.50. 35. 80 ( 6lines)
For 976.50. 38 55
50410 ( Walt OE HUM • ( Zaragoza)
Internet Imp // avow omb.es
emoil ombcomâ'in)onegocio corn
VtdeoLonference(RDS1) 976 46 32 00

INTERNATIONAL DIVISION
3100 NW 72 nd Avenue Unit 112
Florido 33122
Ph 3054/1-09/3 — 305 477-0974 ( 6
Foe' 305 411 0611
Internet http .//www omb com
email ombusogbellsouth net
Videmonference I305 5940991/92
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His workstation is the Windowsbased SAW Pro. Spots run on
Broadcast Electronics AudioVault.
There are two full production rooms

the tools we need. We don't really need
more gadgets, we just need people who
want to make the ad sound better than
what our competition can produce."

Continued from page 42

couple dozen spots in a typical day,
Ciarrochi's focus is on getting results
for the client.
"We push creativity," he said. "If it is
not going to work for our advertisers, it
doesn't work for us."
This production director is on afirstname basis with many of the cluster's
clients and encourages the verbally
talented ones to record their own commercials.
"The bad ones? We tactfully suggest
other ideas," he said.
Positive feedback
Ciarrochi is delighted when clients
bring him positive feedback from customers who hear the merchants on the
air. He is aware that a production
director must please two clients with
every spot: the advertiser and the
listener.
He enjoys working with a team of
pros who occasionally socialize outside
the station.
When asked about his biggest challenge, Ciarrochi said, " Keeping my
office clean."
More seriously, he believes his
biggest task is bringing in new business,
even though he is not technically a
salesperson.
"It is a challenge to develop solid
creative directions if we have a new
advertiser, a new product, a new service," he said. "We try to get afew people together here at the station to figure
out what is best for the client."
The station atmosphere is relaxed,
but Ciarrochi would stop short of calling it informal.
"We have a paper trail on everything, although we are trying to move
to a more paperless operation," he
said. "All scripts are filed in acomputer system where they can be accessed
by everyone on the network. All spots
are categorized by month and year so
it's easy to find anything and many
presentations are on the system
as well."
Competition
His system provides asafety backup
and printers are all networked.
Another challenge his stations face is
competition. One would think that asixstation group in a small market would
not worry too much about that.
"We have radio stations in cities dotted around St. Cloud, astrong newspaper, a lot of billboards and even anew
TV station," he said. "We are in a ratings war and we usually do very well,
but it is always aconcern."
How challenging is the production
workload?
"The level of stress changes day by
day, but outside of maybe creating a
full singing jingle, there isn't anything
we cannot do," he said. "Sure, there are
headaches, but the system works here."
Station announcers who produce
spots that run out of market are allowed
to set their own talent fees.
The stations' production process is
entirely digital, with not acart in sight.
"When Istarted, we were playing
records and editing commercials with
razor blades," Ciarrochi said.
"Digital equipment has made our
lives alot easier."

In Ciarrochi's
Production Studio
Mackie SR32-4 control board

When Istarted,

Yamaha REV 500 reverb

we were playing

Tascam CD-RW 2000 to make CDs;
also an 8x burner in the PC

records and editing commercials with

SAWPro

razor blades. Digital equipment has made

Xing Audio Catalyst to make MP3s
SpotTaxi, DGS and e-mail to

our lives a lot easier.

distribute production work

— Paul Ciarrochi

and asmaller announce booth.
"I can record stuff in the studio and edit
it on the computer in my office," Ciarrochi
said. "My philosophy is that we have all
PRODUCT

Ken R. is aformer production director from the potted palm days
of radio. Reach him via e-mail to
Ken@KenR.com.

Ciarrochi is very much a fan and
user of the good, old-fashioned
turntable.
"Some of the music tracks and
sound effects on those old LPs are not
to be found anywhere else," he said.

GUIDE

Smarts Looks Beyond Audio Cards
Digital audio products being developed by Smarts Broadcast Systems sow
4:30:41 PM
and On Air Digital Inc. may eliminate
the need for pricey proprietary audio
•
cards, the companies say.
Auto
Auto
The companies aim to produce
cost-effective digital audio systems
Hanna0•1
•
-,
r, • 'en r ,
I
with minimal reliance on proprietary
technology. The new products, the
first of which are available, use an
Auto
Auto
auxiliary computer running under
either the Linux or Windows XP operating systems. Any needed compression is handled in the computer itself,
Auto
Auto
not on an audio card.
,
According to Smarts, the Linux OS
11 spa. Fl »We .10 Nocsiogis [fide
zi
is suitable for broadcast applications
script
due to its stability and scalability.
Stud Dote
1-014
End Dote
Length
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•
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Elimination of proprietary audio cards
zi30/2070
800,1118,
11.i.
003 hl 22
te—d--reduces hardware costs without degraNO198
keen Rind Of Love
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dation in audio quality.
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Any. s Peck In Austin < NI>
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118346 Lime Is In Vetting
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The new products were made possiF0141
Ar, MN, CI line
003 59 87
ble by the acquisition of On Air
Digital by Smarts Broadcast. On Air
Digital had developed a strong Linux
technology that fit in well with development efforts at
computer on the Internet without special software.
Smarts. The products will play virtually any computer audio
The latter interface is valuable for smaller stations that
file, including MPEG Layer H, Layer III, PCM-WAV, BWF
may run unattended and need a way to control operations
and apt-X. Most files can be mixed and matched and played
from home or other remote location. This could be done in
back-to-back or overlapped.
the past with a dedicated modem and phone line, but the
Currently the software runs with the Smartcaster and the
Internet interface will allow more flexibility, requiring only
Ultimate Digital Studio systems. User interfaces being
access to asite on the Internet.
developed include aLinux graphics interface and an HTML
For more information contact Smarts Broadcast Systems in
interface that will allow control of the systems from any
Iowa at (800) 498-0487 or e-mail info@ smartsbroacast.com.
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Weiss Shows EQ
Unit at AES Europe
The EQ1-MK2, displayed by Weiss Engineering at the recent AES show in Munich, adds dynamic control in the frequency domain to the usual assortment of Weiss EQ features.
With the EQ1-MK2, users adjust equalization to anominal setting and the input signal is analyzed to determine how
much EQ need be applied and to which bands.
It features four adjustable dynamic bands and three linear bands per channel. The EQ1-DYN operates at 88.2 or 96
kHz, depending on input sampling frequency.

The overall dynamic frequency response is displayed in real time on the LCD screen. This aids setup of the parameters of the dynamic band and gives visual feedback about the operation of the EQI-DYN.
For information from Weiss Engineering contact the company in Switzerland at + 41-1940-2006, fax + 41-1940-2214,
e-mail weiss@weiss.ch or visit www.weiss.ch.
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Genelec Debuts 7000 LSE

Launch Network

Series Active Subwoofers
The 7000 LSE Series of active subwoofers from Genelec is designed for
multichannel, professional surroundsound applications.
Shown by the company at the
European AES show in May, the series
comprises four models: The 200 mm
7050A, 250 mm 7060A, 305 mm 7070A
and dual-driver 305 mm 7071A.
The 7000 Series is based on laminar
spiral enclosure technology. According
to Genelec, this dramatically alters
the way high-level, low- frequency
acoustic energy is delivered to a critical- listening acoustic space, virtually

A multiyear agreement between
Westwood One and Black Entertainment
Television to develop aradio network will
provide affiliates with exclusive access to
BET talent, show prep, audio cuts and
news and information.
BET Radio Network affiliates will have
opportunities for live " interactives" with
urban artists as well as concerts/live events
and live remotes.
Available short- form programming will
include BET Music News Music, BET
Weekly Movie Spotlight and BET News
Minute.
For
information
visit
www.
westwoodone.com.

eliminating acoustic nonlinearity from
port turbulence.
Three of the LSE Series subwoofers
feature Genelec 6.1 bass management
technology, designed to enhance control
of highs and lows.
The new 6.1 bass management system
has six signal I/O channels, a discrete
LFE signal input with aselectable 85/120
Hz low-pass filter and a summed signal
output.
For information from Genelec contact
the U.S. division in Massachusetts at
(508) 652 0900, e-mail genelec.usae
genelec.com or visit www.genelec.com.

Telephone Solutions by CircuitWerkes

SIX MILLIJAimmer
THUNDERSTORMS HIT
PLANET EARTH EVERY YEAR!
IT TAKES ONLOYLLT2
Fur ),O,J OFF TF=. The STATI-CAT LIGHTNING
PREVENTION SYSTEM provides
acontinuous, low-resistance
discharge path For the static
electric charge on tall structures.
Dissipation points are 1/8"
stainless steel rods.
This affordable and rugged system has
proven itselF in the Field for over 20 years.

Cna
Write or call For aFree brochure and design
P.O. Box 2548, Farmington, N.M. 87499-2548
Toll Free Ph: 888-325-5336 • Fax: 505-326-2331
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The il-ead Telco-6, six line,
incoming, ring detector

The HC-3hybrid telephone autocoupler
The HC-3is ideal for many tasks like listen & concert
lines, remote broadcasting, IFB interfaces, & 'dore.

is someone calling? Find out with the new Telco-6!
The telco-6 detects telephone ring signals from one to
six lines and provides adry relay output for each line.
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CP-1 & CP-2 call progress decoders
Did you ever connect atelephone coupler to a phone
line or PBX only to discover that it won't ring up?
CircultWerkes' call progress decoders can saie the
day on most systems. They listen for dial-tone or busy
signals and, when present, force your couplets offline.

,

The AC- 12 telco autocoupler bank
Get up to adozen, full featured, telephone autocouplers in
luEt 5.25" of rack space. The coupler bay features a
common power supply and two audio busses for easy
mess feeds. Individual couplers can be used for sending
or receiving seperately from the rest • perfect for 1FBs.
Newly updated design improves audio performance and
overall reliabIllity to anew standard of excellence!

http: www circu twe-kes com

CircuitWerke-

Affordable Custom
Broadcast Furniture
Designed,
Constructed,
Delivered and
Installed by

Reprints ore
highly effective when
you use them to:

ECHIOOLOGY

• Develop direct- mail campaigns
Provide product/service literature

V
TEL: 610-640-1229
FAX: 610-296-3402
32 Pennsylvania Avenue, Malvern, PA 19355

47

email: sales , studiotechnolocy.com
web: www.studiotechnology.com

Create trade show materials

P

Present information at conferences
and seminars
Train and educate key personnel,
new employees
Enhance media kits

Custom
REPRINTS

Joanne Munroe
Phone: 703-998-7600 ext 152
Fax: 703-671-7409
Email: Imunroeelmaspub.com
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Logitek Fills the Heart of Radio Harris BMX
by Cameron Adkins
Director of Engineering
Citadel Communications,
Nashville Operations
WKDF(FIVIJANGFX(AM)/
Titans Radio Networks
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
The challenge: Take a 30-year-old facility with
layer upon layer of undocumented connections, punch blocks, and at least six
wiring conventions, and bring it into
the 21st century, now, and on abudget.
The solution at first glance seemed
to be, as one of my colleagues put it, a
good coat of fire.
The reality had begun to set in that
my acceptance of the job that returned
me to my hometown might have been
more of achallenge than the interview
had revealed. But Ialways enjoy a
good fight when the cause is just.

This facility needed a heart transplant in the worst way. The obvious
heart needed to be aserious router. But
not just any router — one that could
handle the present analog world, be
ready for digital, do conversions from
A to D and vice versa, be a console,
handle the dozens of machine control
functions and switching, be modular so
it could grow as the facility did ( and
thus allow for a reasonable initial
investment) and could be centralized or
distributed.
Solution
The only solution to all these criteria
was the Logitek Audio Engine and its
complement of console control surfaces.
It truly becomes the Facility
Controller and gives unlimited possibilities for the present and future of an
operation.

Shown is the installation at Citadel Communications in Nashville,
Tenn., with the Logitek Audio Engine and Numix console controller.
Looking outside the box was nothing new to me either, but this facility
would require seemingly impossible
finesse in order to keep it all running
in the present and take that quantum
leap into the future. Admittedly, the
solutions would require some measure
of a leap of faith in new and different
technologies to accomplish the goals.
The solutions came in two forms,
but both needed to work in asymbiotic
relationship to get where we wanted to
go. It all boiled down to infrastructure
— we had none. The existing cable
structure had been maxed out years
before, and with the prospects of new
stations being added to the building
and the addition of the network origination point for the Tennessee Titans
Radio Network, more of the same was
out of the question.

In contrast to the relatively recent
systems that are routers and now suddenly have had control surfaces added
to act like a console, I found that
Logitek had been quietly doing this for
years, before everyone else. It could
also be done at the price of the average
mid-range console and it was a router
too. What adeal!
Installation was a snap. Standard
DB-type connectors are arranged on
the end of the interface cards that
allow any number of wiring conventions. Analog or digital, the choice is
up to you as you need it now or as you
grow.
This gives you an almost unlimited
I/O configuration. Ifound that the
average control room needs about four
cards of I/O to handle a fairly aggressive operation. In amultistation opera-

non, many of the remote and RPU
functions are shared, so you are well
on your way to having the next station
online as budgets allow, without any
duplicate wiring.
The engine accommodates two console control surfaces out of the box, so
your second studio gets even cheaper.
The variety of control options can give
you anything from PC- only virtual
consoles to fully expandable modular
systems, as in the Numix surface.
The variety of software modules
used to set up, maintain and test the
system are simple menu, fill- in- theblank forms. Whatever you want the
system to do (or not do) can be configured through your direct-connect laptop or through your network from your
desktop.
The most exciting part of the software, however, is also the one that can
unlock heretofore impossible- to-open
doors that will only be limited by one's
minimal effort to learn the simple textbased trigger protocol. •
Command Builder has allowed me
to route audio and remote control functions for acommon digital audio server, the audio and remote functions of a
common phone system, independent
(and different) phone recording systems, on top of converting the analog
audio for a morning show studio and
routing it to the airchain, and then taking full control after 10 a.m. This is all
done with the push of one programmable button. Ask any other router to do
that. Logitek is the router that thinks
like aconsole.
Ihad been watching this product for
years, and to this point had thought
that it looked cool but that it really
wouldn't do anything for me. Ihave
found that by taking that leap and
being forced to think somewhat outside
of the box, Icould no longer design
any facility new or retrofit one that
didn't have Logitek at the heart of the
infrastructure.
That is the key to the ever-evolving
technologies we are facing in our
industry. Flexible infrastructure can
make you a winner, or a loser without
It.
The Audio Engine starts at $3,400.
Users can add DSP cards and I/O cards
to match their requirements. A typical
Engine price (one DSP card and four
I/O cards, in a combination of analog
and digital) is around $ 10,400. The
Numix console starts at $ 7,725 for a
six- fader board. Additional wedge
banks of six faders each can be added
for $ 3,250 per wedge. Other accessories are available.
For more information contact
Logitek in Texas at (800) 231-5870 or
visit www.logitekaudio.com.
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Console Goes
Premiere
by Mike Hagans
Director of Engineering
Premiere Radio Networks
SHERMAN OAKS, Calif. As the
director of engineering for one of the
largest radio syndicators in the country,
Premiere Radio Networks, Iam responsible for technical operations at our
company's headquarters and studio
complex in Sherman Oaks, Calif.
With my many responsibilities, I've
learned over the years that if you find a
winning formula or great piece of
equipment, you always go with the
proven winner because it is one less
thing that you have to worry about.
That's why, when we needed an onair console for our top-rated overnight
country music and variety show "After
MidNite With Blair Garner," we decided
to go with a field-tested digital console
that we've used in our Kidd Kraddick
studio in Dallas — Harris Broadcast's
BMXdigital on-air console.
Primary mission
With approximately 300 affiliate
radio stations, "After MidNite" is one of
the fastest-growing shows in radio history. The show's host, Blair Garner,
chats nightly with some of country
music's hottest stars including Lee Ann
Womack, Tracy Lawrence, Mark
Chesnutt and Brooks & Dunn. That's
why providing the best sound possible
is our show's primary mission.
We needed a reliable, functional and
sleek console for our "After MidNite"
studio, and the BMXdigital fit the bill
on all counts. With a sleek, low-profile
countertop design, the Harris console fit
perfectly into our Harris-designed and built studio furniture. The studio is
beautiful and functional.
Considering the reliability and service that we have experienced with the
large number of Radiomixer and BMX
analog consoles that are installed within
the Premiere Radio organization and our
parent company, Clear Channel, our
choice was quite easy in going with the
BMXdigital console. It offers tremendous flexibility and power with its
bussing structure. The BMXdigital is
incredibly flexible, with mainframes
available in 22-, 30- and 38-input modules and 48 digital busses to accomplish
everything from program mixes to talk
back channels.
Thanks to its integrated, SAS-compatible router control modules, the
See HARRIS, page 49
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Yamaha Launches

Shure's Mixer Made

Mixing Consoles

For Field Use
The FP33 from Shure is a three-input, two-output, battery-powered portable
stereo mixer for remote audio recording and electronic field production.
The unit can support dynamic and condenser microphones. Condensers are operated by 48-V or 12-V phantom power or 12-V T (A-B) power sources. It has a
dynamic range of 100+ dB and frequency response of 20 Hz-20 kHz.
The inputs and outputs are transformer-balanced to help reject RFI and electromagnetic hum. The unit uses sealed input potentiometers and low-cut filters. LED
indicators monitor input levels, output peaks and limiter action and professional
backlit VU meters monitor the output levels from the unit.

Other features include pop-up pan pots and alink switch to couple inputs 2and 3
into astereo pair, aMix Bus connection to expand to six inputs with an additional
FP33 or FP32A, headphone monitoring control including headphone MS stereo
matrix and internal DIP switches for customized setups.
The list price is approximately $ 1,900 in the United States.
For more information contact Shure in Illinois at (800) 25-SHURE or visit
www.shure.com.

The 02R96 Digital Mixing Console is an addition to the Professional Audio
division lineup from Yamaha Corp.
It has 56 channels of 24-bit/96-kHz audio, stereo effects with 32-bit internal
processing and automation. Yamaha says the mixer is of approximately the same
size but has five times the processing power of the original 02R.
The control surface and user interface allow hands-on operation, with 16 userdefined keys available for assignable functions. The 56 input channels feature
analog mic preamps, independent compression and gating/ducking processors,
four-band switchable parametric channel EQ and delay. Four effect processors
may be used simultaneously. A group of preset libraries may be selected and used
unmodified or edited, and user setups can be added for instant recall.
The 24 100mm motorized channel faders can be layer- switched to control any
channel. The available inputs, outputs, effects and channel inserts can be assigned
to any channel or output via adigital patching system, and adirect-out function
allows the signal from any input channel to be routed to any digital or analog output. The eight aux busses can be patched anywhere in the system, and patch
setups may be stored for instant recall.
The Commercial Audio Division also has developed the DM2000 Digital
Production Console, amultiplatform mixing system for the commercial production market. Its features include 96 input channels, 24-bit/96-kHz audio, fourband parametric EQ, gates and compressors on every channel and automation of
most parameters.
The work surface houses a22 x 8 (four-stereo) matrix, channel name display
and 16 user-defined keys. Inputs, outputs, effects and channel inserts can be
assigned to any console channel or output via a patching system; a direct-out
function routes signals from any input to any other digital or analog output. Users
can manipulate eight internal multi-effects processors simultaneously, which can
be assigned to an aux bus for sends, or inserted into any input channel. The 24
motorized faders can be layer-switched to control the 96 channels.
Both consoles integrate with digital audio workstations and support
DigiDesign ProTools. Yamaha Studio Manager Software for Macs and Windows
platforms are included. The 02R96 has four I/O slots for expansion, and accepts
24-bit/96-kHz-capable Mini-YGDAI digital and analog 1/0 cards. The DM2000
has six mini-YGDAI slots that accept I/O and effects plug-in cards. Dedicated
cascade ports enable two DM2000s to function in tandem, providing amaximum
of 192 input channels.
The 02R96 will be available in August with a retail price of $ 11,397. The
DM2000's price is approximately $20,000; it is shipping.
For more information contact Yamaha Corp. of America, Professional Audio
(for the 02R96) or Commercial Audio (for the DM2000) at ( 714) 522-9011 or visit www.yamaha.com/proaudio.

Tascam Offers DM-24

Harris

Mixing System

Continued from page 48
audio sources in our 17 production studios and our state-of-art network operations are available at the touch of a fingertip. Iparticularly like the well designed mix-minus, auto foldback and offline mix busses and program busing
structure, which are easy to use and thought out well.
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The Harris BMXdigital Console
Another big plus is the session module that allows us to reconfigure and save
session files for, among other things, control surface selections or channel
labels. The BMXdigital features an embedded on-board server that uses nonvolatile solid-state memory to save files. The server can act as an FTP server that
allows us to access and edit session files from any computer on our network and
upload them back to the console.
But the bottom line in any installation is how the personnel who use the
equipment on aday-to-day basis feel about it. I'm happy to report that our talent
and engineering staff love it. It's easy to use and easy to maintain.
Iam definitely "sold" on the new Harris Broadcast digital on-air consoles.
When we need the additional horsepower, I'll purchase aBMXdigital again. In
fact, we just ordered its sister console, Legacy, for Glenn Beck's new studio
facility. Glenn is aPremiere syndicated talk show host on 70 stations.
The console is priced from $ 1,90045,300.
For more information contact Harris Broadcast in Ohio at (513) 459-3400 or
visit www.harris.com.
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Tascam's DM-24 is a small-format, 32-channel/eight-bus digital mixer with
24-bit/96-kHz audio, flexible routing, automation, effects and dynamics processing including configurable gates, compression and four-band parametric EQ.
A custom 32-bit,
floating-point
processor ensures
that 24-bit performance is maintained in the digital
signal path. The
DM- 24 offers 16
analog inputs with
XLR mic and TRS
line inputs on each
channel as well as
24 channels of
TDIF interfacing
plus eight channels
of ADAT Optical
I/O, two stereo
AES/EBU and two
stereo
S/PDIF
interfaces.
Two option slots
are provided for additional eight-channel analog and digital interface modules or a
cascade module.
Using the automation features, eight mixes can be stored. When anew mix is
opened the DM-24 enters automation mode automatically, saving static changes.
The mixer has two effects processors with reverb, spatial effects and mic/speaker
modeling effects by TC Works, Antares and Tascam.
Features include auser interface with an LCD screen and LED ring encoder,
10Ornm touch-sensitive moving faders, four assignable sends and returns configurable
as inserts for tape return path.
The unit's MSRP is $2,999.
For more information contact Tascam in California at (323) 726-0303 or visit
www.tascam.com.
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The Complete Radio Station .

FURNITURE
furniture from the manufacturers of

RAMSEY

IN A BOX!
Everything You Need

ustom Studio Furniture

ucI
'Furniture,"
Systems, Inc.

n

the

The Best in Sound
Choice

Furniture

"Is shown.
excluding Console
Guest Top

is

Stock studio furniture, featu
same

high

quality

construe on

methods and materials found
Mager

Systems,

Inc.

in

custom

furniture. All " Sound Choice
Furniture" includes solid surfa
countertops. The standard color
stormy gray for the solid surface
and a medium speckled gray on the
cabinets (see photos). Call today to
see how Sound Choice Furniture will

BE Radio Maga.ina

»Wit your studio.

7E3

TEL: 623-780-0045 • FAX: 623-780-9860
www.magersystems.com • mager@ntagersystems.com

Lug

Sound Choice Furniture
offer these Fine
Standard Features:
•Solid Surface Tops
•1- 1
/"thick 19- ply plywood
2
cabinet construction
•13- ply Finland Birch access
panels
•No Particle Board or
melamine
10-year Limited Warranty
•Reversible Punch Block
cabinet
Modular - Many
Configurations, add-ons and
colors available
Built in ventilation
Fast Installation - No cabinet
assembly

Everything you need to get on the air FAST ,
e
, 35 %Mt FM stereo transmitter
v" Integrated CD player
V Integrated cassette player

ONLY

V Integrated audio mixer
if Professional microphone and cables
if Omnidirectional antenna and coax

'3795'

ar Installed and prewired in a high impact road case!
One of lie most requested FM broadcast products over the past year has been a
'radio station in abar'. Overseas customers, as wel as some of Ne new LPFIA
bcensess We aneed to quckly 'get on the au' al temporary tocaticos or in the intern to her heeled studiotransmitter setup Anumber of cherseas customers also
had b oriels sheet turn progamming from vanous remote cognation sites tor disaster preparadneas boadcasts , Wet, here you go. aradio station e abox!
RAMSEY ELECTRONICS, INC.
793 Canning Parkway • Victor, NY 14564
(800) 446-2295 • ( 585) 924-4560
www.highpowerfm.com
tmsalesL4ramseyelectrorucs.com

Visit our website for more information

AM Antenna Solutions

COMET NORTH AMERICA
CeXeree

151_
813j831.1188

RF Components
LOA Tunipoler.

Foisted Unipoie S stems

Diplexer. Toplexer and
Phasor System.
Antenna Tunina Units

Ti r.med in North America with
;or
e,y

LBA

Since 1963
IBA Technology Inc is your proven supplier of innovative digital-ready AM
antenna systems Our products include tuning units phasing systems
multiplexers AM/wireless isolation systems and components for every power
level We help hundreds of broadcasters in the USA and worldwide to --

Kiahowic Labs. lac.
144 Pleasant Gum* Fete

Reach further — sound better!

96ulf City 14 VMS

LBA Technology, Inc.

14111174.3141
re 442111 876-4221

3400 Tupper Orion, Greenville, NC 27834
800.522-4484 i252-757-0279 / Fax 252-752.9155 / Email LbatecheLbagroup cons
Lbagroup.com
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BROADCAST,,1

tools

C.)

Innovative Problem Solving Tools for Broadcast
SS 12.4

Ad ive audio switcher/router with 12
inputs and tour stereo outputs.

stereo

SS 8.2
Active

BROADCASTt

t
en

audio switsher with eight stem> Mon s,
plus two mono outputs.

stereo

Bd

Active audio siandier with
Iwo stereo plus two

eight stew inputs,
mono outputs

16x2
The 16x2, Sixteen input, nu.il Output çieren
SiencherfRouter passively switches or mutes
anyone ot 16 stereo inputs to either or both
stereo outputs or vise-versa through gold

8x1 DAS

contact relays.

Ten

one of eight AFS/FRU digital
inputs to three common outputs.

Roules any

10x1

input, Single Output
Swit dser/Router passively switches

18x1

Passive swischer/router with 16 stereo inputs
and one stereo output. or vice-versa.

Stet,'

or mixes
any one of 10 stereo inputs to one stereo catput
or vise- versa through gold contact relays.

8x1

SS 3.1

1X2
Astiveaudioswits:.er with three stereo opios

SS 2.1/BNC

and two stereo mil pills.

viien,,IFS/1111.1inputstonsncomposievd,

Passive switcher/router with six stereo inputs
and one stereo output. or vice-versa.

Passive switcher/router with three stereo
inputs and one stereo output or vice-versa.

Passive %villein-VW, Withtssnionesite:Imlia
or AFS/FRli

S8114

Stereo mixer with six stereo inputs, astereo
output. and burr panel on/on.switches

viCe-Ser5.1.

SS 2.1/TERIA

Passive switchcr/router with two stereo inputs
and one stereo output or vice ve

ULU
SS 12-4

SS 8.2

dinunallbl

8x2

16x1

61x1 OAS

•

6x1

.11 2

I6x2

5,51

4
SS 3.1

.11MA

Check out our web site for product information, list pricing, and distributor locations!

10x1

A
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SS 2. I/TERSI

bv broadcast engineers for broadcasters, our audio and digital
twit. tnx eie
w;
,
rexcellent sonic quality, ranomble
connerions, contact cfmurei.,
serial :remote toning ( apabilit s, and flexible mount tog us crsxiries.
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Autogram Features 'Do-All' System

BTI Makes Switcher;
Interfaces With Other Consoles
Broadcast Tools Inc.'s SS 16.4 is a 16-stereo input, quad output stereo switcher
designed to accommodate 16 stereo inputs, four stereo and four monaural outputs.
The front is equipped with push buttons for input, output, macro and mute selection. LED indicators display the status of inputs, outputs, silence sensors, PIP and
power.
The SS 16.4 may be configured for three switching modes. The mix mode allows
the mixing of any inputs to any outputs. The overlap mode provides the overlapping
of any two inputs to an output. The duration of the overlap may be set in increments
of 1/10 of asecond, with amaximum of 9.9 seconds.
In
interlock
mode, the selected
input is connected
immediately, while
the previous input
is disconnected.
The unit may be
controlled remotely via contact closures, addressable
multidrop RS-232
or RS-485 serial.
Features
include a 24- input
"PIP" GPI port, 16
open collector status outputs, eight
SPST relays, four
silence sensors,
power-up selection
of inputs to outputs, flexible system configuration, electronically balanced stereo
inputs and outputs, digitally controlled professional-level analog switch arrays and
low-noise and distortion circuitry.
Multiple units can be cascaded. The audio 110 connections are removable via
screw terminals. An optional TCP/IP interface is available, as are Windows LAN and
serial control software.
The SS 16.4's list price is $ 1,199.
The company also makes the Console Controller IIA for interfacing nonbroadcast
consoles and digital workstations to the broadcast studio.
The CC-IIA is equipped with three channels of insert switching. These allow the
control of each monaural microphone channel while connected to the console's
insert points, or between asource's output and adevice's input.
The console also provides front-panel switching for internal and external monitor
inputs. Multiple consoles can be cascaded to increase the number of inputs.
For monitoring functions, the console uses monitor muting (which can be disabled on Channel 3), bright red LED indicators on the switches, afront-panel monitor level control and channel indicators that can be set to flash when active.
Other features include audio switching with gold contact relays, remote control
and status, audio connections via TRS 1/4-inch jacks and an ergonomically designed
desktop unit with sloped front case.
The CC-IIA's list price is $349.
For more information contact BT! in Washington state at (360) 854-9559 or visit
www.broadcasttools.com.

Mackie Upgrades VLZ Pro,
Expands Lineup
Mackie's new entry-level DFX line includes two compact mixers, the DFX-6
and - 12.
The mixers are equipped with the same features as other Mackies, including a
combination of mic/line and stereo line inputs, 60 mm faders and aproprietary 32bit EMAC digital effects processor with 16 effects. Stereo program equalizers are
included.
Also available, the 1402-VLZ Pro adds more features and 60 mm log-taper faders
to its little brother, the 1202-VLZ Pro. One feature is the six "audiophile" Extended
Dynamic Range mic inputs with RF rejection capability, freedom from ground
loops and impedance-independence.
It has six balanced/unbalanced mono line inputs and four pairs of balanced/unbalanced stereo line inputs. The balanced XLR main UR outputs have mic/line level
switches. A 75-Hz low-cut filter on each mic channel reduces noise. The mute button on each channel mutes that channel in the Main Mix, placing the signal on the
Alt 3-4 stereo bus. The Mute/Alt 3-4 effectively can create asecond stereo bus.
The EFX-to-Monitor feature allows routing of reverb or other signals back into a
monitor mix via Aux Send 1. The Aux 1Master's Pre/Post switch can be set for prefader/post-EQ use or post-fader/post-EQ use. It also has alevel control. The Control
Room/Phones section has alevel control, stereo 1/4-inch balanced L/R output pair
and input matrix for selecting options to create custom headphone mixes and other
functions. A separate switch routes the multisource signal back into the Main Mix.
For more information, including pricing, contact Mackie in Washington state at
(425) 487-4333 or visit www.mackie.com.

Autogram Corp. manufactures the "do-all" Solution 20 modular system.
It has autility 24-V power supply, and can be configured as asumming or distribution amp, 10-W stereo audio amp, mic amp/processor, utility relay deck, stereo
VCA, active or passive audio switcher, four-input mixer or consumer/pro impedance matcher. It can perform all of these functions at the same time with the proper
cards in its 2-RU mainframe, using one line cord.
The company also has updated its product lines. It says its MiniMix 8 and 12
audio consoles are popular among noncommercial, educational, offshore and limited-budget operators, such as LPFMs; and the Pacemaker Classics are suited to the
performance arena.
For more information, including pricing, contact Autogram in Texas at (800)
327-6901 or visit www.autogramcorp.com.

Wheatstone Offers D-Series Consoles
Wheatstone Corp. now offers the D-8000 and D-4000 to its Digital Series console
line. The D-Series ranges across multiple format needs with flexible configurations,
frame sizes and metering types. Design elements include astainless-steel meter bridge,
wrist rest, composite fused-finish end caps and alow-profile frame.
The D-8000 is the flagship of the line, and its communication capability with the
Wheatstone Bridge Router gives it improved functionality in a networked
console/router environment.
Features include Wheatstone's Bus-Minus function on input modules, which provides adedicated mix-minus output with talkback interrupt on every equipped module; Universal Input Module Types, where the input modules can accept analog or
digital signals on the A and B inputs; and Universal Logic, with which the input modules can provide mic (Cough, Talkback) and line (Start, Stop, Ready) logic.
The D-8000
provides
programmable
dynamics for the
input channels,
including fourband EQ, ducking, compressorlimiter,
HPF,
digital gain trim
and phase reverse. It has programmable sends,
where each input
module can generate two Aux
Sends, selectable
between pre/post
Wheatstone's D-8000 Console
fader and pre/
post on/off.
The D-4000 is based upon the technical architecture of the D-5000 console and is
designed to supply features at alower price than its predecessors.
Other features of the D-Series include ahot-swappable design, amix of digital and
analog inputs, 99 console presets, four stereo mix busses, AES and balanced analog
outputs, achoice of master clock rates and 24-bit A-to-D conversion on analog inputs.
The D-8000 has four mix-minus outputs in addition to the Bus-Minus outputs
using the SPD-8000 phone remote modules, and the D-4000 has the same feature,
using the SPD-4000 phone remote modules.
The price range for the D-8000 is $28,000 to $62,0000; for the D-4000, pricing is
$18,000 to $26,000.
For more information contact Wheatstone in North Carolina at (252) 638-7000 or
visit www.wheatstone.com.

Audioarts Launches Audio Switcher
Audioarts Engineering recently released its 32 x32 AES Digital Audio Switcher
for radio use.
The switcher is designed for use with Wheatstone digital console alphanumeric
source display strips. It can be controlled by console- and turret-mounted control
heads and the X-Point PC software package, also from Wheatstone.
The Digital Audio Switcher uses front-panel XY controls and has a monitor
speaker. It has direct back-panel multipin connectors (DB-25 and DB-9) for ease of
installation. The unit takes up 3.5 inches of rack space.
For more information contact Audioarts in North Carolina at (252) 638-7000 or
visit www.wheatstone.com.
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with PATCHBOX!
PATCHBOX is a " passive DA" that
gives you 11 stereo outputs!
5 balanced and 6 unbalanced
outputs can feed DATs, sound
cards, tape decks, efx loops. VCRs.
dub racks. XLR, 1/4". and RCA
outputs can all be used without
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interaction or signal degradation.

only $ 195!
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IN STOCK at all Henry Engineering dealers.
For detailed info, visit www.henryeng.com
Tel:

626.355.3656

For single or multiple frequencies
15 Mhz diplex bandwidth
120 kw input power rating

HENRY

Fax: 626.355.0077

Accept No Imitations!
www.ERlinc.com

When your voice is al
the audience hears

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service

Equipment is in stock for

FAS
Price $ 1750.00

immediate delivery!

GORM.AN-REDLICH MFG. CO.
257 W. Union Si

A Designs

presents

the

pure

812-925-6

Phone 7-W- 593-315i)

' 5-01

FAX 740-592-3898

tube-in/tube-out

stereo microphone preamplifier... the MP- 2
Built with Jensen input transformers.
Paired with custom output transformers.
You get unimpeded
lowest noise level.

dynamics

delivered

at the

Capture the warmth and richness of analog.
Yet maintain the crystal clear spectrum of sound,
perfect for broadcasting and post production.
NIP- 2 by

A

Designs...

True

pro- audio

stereo

mic-pre. Built in the USA.
ZESG143

Ask for ademo at your favorite retailer.
A DESIGNS
Voice: 818-716-4153

West Hills. CA 91304

Visit us at www adesignsaudio corn

•5two-way RS- 232 inputs/outputs for computer, remote signboard & character generator
•6audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs • 2year warranty
are transformer isolated from encoder-decoder board
• 2minutes of digital audio storage
•Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended
• 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
operation
• 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other
•4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
equipment by removable plugs
• 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set
• BNC fitting with 60(k:ihm balanced audio out
input levels
for second transmitter
•Will handshake with automation equipment

jimg@gorman-redlich.com

Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com

• Also available: weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized FM digitalll
tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, character generators.
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the most reliable digital automation system

DON'T
FIGH
IT..

New Windows
Programs & Utilities
Powerful and reliable software
at prices YOU can afford
• A fully featured system
including on-air, production,
and music scheduling software
• Live: Product Support 24/7
• Complete integration with all
traffic and music schedulers
• Add last-minute spots and
reconcile them for billing
• Record & edit phone bits
• Record & time-shift audio
programs
• LAN & WAN compatible
• Se habla espaiiiol

Pristine Systems

JUST
BUY
IT!

RADIO WORLD'S
Products and Services Showcase
provides aperfect medium
for marketing your
products and services.
It's an efficient, effective and
affordable advertising option!
For more information including rates
and deadlines contact your sales
representative or Simone Fe well
at 703-998-7600, ext. 154
to request amedia kit.
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AEQ Offers BC2000
Digital Console
AEQ Broadcast International's BC 2000 Digital Console consists of arackmountable chassis with I/O, processing and control surfaces.
The console uses mic and digital transformer-balanced I/Os, with an I/O capacity
of 144 mono or 72 stereo. The analog line inputs are electronically balanced. The
input mics have RF protection and 48-V phantom power.
It uses AES-EBU and S/PDIF digital input formats. Physical I/O routing selection is available on each fader. The internal sampling frequency is 96 kHz, and the
internal bus format is 32 bits per sample, while the I/O bus format is 24 bits per
sample. The operating parameters can be modified in realtime.
Automatic amplitude control is performed through noise gate, compressor, limiter and expander, in audio band and multiband modes. It has parametric HP and
LP filters and four-band parametric equalization, along with acountdown timer
and clock.
The process controller uses aTFT 6.5-inch, 640- x480-pixel color screen with
an additional video monitor output connector. Two 240- x 128-pixel LCDs display
graphics for level measurements on the four main outputs, level and cue meter.
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PatchBox Multiplies Mixer Outputs
PatchBox, the newest release from
Henry Engineering, is apassive "output multiplier" that can be used to feed
the output of a mixer to the inputs of
peripheral equipment.
It's suited for feeding amixer's output
into DAT recorders, digital editors, computer sound cards, cassette and reel
decks, VCRs, PA systems, dubbing racks,
limiters and other audio equipment.
In many cases it can be used in place
of aconventional distribution amplifier or
patchbay. It works with professional
equipment with balanced inputs and consumer equipment with unbalanced inputs.
PatchBox uses the low source impedance of atypical mixer's output to create
multiple feeds using resistive splitting.
Because the input circuits of peripheral
equipment typically are high-impedance,
this technique can be used without signal
loss, degradation or interaction between
outputs.
It's compatible with active-balanced

(transformerless), low-impedance signal
sources that are ground-referenced.
From astereo source, PatchBox creates 11 stereo signals: five balanced
stereo outputs and six unbalanced stereo
outputs.
The unit's balanced outputs, on XLR
and TRS connectors, provide a "unity
gain" signal with a 600- ohm source
impedance. The unbalanced outputs, on
gold-plated RCA connectors, provide a
signal compatible with the inputs of consumer gear. The outputs can be used
simultaneously.
Because PatchBox is passive, it uses
no power and adds no noise or distortion
to the signal. It also provides an inexpensive way to feed multiple loads, without
the need for DAs, patchbays or knotted
adaptor cables and Ycords.
The list price is $ 195.
For more information contact Henry
Engineering in California at (626) 3553656 or visit www.henryeng.com.

Auditronics Mixes Router/Console

The console uses an Ethernet 10/100 base T-LAN connection with an audioport
module for the remote sending of I/Os through TCP/IP v.6. The design allows modifications through firmware and software.
Additional features include audio monitors and aheadphone amplifier, cough
muting, an on-air signal for the control room and studio and two stereo outputs to
connect two optional external meters.
For more information, including pricing, contact AEQ in Florida at (954) 5817999 or visit www.aeqhroadcast.com.

InnovaSon Makes Scalable Console
The InnovaSon Sensory Compact Live is aconsole designed to provide scalability as needs increase.
It ships with 32 mic/line inputs and eight line-only inputs feeding 32 patchable
input channels, each with a digitally controlled preamp; a low-cut filter; a
gate/expander; acompressor/limiter; four bands of parametric equalization and a
four-digit label display.
Twelve busses
mix down to
three masters,
configurable in
L/R-mono, LCR
or user- defined
arrangements.
Sixteen matrix
outputs carry a
complement of
digital processing, including an
eight full- bandwidth equalizer, a
gate/expander, a
compressor/limiter and 1.3 seconds of delay. Monitoring resources provide PLF, AFL and APL listening at any point in the signal path.
A stage-box option expands the input section by 64 physical inputs with digital
transmission on lightweight coaxial cable. InnovaSon's "Hyper-link" approach lets
the user merge the busses of two consoles, generating twice the inputs, busses, outputs and processing power. This is performed with no additional processing delay,
ensuring phase coherence; and individual boards can retain their distinct automation or can link together via MIDI. Users may link several consoles by designating
one as amaster.
Designed for stand-alone use with a 12-inch screen and a 102-key keyboard, the
console has asmall 45.2- x 8- x28-inch footprint. It uses the same operating software as the rest of the Sensory line, Sensoft v.6.
For more information, including pricing, contact InnovaSon in Connecticut at
(860) 434-9190 or visit www.innovason.com.

Auditronics offers the ALM-12d, which combines the functions of arouter and
aconsole, and the 2600 Series of consoles, for stations that want to upgrade over
earlier models.
The ALM-12d allows the user to route any input source to any channel fader or
monitor pot, as well as to the console's switched meter pair. It is designed to be
cost-effective and offers asmall footprint. It has 24-bit A-to-D and D-to-A I/Os, 12
faders plus two caller faders, four mic preamps, control-room and studio monitoring, cue and
headphone amplifiers and a concealed headphone
jack.
Other features
include LED dotmatrix
source
displays, eight
stereo AES digital inputs with
sample rate converters, 10 stereo
analog inputs and
four microphone
inputs. Superphone Channels generate dual mix-minuses automatically; users can
program its four MXMs to be pre- or post-fader.
Users plug DB-25 connectors into the rear of the console. The lower row includes
I/O connections for two callers and 10 stereo analog inputs (or eight stereo and four
mono). There are analog and digital program and audition stereo outputs and two
mono analog outs. The frame is built of steel and uses arack-mount power supply.
The 2600 Series is priced for tight budgets. The modular design has 12 input
channels, a monitor module with control-room, studio, headphone and talkback
functions, and an output module that provides program, audition, pre- and postmono fader outputs, plus independent meter selection. Additional line-selector and
tape-remote modules are available.
The 2600 uses optoisolated microphone and machine logic. It has stereo program
and audition busses, plus two mono output busses. Cue and headphone amps are
included.
The steel countertop design fits in a26 x25-inch space. For more information contact Auditronics in North Carolina at (252) 638-7000 or visit www.wheatstone.com.

Crane Song Makes Spider Preamp
Crane Song's Spider is an eight-channel mic-preamplifier mixer with two types
of digital outputs: stereo and eight-channel. The stereo output is for recording and
broadcast engineers who do live stereo or multichannel recording and want aflexible audio path. The eight-channel output allows the system to function as an analog
front end for DAWs, digital mixers and modular digital recorders.
In addition, the stereo bus can be assigned to digital channels 7 and 8. This
allows astereo mix of six channels to be assigned to digital outs 7and 8and leaves
two channels independent.
The discrete Class A preamp and the converter modules have alow-noise design.
The maximum analog level at the insert points is +25 dBm. The digital modules
include aDSP process to provide tape emulation. Interfaces are upgradable. Its
retail price is $7,500.
For more information contact Crane Song in Wisconsin at (715) 398-3627 or visit www.cranesong.com.
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FULL FEATURED STEREO LINE AMPLIFIER
METER • HEADPHONE
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/Competitive Prices

• FIELD OR STUDIO • COMPACT
• DESK OR RACK MOUNT
• XLR Line inputs and outputs

/Extensive Rental Fleet ( RF Codecs
Test Equipment,Audio)

• Line level inputs from —20dBu

/Experienced Staff

• RCA Jack outputs for

/Used Trade- Ins Welcomed

Self powered speakers

/New and Rebuilt RF and Audio

• Input/Output LED Metering

/Custom Studio Design and
Furniture

• Peak or Average meter response
• Stereo Headphone and

/Representing Over 600 Quality
Manufacturers

Balanced Line Outputs
AM M200
• UL & CE 24V DC remote power supply
AUDIO
TECHNOLOGIES
INCORPORATED

Need a new STEREO FM

TRANSMITTER?
Compact

size,

Lightweight

unit,

Turnkey Installations Available

Free Brochure Available Upon Request

800-438-6040 • www.scmsinc.com • Fax 704-889-4540

800-959-0307 • 215-443-0330 • Fax 215-443-0394
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Switched mode power,
Universal 85-260 mains,

Silicon Valley

10/3000

POWER

10 watts fl 3kw out

AMPLIFIERS

The RF People

Adjustable RF Power,

You Know We Know Radio

http://www.atiguys.com
328 W. Maple Avenue • Horsham, PA 1904.1

Harmonic Filtering,
Built-in Stereo Encoder

Our gro‘\ ing product line

& Compressor/Limiter,
BNC Compositeimpx input,
Fan

B-1500

TISFACTION GUARANTEED "

up to 1750w

B-2000

Cooled,

RS- 232 Controllable.

up to 930w

SWR & Overtemp Protection.

B- 150A
up to 165w
B- 300A

Unsurpassed Specifications.
Available in 5 power ranges

up to 330w

Model TX3 from 200mM/ to 3 watts output:
Only

up to 22tcw

B-850

$ 875 plus shipping

Model TX20: 2-25 watts. TX50: 2-50 watts.
TX150: 10-150 watts. TX300: 25-300 watts.

Progressive Concepts
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up to 500v.

B-1000
up to 1200w

10/1000
10 watts in. 1000w out

B-600

up to 630m

BIM
Phone:- (408) 986 9700

305 South Bartlett Rd , Streamwood, IL 60107

Fax:- (408) 986 1438

(630)736-9822 Fax (630)736-0353
www.progressive-concepts.com

e-mail:- salesgsvpa.com
Website:- www.svpa.com
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RAM BROADCAST SYSTEMS
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Remora Fits in
Small Spaces
Logitek Electronic Systems is now shipping its Remora Digital Console, which
won aRadio World "Cool Stuff" Award at NAB2002.
The Remora is asmall, modular control surface for the company's Audio Engine router.
Operators can use the Remora to access an Audio Engine, including the audio
inputs, output busses, processing functions and custom commands created by
Logitek's Supervisor/Command Builder software. Functionality is similar to
Logitek's Numix console, but the Remora is smaller.
The control surface can incorporate multiple pieces. The main module incorporates fader input selection, monitor and headphone controls and stereo VU meters
along with four faders. Fader modules, containing six faders each, can be linked to
the control module. The faders do not have to be dedicated to specific inputs; users
can set up fader assignments to accommodate individual circumstances.

Four configurations are available: four, 10, 16 or 22 faders. Fader sections can be
split and located in separate parts of the room, giving the members of ateam control of their own faders. It can be permanently installed in astudio if desired, but its
desktop design allows auser to move it as necessary.
The Remora ranges from $3,000 for four faders to $8,200 for 22 faders.
For more information contact Logitek in Texas at (800) 231-5870 or visit
www.logitekaudio.com.
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ATI Offers Line of Consoles
Vanguard Series consoles from Audio Technologies Inc. are available as a
six- mixer, 10- input board ( BC6DSL and BC6DSR, with linear and rotary
faders), an eight- mixer, 12- input board ( BC8DSL) and a 12- mixer, 24- input
board (BC12DSL).
They include dual stereo and dual mono-sum program outputs with four line
selectors for both the headphone and muted monitoring outputs.
A digitally scanned panel switch matrix controls distortion-free current mode
IC audio switches. DC-operated VCAs remove the faders and their potential
noise generation from the audio signal path. The exclusion of program audio
from the panel area improves RF immunity, according to All.

Two or four VU meters are standard. Other features are LED bargraph output
displays with simultaneous VU and PPM peak readout, a two-channel mixminus telephone adapter, start-stop switches, additional microphone preamplifiers and adual five-line stereo input expander.
The BC6DSL and BC6DSR sell for $3,499, the BC8DSL for $3,999 and the
BC12DSL for $5,599.
For more information contact AT! in Pennsylvania at (215) 443-0330, visit
www.atiguys.com or e-mail saleseatiguys.com.

Rosendahl Features Clock Server,

Sonifex Expands Distribution Line

Upgrades Nanosyncs

Sonifex's Redbox range of analog interfaces includes several products for use
in analog and digital audio distribution.
The RB-DA6 is asix-way stereo analog distribution amplifier for splitting a
source into anumber of outputs. The unit has one stereo input and six stereo outputs. It can be configured so that one mono input is distributed to 12 outputs.
The RB-DA6's connections are on the rear. The XLR-3 inputs are electronically balanced with an impedance of 20-kohm bridging. These can be wired
unbalanced to accept an output from domestic equipment.

Rosendahl's Nanoclocks is aword-clock distributor with an integrated audio
master-clock generator.
The unit has two word-clock inputs (A and B) and 12 outputs that are controlled
by a programmable output matrix. LEDs show incoming sample rates for each
input and routing status for the outputs.
Nanoclocks has three modes of operation. In Distributor Mode, inputs A and B
can be routed individually to the 12 outputs. Input A supports sample rates from 32
to 100 kHz, while input B handles sample rates between 32 and 200 kHz, including
Super Clock.
In Generator mode, the Nanoclocks becomes a low-jitter master
clock generator with 12 programmable outputs, supporting sample rates of 44.1, 48, 88.2, 96, 176.4 and 192 kHz as well as
Super Clock. In Failsafe mode, the Nanoclocks is a
distributor that monitors the two inputs and performs an automatic switchover of all 12
outputs if the primary word clock
signal present at an input
should be interrupted.
The Nanoclocks' crystal accuracy is +/- 5ppm and
clock jitter is less than 10 picoseconds RMS (20 Hz to 20 kHz). The design
also addresses the four main sources of noise
that can affect aclock distributor's performance. The
Nanoclocks retails for $ 1,299.
With the recent introduction of new high-sample-rate DAWs,
Rosendahl also has updated its Nanosyncs DDS audio clock and video
sync reference generator design.
The Nanosyncs V3 includes four setups permitting the assignment of aspecific
sample-frequency multiplier to the word-clock outputs. A 4x multiplier permits
176.4- and 192-kHz sample clock output. AES/EBU and S/PDIF outputs now support single-wire 88.2 and 96 kHz.
For systems requiring more Super Clock connections, one setup configures the
Nanosyncs V3 for six Super Clock outputs. Jitter performance also is improved.
Clock jitter is less than 12 picoseconds RMS within the audio spectrum, and random jitter amplitude is reduced to less than 200 picoseconds in all operation modes.
The Nanosyncs V3 retail for $ 1,599.
For more information contact HHB in California at (310) 319-1111 or visit
www.hhbusa.com.

Rear of the RB-DA6
The XLR-3 outputs are electronically balanced with an output impedance of
<50 ohms. Each output is buffered individually so ashort circuit on one output
won't affect the others.
The outputs can be wired unbalanced by grounding the nonphase signal,
allowing auser to feed balanced and unbalanced equipment. The left and right
input gain controls (normalizing) are pre-set potentiometers accessible through
the front panel. The 1-12 mono, 2-6 stereo switch is recessed on the front panel
to prevent accidental knocking.
Two other products for distributing digital audio signals are the RB-DDA6A
AES/EBU and RB-DDA6S S/PDIF digital audio distribution amplifiers.
Both have buffered inputs that are distributed to six outputs in synchronization with the input at the same level and condition as the input signal. They can
accept input sample rates in the range of 30 kHz- 100 kHz from 16-, 20- and 24bit sources. They can be used for standard CD audio distribution at 16 bits/44.1
kHz, as well as for 24-bit/96-kHz recording.
Redbox products use red anodized cases that can be screw- mounted to asurface or rack-mounted for conventional wiring in acentral technical area.
For more information, including pricing, contact Independent Audio in Maine
at (207) 773-2424 or visit www.independentaudio.com.
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Klotz Adds Modules to Consoles
The Klotz Digital VADIS (Variable Audio Distribution and Interface System) allows for the incorporation of new higherdensity cards and components into an audio/media distribution platform.
11111Pe
11
Modules such as multimode 64- channel
fiber optic I/O cards and eight-channel analog
and digital input and output cards have been
developed to complement existing audio
interface modules, which include ADAT,
MADI and Y2 input/output formats.
Also, Klotz Digital recently developed
serial digital video input and output cards
for mux/demuxing of embedded audio signals. The V960 DSP Card Module was created to make use of high-powered DSP
processors and allows for DSP functions
such as mixing, gain, PEQ, Dynamics and
The Klotz 880 Audio Engine
Delay on one card.
Manufactured for use in the 4-RU, 19- inch
rackmount VADIS 880 Audio Engine, the cards also work in the new VADIS 220 Digital Micro Engine. The 220 is for
space-constrained applications that don't need alarge number of I/Os. The 220 has asmall footprint and no fan, suiting it
for on-air control rooms.
It is compatible with the VADIS AudioMedia platform and offers access to the same functions and integration capabilities
as the 880. The frames accept avariety of audio, DSP and data modules with no limit on the number of inputs or outputs
that can be incorporated.
The open-bus architecture of the 880 supports dual safe power supplies and redundant digital au di o sync ,all ow i
ng f
rames
to synchronize to external devices or operate as stand-alone units.
For more information, including pricing, contact Klotz Digital in Georg i
a a t ( 678) 966-9900 or vi
si
t
www.klotzdigitaLcom.

SAS Unveils RIO Link to Switcher

Every Friday
morning you'll
receive the week's
RW NewsBytes
headlines in one
tidy, hyperlinked
e-mail message!
It's afast,
efficient way to
stay informed!
Sign up now at:

http://www.
rwonline.com/
nb-signup.shtml

Sierra Automated Systems' new RIO Link is an extension of the 32KD digital audio routing switcher.
The RIO Link provides inputs and outputs from the mainframe at aremote location, such as the air studio, via either fiber
or aCat-5connection. Capacity for one RIO Link chassis is 32 input channels, 32 output channels and 16 bidirectional data
channels. This corresponds to 96 twisted pairs, which can be replaced with one fiber or Cat5connection.
The 32ICD switcher is designed to offer more crosspoints in less space for less money. The system performs switching,
mixing, DSP, IFB and mix-minus functions using SAS' DTDM
bus architecture, which the company says improves fault tolerance and minimizes single-point failure issues.
Fiber-optic interfaces allow multiple mainframes to be linked for
expansion. The analog and digital inputs and outputs are supported on user-selectable connector panels. The system also handles
nonaudio formats such as serial data. and provides contact closures through ageneral-purpose interface.
The switcher uses avariety of control methods, including rackmount and console-mount control panels, as well as "soft" panels
and automation control. Special control panels for intercom systems and mix-minus programming are available.
For more information, including pricing, contact SAS in
The SAS 32KD Digital Audio Routing Switcher
California at (818) 840-6749 or visit www.sasaudio.com.

Nicom Offers 8-Channel Mixer
The Nicom Atlantis 8-Channel Mixer was designed for radio stations. According to the company, it is simple
and flexible, especially in dubbing and program production, suiting it to low-power stations.
The Atlantis is modular. It features three balanced Ink inputs, six balanced stereo line inputs, three
inputs (i.e. phono input, tape input, etc.) and two telephone inputs with conferencing capability.
The master features five outputs: two balanced stereo outputs, two unbalanced stereo outputs and one unbalanced mono
output. The monitor offers one
external input (tuner) and three
outputs: stereo monitor, headphones and stereo control-room
with atalkback feature.
Two LED meters with peak
memory allow for constant signal control. The two telephone
channels can control the incoming call and on/off-hook indicators. An amplifier cut-off and onair lamp indicator are optional.
The external switching power
supply gives voltages between
90 and 260 VAC.
For more information,
including pricing, contact
Nicom in California at (619)
477-6298 or visit www.
nicomusa.com.

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

ACOUSTICS
Want to Sell

a

n
zt11118-785-21111
icsli thelenzet

rud product line for sound
control & noise elimination.

www.acousticsfirstcom

I
.

Want to Buy
Hues & Kettner tubeman preamp, $ 160, very little use. Will
Dougherty, WLD, Music Valley, Rt 1,
Box 1548, Mill Spring MO 63952.
573.998-2681.
AMPLIFIERS
Want to Buy
McIntosh C-20 stereo preamplifier.
Mike Stosich, Esoteric Sound, 4813
Watank Ave, Downers Grove IL
60515. 708-431-4560.
ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
Want to Sell
AM
GROUND
SYSTEMS:
Reliable, On-time Installation,
Quality Workmanship, Ground
System Evaluation & Repair.
www.amgroundsystems.com, 1877-766-2999.
Dielectric 3-5/8" motorized four
port coaxial switch . Continental
Communications, 314-664-4497.
contcomm@fiasttnet.
THE
ANTENNA SITE STORE
Tower Registration Signs
FCC and OSHA Compliance
Tower Leasing Signs
Your Wording Added
610-458-8418
www.antennalD.com
•Anton« ID Products Glononooro, PA .

Collins 37CP-12 12 bay FM
arlenna w/radomes, in use with 3/8"
line, approximately 400', $5000.
Dwight Morgan, 1360 E Sherwood
Dr, Grand Junction CO 81501. 970241-9230.
ERI SHP-4AC large element, 4- bay,
C pol, 39KW, tuned to 99.1,
ai,ailable in July, $6000. Ron
Habegger, WAWZ, 14 Chapel Dr,
arephath NJ 08890. 732-4690991.

Utility 520 AMFM 446' AM tower in
use but moving to new site,
$10,000. Dwight Morgan, 1360 E
Sherwood Dr, Grand Junction CO
81501. 970-241-9230.

COMPLETE
FACILITIES
NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES

Orban Optimod 3400 with studio
chassis, less than 2 yrs old,
currently on air, $6250/B0. Rick
Biddle, POB 610, Luka MS 38852.
662-423-9919.

STUDIO/SU/TRANSMITTER/ANTENNA

ERI 3-bay antenna, end-fed, tuned to
99.9 MHz, BO. Rob Strand Innovative
Broadcasting, 1604 E Quincy,
Pittsburg KS 66762. 620-232-5993.
Pirod
270' tower,
excellent
condition, $2700; (2) STL antennas,
BO. Harry Hoyler, KKAY, 3365 Hwy
1, Donaldsonville LA 70346. 225473-6397.
AUTOMATION

OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST RENTALS-

SCNIS. Inc. ( 800) 438-6040
- Know We Know Rac1-3*
CONSOLES
Want to Sell
Arrakis 150 SC 6-channel stereo
console, $450. Bruce Campbell,
KORQ, 915-673-5289.

EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell
AXS automation system including
production
room &
on-air
computers, monitors & Broadcast
Tools 8-channel stereo switcher for
satellite control, $7500. Bruce
Campbell, KORQ, 915-673-5289.
CART MACHINES
Want to Sell
Beaucart stereo play, 4units, $75
each or $250/all. J Lalino, WLAL,
319 State Rt 29, Middleville NY
13406. 315-891-3110.
Dynamax CTR-33, 3decks, 2play,
1 record, excellent condition with
manual, $500/B0. JLalino, WLAL,
319 State Rt 29, Middleville NY
13406. 315-891-3110.
Spotmaster Cart Winder with
clock, like new, $ 150/BO. J Lalino,
WLAL, 319 State Rt 29, Middleville
NY 13406. 315-891-3110.
ITC Delta stereo cart system, 2
decks, with one record amplifier, in
like new condition, rack mount,
manual, all 3 cue tones included.
$500 for all/BO. Hank Landsberg,
KCHZ, 503 Key Vista Dr, Sierra
Madre CA 91024. 626-355-3656.
CD PLAYERS
Want to Sell
Denon DN-950FA CD cart players (2),
Ike new condition, used in personal
studio only, never in Radio! Includes
rad( mount manuals, approximately
150 CD carts. $500 ea./130. Hank
Landsberg, KCHZ, 503 Key Vista Dr,
Sierra Madre CA 91024. 626-355-3656.

YES!

Space is available, so advertise in

Radio World's
Broadcast Equipment Exchange
For more information, call
Simone Fewell @ 703-998-7600, ext. 154
or e-mail: sfewell@imaspub.com.

Want to Buy
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
& LA-4's. Fairchild 660's & 670's,
any Pultec EQ's & any other old
tube compressorPimiters, call after
3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

Autogram
10-channel
audio
console with telephone punch down
block, attached to wiring, $ 1500.
Bruce Campbell, KORQ, 915-6735289.
Harris Micro Mac console w/walk
away capability. 16-32 inputs, 1-4
output channels, 3 assignable
submaster channels, nice VU
meters ( 6), linear attenuators,
keyboard entry of many functions
w/digital power supply. 3.5"h x19"w
computer circuit panel racks
w/cards relay panel & (3) original
service books, weighs over 100 lbs,
$300. James Cunningham, KEOB,
Rt 2 Box 113B, Stonewall OK
74871. 580-265-4496. 580-2654496.
Pacific
Recorders BMX- II-26
console. Fully loaded with 26
modules, very good condition, 3mic
modules w/pan, 3 line modules
w/input mode switch, 20 line
modules w/input mode & pan, telco
monitor module, dual remote input
selector module, real time clock,
digital timer, overbridge, several
remote interface units, molex audio
connector panels pre-wired to
punch blocks. Separate announcer
wedge w/dual headphone jacks &
controls, digital timer, BO. M Brown,
Brown Broadcast, 3740 SW Cornus
St, Portland OR 97219. 505-2456065.
Want to Buy
Input line amplifier cards for aRadio
Systems ESA- 10 console. Will
consider purchasing an old ESA- 10
console for parts. Brian Walsh, GI3C
Media, Warsaw IN. 574-372-3064 or
email: cowcountry@ kconline.com.
FURNITURE
Want to Buy
Digitech DSP-256XL digital multieffects processor/revet/delay 100
presets 100 user presets, $ 165; dbx
166 2 channel gated limiter
compressor, like new, $ 175/B0. Will
Dougherty, WLD, Music Valley, Rt 1,
Box 1548, Mill Spring MO 63952.
573-998-2681.
LIMITERS/
AUDIO PROCESSING
Want to Sell
Aphex
FM2020
pro
audio
processor w/stereo gen, pre-emph
limiter, digital I/O. Can be upgraded
to current MK'''. Call for prices.
Steve Scarborough, 877-722-1031.

Orban 9200 digital AM processor.
David Senzig, WWJQ, 5658 143rd
Ave, Holland MI 49423. 616-3941260.
EV644 with shockmount & cable,
very nice, $ 190. Will Dougherty,
WLD, Music Valley, At 1, Box 1548,
Mill Spring MO 63952. 573-9982681.

11111 Online

BROADCAST ENGINEERING
CONSULTING SOFTWARE
Professional software
packages for preparing
FCC applications and
plotting coverage. For
Windows and NT
V Create " real-world" coverage maps with Longley-Rice,
TIREM, PTP & other models using polygon map features.
V Prepare concise FCC model coverage maps and allocation
studies using USGS geographic map databases.
Census calculations, tower and airport databases.
V Search for AM, FM, TV, DTV & LPTV channels with
graphics oriented programs and FCC databases.
y Plot STL paths in 3-D using NGDC terrain databases... and more!

;
\r3

fC
I.

Communication.

MICROPHONES

800-743-3684

Want to Sell
ElectroVoice 642 boom mic
cardline. Never used, includes
case, $600/B0. J Lalino, WLAL,
319 State Rt 22, Middleville NY
13406. 315-891-3110.
Want to Buy
RCA 77-DX, 44-8X, KU-3A's, WE639's, On-Air & recording lights
wanted, top dollar paid! 615-3523456, FAX: 615-352-1922. E-mail:
billbryantmgmt@yahoo.com.
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.

Want to Buy

REMOTE

Arrakis Digilink-2 &
computers. Need not be in
operating condition. Dave Covey,
Entertronics Inc Bdctg, 128 Glen St,
Glens Falls NY 12801-4432. 518761-9890.
MONITORS

Switchcraft A3f XLR 3pin female
plugs ( 28 new), $30/all. Will
Dougherty, WLD, Music Valley, Rt 1,
Box 1548, Mill Spring MO 63952.
573-998-2681.
Two boxes (
19 total) of new
motors. Oriental motor, Japan S301 motors, 7.5W 115V 1500/1800
rpm, $20/all. Will Dougherty, WLD,
Music Valley, Rt 1, Box 1548, Mill
Spring MO 63952. 573-998-2681.
MISCELLANEOUS
Want to Sell
RO1RON BLOWERS AND PLICEE BLOCKERS
new & rebuilt or Elcom, Hams, CC_A,
CSI, McMartin. Goodrich Ent. 11435 i
Monderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

Modulation Sciences SCA-186
"Sidekick", complete SCA in one
chassis. Call for Prices. Steve
Scarborough, 877-722-1031.

Want to Sell

REMOTE
IrIPMENTJ
RENTAL
Silver Lake Audio

Want to Sell

(5161 763-1776

Used Mod Monitors, McMartin & Belar.
Many to choose from, tuned & calibrated
on your frequency, full guaranteed.
Goodrich Ent 402-493-1886.

silverlakeaudio.com
Moseley SL90030-4S 'Starlinl<" digital 4
linear channel STL Call for prices. Steve
Scarborough, 877-722-1031.

WE RENT FOR LESS

Motorola TA-42 input & output
terminals, T&R 2-25 amp fuses, 115 amp fuse, $25. Will Dougherty,
WLD, Music Valley, Rt 1, Box 1548,
Mill Spring MO 63952. 573-9982681.
SAMS Project Studio Blueprint by
Greg Galluccio, 236 pages; The
Studio Business Book by Jim
Mandrell, 335 pages, $25/both. Will
Dougherty, WLD, Music Valley, Rt 1,
Box 1548, Mill Spring MO 63952.
573-998-2681.

&

MICROWAVE

FM Exciters
STL's
FM Pwr Amps
Test Equipment

Hotlines
Zephyrs
Hems
Audio

It we don't have It, we INN get M
SCMS, INC. (BOO) 438-6040
"You Know We know Radler
en.111 GaSek.115 bed.
9Feat
• .• rd ,btetne, aee apeat pace fp
,

•

REPAIR SERVICES

RECORDERS
Want to Sell
Otani MX-5050 r- rin desk top case,
$650. Bruce Campbell, KORQ, 915673-5289.

riT
-

Machine
Service

Iast, expert repair., on all DA I
recorder brands & models
including ADAT and DA 88
Warranty Service on Most Brands

Ampex ATR-800 2-track mastering
deck, 30/15/7.5 IPS, very good
condition, with remote control unit,
manual & roll-around stand. Two
identical machines available, $400
ea/B0. Hank Landsberg, KCHZ,
503 Key Vista Dr, Sierra Madre CA
91024. 626-355-3656.

Over 3000 Machines Servicea!'
New/Refurbished I ) A1, As aI
la til (•
olilpar(• Our R,Ite‘

Pro Dgtal
ii
Inc.'.
•

Specialht.
(6 10) . 35 3 - 2400

OAT Recorder tiervice

Broadcast Equipment Repair
•AM Antenna Monitors
• AM/FM Modulation Monitors
• Audio

Processing
•Exciters

•RPU Transmitters/Receivers
• STL Transmitter/Receivers
•Test Equipment
•I
ransm ter Field Repair

Rapid Turnaround - Professional Service

D DIVERSIFIED COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
S

(814) 756-3053
E-mail: rpogson@aol.com

BEE
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SATELLITE

TRANSMITTERS

EQUIPMENT

Want to Sell

Want to Sell

AEL FM-25-KE 25KW grounded grid
FM. Continental Communications, 314664-4497. Email. contcomm@fiasttnet.

Comstream CM701 PSK digital
satellite modem, call for prices.
Steve Scarborough, 877-722-1031.

litgug

1w

at.

ifliiÎi1L

owl
Radio Wind,

Broadcast Equipment Exchange

REELS/CD's
Want to Sell
Various metal 10.5" reels with
tape, some without, plastic reels
with tape. Metal, $5; Plastic, $2
+shpg. Don Niccom, KBIM Radio,
1301 N. Main, Roswell NM 88201.
505-623-9100.

Gates 1964 BC5H 5KW AM
broadcast transmitter. Needs work.
Located in Westem North Carolina.
BO. Tim Radford, WKRK, 427 Hill
Street, Murphy NC 28906. 828-8374332.

TRANSCOM CORP.
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

BE FM-30-B 30KW FM. Continental
Communications, 314-664-4497.
Email: contcomm Ofiastl.net.

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment

Continental 814-R1 2.5 KW FM.
Continental Communications, 314-6644497. Email: ccntcomm @fiastl net
Continental 816-R2-C 25KW FM.
Continental Communications, 314-6644497. Email: contcomm@fiastinet
OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals

TAPES/CARTS/

July 3, 2002

FM Exciters - STL's FM Pwr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment
SCMS Inc 18001 438-6 04 0
"You Know We Know Radio"
McMartin BF-5K, 5kW FM. Factory
rebuilt in perfect, like new condition,
includes new tubes, tested & tuned
on your frequency. Guaranteed,
fully adjustable from 0 to 5.5 kW.
Goodrich Enterprises Inc, 402-4931886.

Gates 1974 FM 10Y3, TE 3exciter,
good working aux, new plate
transformer, no PCBS, available in
August, LP filter included, 10KW,
99.1mHz, $ 10,000. Ron Habegger,
WAWZ, 14 Chapel Dr, Zarephath
NJ 08890. 732-469-0991.
Gates BC1G on 620, needs work,
BO. Dwight Morgan, 1360 E
Sherwood Dr, Grand Junction CO
81501. 970-241-9230.
Harris 5KW AM xmtr tuned to 1290
kHz, missing plate transformer,
$2500.
George
Arroyo,
WONONVRMO, 1033 Semoran
Blvd #253, Casselberry FL 32707.
407-830-0800 x110.

300W

FM

1988

Harris FM 300K Solid State Single Phase

1KW
5KW

AM
AM

1994
2001

2.4KW

FM

1995

DEI Quantum Solid State Single Phase

5KW

MA

1980

Harris MW5A

1984

Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase

10KW

AM

1982

Harris MW10A

Harris FM 2.5K Single Phase

10KW

AM

1982

Continental 316F

Consoling

ass

Engineers

OCia

I

Cornmunications

FM

2.5KW

FM

1980

2.5KW

FM

1979

Harris FM 2.5K

10KW
25KW

AM
AM

1982
1991

Nautel ND-25 Solid State

5 KW

FM

1992

Continental 815A

50KW

AM

1986

Nautel Amplet 50- Solid Slate

6 KW

FM

1994

Henry 60000 Single Phase

10KW

FM

1974

Harris FM1OH/K

Harris US- 15

15KW

FM

1980

McMartin BF15,000

BE F030

20KW

FM

1974

Harris FM2OK

25KW

FM

1980

CSI T- 25-F

25KW

FM

1978

Collins 831G- 2C

27.5KW

FM

1990

Continental 8169-4

30KW

FM

1983

BE FM 30

30KW

FM

1988

BE FM 300,

SCA Generator (MX- 15 Module)

50KW

FM

1982

Harris Combiner w/auto exciter- transmitter switcher

Optimod 8100A (cards 3this 9)

Upgrade & Fteiocation Studies • AM Directional Amy Turing IS Prool

210 S Main St. Thiensiale, WI 53092. (262) 242-6000. FAX (262) 242-6045
httpwwwo.evanseassoc.com
Member AFCCE

T. Z. Sawyer
Technical Consultants
www.sawyer.com

GRAHAM BROCK, I
NC.
BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS
Full Service Fiom Allocation to

AM-FM-TV-LPTV
•FCC Applications @ Exhibits
•Expenmental Authorizations
•AM Directional Antennas
•High Power Antenna Arras,
• Frequency She!,
•Class Upgrades
•STL Applications
•Station Inspections

nxmiutin AM/FM/TV/AUX Services
Field WorkAntenna and
Facilities Design

Over 35 years engineering
and consulting experience

912-638-8028

Tr 1-301-913-9287

202-393-5133

.. FAX .1301) 913-5799
.5772 Row Rd a.160. Bethesda. MD 2
,11i1 ,,

\,,.

Radiotechniques
402 Tenth Avenue - PO Box 367
Haddon Heights, NJ 08035
856-548-8008 - Fax 856-546-1841
E-mail: ted@radiotechniques corn
Consulting Engineers
AM - FM - TV
FCC Applications
Directional Antennas
Transmitter 8. Studio Design
Edward A. Seeker, PE
Member AFCCE

www.grahambrock.com

M Celenza
Communications Consultants
TV-$550; LFTV-$550; FM-$250:
AM Freq Searches-Call for quote
Applications, Amendments
& Upgrades
Antenna Structure Registration,
Field Work Avail
631-928-0077
Fax: 631-928-1905

Market Analysis
Engineering Software
Ethnic/Demographic Data
Custom Full-color Mapping
Sales Marketing Packages

1-800-797-1338

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AM/FIWTV/LPTUDTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches

Vr

oft

oftware for your PC

(800) 743-3684
www.v-soft.com

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Engineers
*Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
-Analysis for New Allocation.
Site Relocation. And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDS/ITFS/OFS)
-Environmental Radiation Analysis
eField Work
*Expert Testimony

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: (301) 921-0115
Fax: (301) 590-9757
email: mullengr@aol.com

Communications Technologies. Inc,
Broadcast Engineering Consultants
AM

FM

TV

LPTV

Cellular/PCS Site Analysis
•

in foriklataworld.com
fax: 301-656-5341

Moseley TRC-15 Remote wr HallIkainen
Moseley TRC-15-A Remove Control System

Dummy Load 25 KW air cooled

Fait (TIM 711S-4631

lesions One Communications
Broadcast ( ' ono ILI,.‘

I1' '

The following distributors serving the
broadcast incbstry would be glad to help you

,

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK
JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

1111.11111,

110W4011.

888-625-5649
ai› AM-FM Site Construction
Specialists
Is. Complete Tower Service
30. Antenna & Transmission
Line Diagnostics

FASTER__
MOREACCURATERMIOCOVERAGE
•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping
•Fully integrated databases
•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built-in

L.
vie us on the the web at unneradiosollcom
109 West Knapp Ave. • Edgrastir • FL • (3136)126.2521

PROMOTE
YOUR
BUSINESS!!

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
2:115 Faraday Ave.. Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: (760) 438-4759

e-mail: link@surcom.com

web: www.surcom.com

...country, top 40, news,
urban, talk, jazz, the classics,
mixed bag...
RADIO! The beat goes on!

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
tops in broadcast equipment

1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen
kkannapolis@worldnet.att.net

RO. Box 1130, Marlton, NJ 08053
Phone: ( 856) 985-0077
Fax: ( 856) 985-8124

w‘‘ ‘.. datais nrld.com
800-368-5754

(
1(C )

Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

Potomac Ins. AA51 Audio Anyl. ( new)

with any of your requirements.

91199 Hastings St NE, MinneapoEs, MN 55449 ( 763) 785-4115 %lows« mar

Telecommunication Consultants

Miscellaneous Equipment:

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

OWL ENGINEERING, IN.

Doug Vernier

Harris MS- 15

VISIT OUR NEW INTERNET SITE: www.fmamtv.com
transcom@fmanitv.coni

EMC Test Lab-FCC and European

Houk todolifevAertecorut

Harris Digit

SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO:

Frequency Searches and Coordination
•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-L PTV

EXPERTS Pt
TV • DTV Transitton • FM • Directional Antennas - RF Exposure

EXCITERS

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361

• FCC Applications and Field Engineering
•

Nautel ND- 10

2655 Philmont Ave # 200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

uCc, Apol•cations • Design • Field Engineering • Tosser Dean%

BE AM 5E

2.5KW

CONSULTANTS
ewd11114 EVANS

Nautel ND- 1

Internet:

commtechrf.com

Clarence M. Beverage
Laura M. Mizrahi

To advertise, call
703-998-7600,
ext. 154.

STUDIO
FURNITURE?
Durable - Attractive - Quality
Room systems starting at $ 2695!
PRE- BUILT COMPONENTS!

ir-ifed
ICEI

Electronics Research, Inc.
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610
(8 12) 92 5-6 000
www.ERlinc.com

FAST & EASY ASSEMBLY!
WE CUSTOMIZE
VERY AFFORDABLE SHIPPING!

SPACE WISE®
"It fits as well into your budget...
As 1: does into your studios!"
800-775-3660

spacewise.com

BEE
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POWER TUBE S

TEL 800-532-6626

REBUILT

INTL +1-530-662-7553
FAX +1-530-666-7760

1/2 THE COST

www.econco.corn

OF NEW !

Harris 5KW AM xmtr tuned to 1140
kHz. presently on air, $ 10,000.
George Arroyo, WONO/WRMO,
1033
Semoran
Blvd #253,
Casselberry FL 32707. 407-8300800 x110.

,t1D1/121JD'i'. !!)!Ji
.f)3_11.1
JD.;LA

y

•EIMAC • TAYLOR
•ECONCO • SVETLANA
Also
Motorola • Toshiba • Thompson
& Mitsubishi Semiconductors

McPherson
Radio Corporation
Specializing in pre- owned 0E1 FM
transmitter products. All tuned and tested on
your frequency, 6month warranty included!

Catalog: www. rfpa rt s . co m
760-744-0700 • 800-737-2787
Fax: 760-744-1943
E-mail: rfp@rfparts.com

AND WILL RUN FOR A FULL TWO WEEKS !

COMBINE THIS WITH AN AD IN OUR
RADIO WORLD NEWSPAPER
EMPLOYMENT SECTION AND REALLY
COVER THE BROADCAST INDUSTRY
AND THEN SOME !

Bob Brown
Phone: 856-232-1625 • Fax: 856-232-2075
Email: rjbemethaolcom.

VOW:leafs>

evter

Museum Piece! Western Electric
405B2, 5 KW AM broadcast
transmitter & power supply from
1930s. Not used since 1967. We're
tearing down the building and it
must go! Located in Western North
Caroline. BO. Tim Radford, WKRK,
427 Hill Street, Murphy NC 28906.
823-837-4332.

ife
i iP
urrie

For more
information,
call Simone at
703-998-7600, ext. 154.

RocJi.2 W4rld

ram. R

Call

Illitle.com

Simone Fewell for all the details at

TURNTABLES

0E1 1989 FM020000B, 20KW
grounded
grid,
695
exciter,
excellent cond, working primary,
available in August, LP filter
included, tuned 99.1, $25,000. Ron
Habegger, WAWZ, 14 Chapel Dr,
Zarephath NJ 08890. 732-4690991.

J)-'íi

Want to Buy
Technics
EPA- 100
universal
tonearm and SH-10B3 or SH-1087
bas') for Technics direct drive SP- 15
or
SL-100MK-11
electronic
turrtables. Dale Taylor, 3722 Mill
Creak Rd, Hockessin DE 197079722. 302-239-7809.

Harris Z 3.5 CD solid state xmtr.
Less than 3yrs old. In operation &
ir great condition, includes Harris
digital exciter, $27,500. Rick Biddle,
POB 610, Luka MS 38852. 662423-9919.

between 9-5 EST

...and so ar
the poten
buyers for
your products
and services.

Want to Sell
EIMAC,
AMPEREX,
ED-COM,
3CX2500F3, 3CX3000A7, 4CX250B,
dCX300A, 4CX1000A, 4CX1500B,
4CX5000A, 4-400C, 811, 833C, ETC
WESTGATE 800-213-4563.
TUBES, Eimac, Svetlana
Phone: 905-844-5772
Fax: 905-844-6263
ams@hard-to-find.net
www.hard-to-find.net

Radio World's Classifieds section is agreat
place to find things for your business, and
agreat place for prospects to find you!

IU Electronics Co.

To advertise, call 703-998-7600, ext. 154
or e-mail: sfewell@imaspub.com.

NEW TUBES
We have the alternate&
for all your needs, at the
lowest peces direct from

Svetiana

OUR STOCKIll

EIMAC, SVETLANA, PRO-TEKt4'
EEV and many others.
(352) 688-2374
PH: ( 800) 881- 2374
FAX: ( 352) 683- 9595
SE HABLA ESPAie3L
WE EXPORT
VISA/MASTERCARD ACCLP't

Call Simone for
details at

New York metro area station
looking for experienced Chief
Engineer with 3 years minimum
experience. Fax resumes to: 212949-2411.

POSITIONS WANTED
Devoted to the task at hand. Very
hard &
enthusiastic
worker,
extremely organized & detailed
oriented. Travis, 817-477-2921.

Fully trained broadcasting & radio
professional, looking for on-air
position in any place at any time.
Jason, 972-267-0404.

Enthusiastic rookie broadcaster
looking to shoot your station's
ratings through the roof. Can bend
to fit your format. Call Mercedes at
817-543-1078.

Girl next door seeking entry level
position at any Dallas/Ft. Worth
area radio station. Kristy Reeves,
817-498-0037.

Friendly,
industrious,
FCC
commercial. 1st Class w/Radar/amateur
extra radio licensed, CE, asst CE,
seeking FT. PT, contract work, Amfm,
cable. TV, wrthin 75 mile !talus of metro
NYC area. 718-969-5224 or write:
Mitchell Rakoff, 81-12 Roosevelt Ave,
#702. Jackson Heights NY 11372-6746
or email at MitchellRakoff @ Yaboo.com.

Radio
work
wanted!
Need
someone who can do voices,
dialects, write jingles & do on-air? I
can handle any format. Aaron
Wessinger, 918-357-9533.

1

& 24 Hr service on tronsmittin9 tubes 1
& sockets/ports, new & rebult call'
Goodrich Ent. at 402-493-1886 day
or night, FAX 402-493-6821.

BROADCAST
ENGINEER
OPENING: Clear Channel Seattle
has an immediate opening for a
multi-talented engineer, who is
willing to work hard in a fastpaced, active group of radio
stations.
RF
experience.
including
AM
directional
systems,
required.
Strong
computer
knowledge
base,
including
on- air
automation
systems, also a must. Send
resumes to jmiller@ackerley.com
or FAX to 206-494-2349. EEO
Employer.

I'm your Huckleberry, NASCAR
lovin', Dixie whistlin', son-of-the-south
is an American Broadcasting graduate
looking forward to bringing southern
spirit to your station. Shelby, 405-7897712 or simpleman0977@cs.com.

Th( California Institute for the
Preservation of Jazz at Cal State
Lor g Beach
needs
a 16"
transcription turntable with tone
arm, playable shape. Call 562-9857072.

TUBES

D

ADS GET POSTED THE NEXT BUSINESS DAY

Se Habla Español • We Export

MU has afacility to meet your broadcast
needs for repair and complete overhaul of
ClE1 exciters and low power transmitters.
Clher broadcast manufacturer products
are also welcome.

EMPLOYMENT
HELP WANTED

•Broadcast • Industrial
Communications

Harris Gates II, 2500W, solid state
AM xmtr with lots of extras,
1510kHz, never used in excel cond,
$21,500/130.
Angie
Sugalski,
Wilkins Comm Network, POB 444,
Spartanburg SC 29304. 888-9892299 or angie@wilkinsradio.com.

FOR THE BEST PRICE

SEHABLA E
SPAÑOL

Recent ABS graduate ready to
take your station to the top!
Dedicated worker, always prepared.
Shelly Escobedo, 817-232-2408.
Rookie in search of a team.
Wanting a position as an on-air
announcer, production talent or
copywriter. Cool- Edit Pro, Microsoft
computer skills. Lori, 214-284-5598.
Young radio talent, interested in
working as an announcer, board
operator, in new or production. Hard
working & reliable. Willing to
relocate. Jonathan, 918-249-9594.
ABS trained me with all aspects of
radio, any format, Texas stations
only, Authur, 817-919-2366.
Deep, smooth voice. Great news,
production, copywriting, digital
editing, multi-tracking. News/talk
preferred. Chris Jackson, 972-4638496; cljack2001@earthlink.net.
Explosive personality! Recent
broadcasting school grad, willing to
travel. T.J. 918-245-3124. or
dayofcaedmon@yahoo.com.

James Johnson, just completed
my training at ABS & looking to get
started at your station. Willin to
travel, 817-881-3790.
Looking for a team player?
Creative, responsible radio grad
looking for production or board ops.
Interested in working in the Tulsa
area. Betty, 918-955-5537.
Looking for radio work. Radio
school grad involved with music for
26 years, willing to relocate within
Oklahoma. Brent, 918-955-7590.
Matthew Crawford, ABS graduate.
Hard working, dependable. love radio
production & would like to pursue a
career in that field. 254-580-2691.
Motivated &
goal
oriented
broadcasting graduate. Willing to
relocate. Great with news &
production. Best on-air & public
appearances. Bill 918-836-3233.
New to broadcasting but have lots
of professional experience in
theater & music. Great skills at
news, production & air. Bill Bagley,
817-306-9805.
New, fresh personality looking for
exciting work in on air broadcasting.
Digital production, writing & producing
commercials, will travel. Would love a
chance. Donica, 254-582-9713.
Radio personality fresh out of the
box. In search of becoming part of a
broadcasting station. Will travel.
Colby, 817-282-9920.
Radio school graduate interested in
sales, announcing or news. Wilting to
relocate. Stephen 918-495-3512 or
ssherman19(e hotmail.com.
Rookie jock seeking position as
on-air announcer or in production.
NE Oklahoma, NW Arkansas, SE
Missouri or SW Kansas preferred.
David 918-436-6483 or 918-7436230.
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Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides a FREE hstIng service lot radio stations achy A.; other end users will be charged This FREE service

This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.

does not apply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads These are published on a paid basis only Send your listings to us by filling out
tho form below Please be aware that it takes one month or listings to appear The listings run for two consecutive issues
and must be resubmitted in order to run again

Thank you.
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360 Systems

52

A Designs Audio

44

AEO

Company/Station

42

Antex Electronics

Address

28

Armstrong Transmitters

54

ATI

24

AudioScience

63

Auditronics/VVheatstone

39

BALSYS

20

Belar

34

Bradley Broadcast

Date

Signature

Contact Name
Title

City/State
Zip Code

—

Telephone
Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can participate in
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Circuit Werkes

38

CKE/HVCA

www.rectifiers.com

50

Comet North America

www.cometna.com

6

Comrex

www.comrex.com

7

Comrex

www.comrex.com

1

Continental Electronics

47

Cortana

Gorman- Redlich Mfg. Co.

17

Harris

52

Henry Engineering

12

lnovonics

21

Klotz Digital AG

www.klotzdigital.com

50

LBA Technology

www.lbagroup.com

3

Lightner Electronics

$15 additional

...1111111111

Call Simone Fewell, Ext. 154, Classified Ad Manager, to reserve space
Use your credit card to pay, we now accept VISA,

MASTERCARD and American Express.

www.broadcast.harris.com
www.henryeng.com
www.inovon.com

www.lightnerelectronics.com

Logitek

50

Mager Systems

www.magersystems.com

35

MediaTouch

www.omt.net/dependable

31

Northeastern Communication Concepts

45

OMB America

9

Omnia, aTelos Company

50

Pristine Systems

54

Progressive Concepts

5

Radio Systems

www.radiosystems.com
www.radiosystems.com

Silicon Valley Power

Blind Box Ad

www.gorman-redlich.com

Mackie

50

$2/word

www.eriinc.com
www.eventide.com

15

Sierra Automated Systems

Classified Line Ad

www.denon.com

18

23

113

cortana@cyberport.com

52

S.C.M.S., Inc.

133

www.contelec.com

Eventide

54

157

www.circuitwerkes.com

41

55

$185

www.burk.com

Electronic Research Inc.

Ramsey Electronics, Inc.

Station/Studio Services

www.bswusa.com

Denon Electronics ( USA) Inc.

RAM Broadcast Systems, Inc.

80

www.bsiusa.com
www.broadcasttools.com

19

50

85

www.marti-electronics.com

52

54

90

www.bradleybroadcast.com

Burk Technology

Radio Systems

$95

www.belar.com

4

11

Professional Card

www.balsys.com

BSW

85

110

www.auditronics.com

32,33

90

115

www.audioscience.com

Broadcast Tools

95

120

www.atiguys.com

50

$100

$125

www.armstrongtx.com

Broadcast Software Intl ( BSI

26x

65

www.antex.com

Broadcast Electronics
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Sine Systems
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Studio Technology
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Telos Systems

2
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The Birth of Feature-Rich Radio
by David Maxson
It's hard to visualize, but we broadcasters are the future providers of radio
datacasting services. We can't wait for
someone else to develop our airwaves —
to become "service providers."
Icouldn't resist responding to the
gauntlet thrown down by my esteemed
colleague Skip Pizzi ("The IBOC Debate
Continues:' April 24). Skip seems to be
waiting to see if "service providers will
emerge in force to take advantage of'
datacasting on IBOC.
Look ahead
This is the wrong way to look at our
future as broadcasters. The folks at
Impulse Radio have the right idea — make
the datacasting capabilities of IBOC something broadcasters can work with and mold
to consumer benefit.
If we wait for service providers to
emerge, we simply push IBOC data into the
subcarrier abyss. Niche providers with proprietary technologies pay apittance for
poorly utilized subcarrier bandwidth. Let's
not let that happen with IBOC data capacity.
The way to make IBOC arobust consumer medium, beyond the improved
audio performance, is to create auniversal
open platform for moving digital content
to consumer receivers. Make it so that
broadcasters can use their current business skills and programming skills to
enhance the listener experience, and, yes,
generate new revenue streams.
Skip admonishes you to "remember also
that the PAD (program associated data) feature was touted as something RBDS would
provide, but never did." I'm sorry Skip
missed our presentation at the NAB2002
Broadcast Engineering Conference. We
traced the shortcomings of RBDS and other
subcarriers to several factors.
The biggest problem is that RBDS was
not designed with new revenue in mind.
Without revenue for the data, radio stations can only rationalize feeding the simplest of data from their automation systems. And without the creative drive of
broadcasters behind the RBDS technology, there was no sizzle for consumers in
the United States. Because RBDS was not
designed as aflexible, extensible, objectoriented data transmission scheme, it
failed to spark an evolution of new, consumer-oriented services.
Impulse Radio, in collaboration with
Ibiquity and the IBOC Data Forum, has
been developing an open protocol for data
over IBOC. (Impulse and Ibiquity are independent companies with no connection but
ashared vision of the power of IBOC.)
The fast-track development of IBOC
has led to afast track for the data services
as well. To facilitate the efforts to quickly
build the foundation for data over IBOC,
Ibiquity wisely convened aspecification
forum ( sometimes called a standards
forum, but standardization will come more
formally in time).
Broadcasters, content providers and
electronics manufacturers were invited to
participate in the process of building the

foundation for IBOC data. Impulse spearheaded the gathering of "Use Cases" and
the creation of a first-round proposed
specification.
Over recent months, the forum has had
two national meetings, one in Detroit and
one in Las Vegas. Numerous communications and smaller meetings have occurred
to merge hundreds of ideas into aproposed
specification.
This is only the beginning of the open
process envisioned for IBOC data. When
the market is ready and the industry is prepared to support the process ( and this
includes your employer, dear reader) the
data specification can be ushered through a
full standardization process.
Skip complains that "the bottom line is
not how ' open' the development process
seems, but who ultimately controls the
implementation of the spec when it's
deployed."

Finally, there is room in the spec for data
unrelated to the station's audience, as subcarrier data often is today (auxiliary data).
Rome wasn't built in aday, and featurerich radio broadcasting won't be either.
To begin with, rather than rigidly transmitting station call sign and artist and song
title, RBDS-style, Impulse Radio proposes
to use the more flexible object-oriented
data features of IBOC to enable consumer
radios to receive and render text objects of
any type.
In the first baby step, early IBOC radios
can exploit the text displays of satelliteready radios. Broadcasters can easily start
delivering useful text information, entertainment and sponsor elements when
IBOC is launched.

Expert enterprises
As radios evolve and broadcasters generate new services and revenue with new
data tools, feature-rich radio broadcasting
will grow steadily.
So the questions are these: how should
the IBOC data specifications be rolled into
would not have
standards? Under whose umbrella should
the standards setting be conducted? If data
gotten this far without
standards are truly aconcern, are more
broadcasters willing to sponsor their techthe concerted efforts of
nical people in participating in standards
highly focused expert
setting than those who have already
stepped up to the forum?
enterprises.
Finally, to eliminate possible confusion
of the various elements of standardization,
we should look at the development of
IBOC. Ibiquity is the culmination of a
decade-long competitive effort in IBOC
Well, there is plenty of room on the
development by many entities, including
bandwagon to contribute to the data specithe two final proponents whose technolofication and create ahome for its continugies were joined in the formation of
ing development. By the way, RBDS was
Ibiquity. It created the physical layer of
imported from Europe through an open
transmitting digits. It remains Ibiquity's
standardization process. It was deployed,
job to marry the digital waveform to such
with the infusion of megabucks by the consumer electronics industry, without a things as error correction technology, optimum interleave period and the audio
mechanism for it becoming an evolving
codec technology. These elements and
economically robust service. Standards,
others have to be jointly optimized to the
open or not, couldn't help RBDS become
RF channel.
the next big thing.
Idon't see any way, or reason, to call
for this to be a democratic process.
Bottom line
IBOC would not have gotten this far
The bottom line, Skip, isn't control; it is
without the concerted efforts of highly
the bottom line. Whether you are commerfocused expert enterprises.
cial or noncommercial, you have to line up
Rising through the physical, transport
an audience to serve, and make money to
and link layers, responsibility for developpay for serving them.
ing specifications is able to diverge from
Impulse Radio recognizes this and is the
strictly Ibiquity's domain to all stakeholdonly company to propose aplatform that
ers in the success of IBOC. NPR proposes
amplifies broadcaster skills to provide new
asecondary audio program "stream" that
services and pay for them. What's truly
can run at low bit rates. Ibiquity accommoopen about this data platform is that
dates this concept with a proposed
Ibiquity and Impulse and all the broadcast"Secondary Program Service" ( SPS)
ers and manufacturers who contributed to
mode. Impulse Radio proposes auniversal
it leave it open to the creativity and salesobject-oriented data transmission capabilimanship of broadcasters to use it to enterty, and Ibiquity responds with aproposed
tain and inform.
"eXtensible Data Service" (XDS) mode.
Meanwhile, consumer electronics manWith those two enhancements proposed
ufacturers are eager to create new featurefrom outside Ibiquity and accommodated
rich radios that enable broadcasters to
by them, the utility of IBOC is maximized.
transmit data objects to the public. It could
A secondary low-rate audio stream, if
be program associated data (what we call
accepted by the industry and the FCC,
program-synchronized data) or it could be
would become available for universal and
data that relates to the audience, but is not
widespread applications. Meanwhile, the
directly tied to the flow of the program
desire to move any kind of data object is
(station-related data).

1130C

David Maxscn
accommodated by the provision of XDS.
What's left? We need to agree on specifications for program-synchronized and
station-related data. This will give broadcasters confidence in how their data will be
experienced by the radio user and consumer electronics manufacturers will know
what their displays, memory, I/O and other
characteristics must do to support acertain
level of functionality. So all have to agree
on receiver classes and service classes
upon which feature-rich radio will be built.
Managing data
We also need to begin building protocols for authentication, rights management,
security, encryption and other aspects of
managing data flow over the broadcast
channel. Isee the IBOC Data Forum as the
logical place to continue this discussion
until some time when there is enough
momentum to enter standards-setting.
With aforward-thinking data standard
based on the groundwork of Impulse
Radio and Ibiquity, data over radio will no
longer be relegated to the backwater of private and tiny-niche services. Instead, for
the first time, radio broadcasters will be
able to build economically viable data services that reach consumer receivers without relying upon outsiders to create them.
More information can be found on data
specifications and use cases at
www.impulseradio.com, including our
white paper on the use of adata gateway to
manage data flow. Also look at wwwibiquity.com for more information on IBOC
technology, and the NRSC pages at
www.nab.org/scitech/nrsc where the studies and evaluations of AM and FM IBOC
can be downloaded.
David Maxson is managing partner of
Broadcast Signal Lab LLP and has been
assisting Impulse Radio's development
of tools that exploit the potential of
IBOC data.
RW welcomes other points of view.
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Offensive ad redux
Iam writing in regards to the letter
from Cindy Sue Brooks ("Offensive ad?"
May 22) in which she takes issue with
the ad for Eventide Digital Delay. In this
letter, Ms. Brooks was kind enough to
inform us that she found the ad "very
offensive."
OK, you were offended. So what? Was
any real harm done to you? Were you
injured or threatened in some way? Isuspect the answer to these questions is "No."

Our Constitution

FORUNI•

radio, you have to wonder about the type
of capitalism we have.
Does it support the continued expansion of markets, so entities large and
small can thrive or fail? Or is it asystem
controlled by a few entities bent on
monopoly? This society has lived
through the pain of the latter and our
ancestors already had this discussion
(and resolution).
One hundred years ago, Republican
Teddy Roosevelt led the charge to break
up monopolies. ( Imagine what would

is very explicit in its

protection of the freedom of speech. Try as Imight,
however, Ihave yet to find any constitutional
protections against being offended.

— Mike Reed

Perhaps the seemingly endless strains of
Political Correctness have finally pushed
me over the edge. Whatever the case, Ihave
grown weary of the perpetual whining of
the easily offended. Our Constitution is
very explicit in its protection of the freedom of speech. Try as Imight, however, I
have yet to find any constitutional protections against being offended.
On the playground we used to say,
"Sticks and stones may break my bones
but names will never hurt me." Now we
watch adults curl up in the fetal position
and cry for mommy over the printed
word. If the ad bothers you so much,
don't buy the product.
To be fair, there are standards of decency that radio and print should try to adhere
to. Did this ad cross the line? Idoubt it.
But even if it did, was it really so traumatizing that it required chastising Radio
World for printing it? I'd like to think that
we in the "Land of the free and the home
of the brave" are tougher than that.
Mike Reed
Senior Engineer
Harris Corp.
Rochester, N.Y

Musical monopolies
After following developments related
to the proposed fee structure for Internet

have happened to an entity like Clear
Channel if it had been around then?)
There is one thing Icannot fathom in
the efforts to control musical content.
Why are record companies coming
down so hard on upstart Webcasters
that are far more likely to expand the
variety, reach and profitability of a
music company's portfolio? Aren't all
record companies interested to some
degree in expanding their roster of
artists, including "alternative country,"
and other types of music that mega station empires will not play?
A goose laying golden eggs is being
gored by an industry that stands to
benefit the most. Oh brother, where art
thy sanity?
Pete Simon
Radio Producer/Jazz Host
KUVO(FM)
Denver

Self-respecting engineers
Time and time again we read about the
constant shortage of qualified engineers
in the radio industry. Each time Ikeep
wondering how many more articles there
will be discussing the topic, the problem
and the solution.
Ispent many years in radio, last serving as chief engineer for WEHM(FM) in
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A group that promotes worthy values in radio is
the National Federation of Community
Broadcasters. According to President and CEO
Carol Pierson, "Our particular values are in support of local broadcasting and community
involvement from stations, and representing
diverse groups of the country on the airwaves."
The NFCB recognizes service with its annual
Community Impact Award, part of acommitment
to having stations be "critical actors" within their communities, said Pierson.
The most recent recipient is KVMR(FM) at 89.5 MHz in Nevada City, Calif.
This is anoncommercial station with aself-described eclectic mix of programming.
Five years ago, it made the decision to plant the roots of an effective local newsgathering network. Those efforts paid off dramatically last year and the station
showed how far radio can go to meet the information needs of its listeners.
When amental-health patient went on a shooting spree in January of 2001,
KVMR dropped its programming and switched to local coverage. The city was
locked down while authorities searched for the man and people turned to their radio
for information. KVMR took calls and passed along information from law enforcement, mental health officials, legislators and listeners. Emergency prescription drug
delivery was worked out on the air by caregivers and county officials.
KVMR's coverage was doubly notable because the station already was part of a
community health-care project, airing live town meetings at which mental-health
care was identified as an important problem. The station aired three meetings on the
subject before and after the shooting. When the state of California gave the city an
additional grant for mental-health care, the local board of supervisors singled out
KVMR as an important part of securing the money.
"A lot of this just trickles back to the decision made several years back to
increase our local news presence," said General Manager Brian Terhorst. "All of the
seed work that had been laid through avery grassroots effort, all of those connections, were in place.
"We knew exactly who to talk to, and the officials knew they could use our station to get the word out." So when the emergency broke out, he said, everything fell
into place.
Serving the public interest, convenience and necessity is still agood idea. As
Terhorst put it, "There's always something more that you can be doing to serve your
community."

KVMR

Makes an
Impact

— RW
East Hampton, N.Y., astation Idesigned,
built and maintained from 1992-94.
As aradio station in the middle of the
Hamptons, we attracted many listeners
and visitors. Ican't keep count of the
number of times we had PDs, GMs,
engineer and owners from stations all
over the country stop by while vacationing, who commented that our facilities
and overall audio was as good as any
they had ever heard. The reward for alot
of hard work and effort was acut in my
salary and later on an attempt to make
me acontract engineer, which Irefused
to accept.
My point? It was just another example
in the pattern that is so prevalent in radio
today and going back 10-15 years. A
complete indifference and lack of respect
for the skills and experience that many
engineers have.
I, like many of my counterparts, ended up in much better positions. For
myself and Iam sure others, Imoved
into the satellite and cable industry and
now into the wireless industry working
for the second-largest wireless provider
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in the United States earning asalary that,
in radio land, would only be paid to station management in large markets.
Why would any self-respecting, experienced engineer choose to work in conditions where they are treated like errand
boys and janitors earning $40,000 ayear,
if they are lucky, when they can work in
industries where they are respected, valued and can earn double and triple the
salaries offered in radio?
When someone can resolve that issue,
perhaps we will see skilled engineers
working in radio once again.
Aaron Brodbar
RF Performance Engineer
Cingular Wireless
Cheshire, Conn.
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DIGITAL A UDIO N ETWORK ROUTER
•B!- DIRECTIONAL FIBEROPTIC OR CAT- 5 I
NTERLOCATION CONNECTIVITY
•ALL DIGITAL DOMAIN AES SVV/TCLIING
•ANALOG OR DIGITAL ,
iAES SAMPLE RATE) I
NPUTS
•BOTH ANALOG AND AES DIGITAL OUTPUTS
•SERIAL CONTROL AND DISPLAY WTH W hEATSTONE CONSOLES
complement of control panels and PC applications to
It's simple to install, easy to learn, and certain to reduce choose from—all designed for straightforward operation
system costs. Compact enough for small applications, and arapid learning curve.
yet stackable for tremendous growth potential, it's deWith 25 years of experience, Wheatstone has the
sign consists of 7urackmount digital routing cages, each infrastructure in place to help you build your OWN
capable of handling 512 simultaneous audio channels infrastructure. Contact us for answers.
on its backplane.
Units can be stacked to suit particular card complements (analog or digital input and output cards or optical
network cards) but more significantly cages can be
separated by great distances and network their audio
through either bidirectional fiberoptic links or a single
CAT-5 wire. O NE I
NTERCONNECT DOES I
T ALL:
64 channels of simultaneous bidirectional digital audio,
intercage communication, XYcontroller commands plus
auxiliary RS-232 data streams. This single interconnect
between your studio and central rackroom can save
you tens if not hundreds of thousands of feet of wire in
atypical installation.
The 2001's graphic based setup software is intuitive MIXED SIGNAL SWITCHNG ! seasily accomplished with achoice of AES
digital Of ANALOG 24- bit A>D input cards, and of course 24bis digital or
and easy to use, with all the authorization and security 24- bit D>A ANALOG output cards, all of wh;ch can be serviced from the
levels you could want. And of course we have a full front of the cage. All signals are routed entirely in the digital domain.
THE 2001 MAKES AUDIO NETWORKING PRACTICAL
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